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News In Brief
Maintenance, hydrant flushings
slated for city, department says

THURSDAY AFTERNoON, JUN). 4, 1087

108 NO.132

35 CENTS

Chamber report
highlights some
of the years'
top endeavors

Wi LEADERSHID/tURRAY.

In the interest and welfare of local residents, crews of the Murray
Public Works and Utilities, Water Division, will conduct a periodic
maintenance inspection and flushing of fire hydrants, Saturday, June
6,1987. The flushing will begin at approximately 9 p.m., Saturday and
will be completed by 3 a.m., Sunday, June 7, 1987.
Should residents notice any discoloration in water on Sunday, they
are advised to flush thoroughly. This will clear up the water in a very
short period of time.
The Public Works Division suggests that the washing of clothing be
postponed during the above hours and apologizes for any other inconvenience caused. This is a routine procedure that must be exercised, a
spokesman stated.

Public will hear the Challenger
astronauts' last words: newspaper
WASHINGTON (AP) — New York Times officials say a federal
judge's order that NASA release the tape of the final words spoken by
the crew of the Challenger space shuttle will allow "the public to hear
for themselves what went on" inside the spacecraft before it
exploded.
The ruling by U.S. District Judge Norma Holloway Johnson,
released Wednesday, agreed with arguments made by Times' attorneys that the "tape contains no information about the astronauts
or any of their family members."
She ordered that the National Aeronautics and Space Administration turn over the tape to the newspaper within 30 days.
At NASA,spokeswoman Barbara Selby said the agency had not yet
seen a copy of the ruling and therefore had not determined whether to
appeal.
The newspaper, which won a Pulitzer Prize for its coverage of the
Challenger disaster, filed suit last year under the Freedom of Information Act to obtain the tape of the Challenger's 73-second flight on
REV,1980.
Tittles' attorneys argued in a hearing last month that the voice inflections on the tape might help the public determine if the crew was
aware of any problems before the shuttle exploded.
The attorneys also argued that the poor condition of the tape and
the fact thatseveral voices were talking at once indicated that a written transcript prepared by NASA and released publicly was merely
an interpretation and not a complete record.
The space agency had contended that release of the tape would
violate the privacy of the families of the seven dead astronauts and
subject the survivors again to the news media's "morbid fascination" with their grief.

Elsewhere...
By the Aseechtled

WASHINGTON — The private businessman who was the financial
manager in the Iran-Contra affair has sworn to Congress that he is
holding more than $200,000 in profits from Iran arms sales for the
family of White House aide Oliver North.
NEW YORK — The phenomenal growth of a Smith Bronx machine
shop into a multimillion-dollar government contractor known as
Wedtech Corp. was fueled by deceit, bribery of public officials and
stock fraud, according to a federal grand jury indictment.
WASHINGTON — Needle drug abuse will be "the major portal of
entry" for the AIDS virus into the mainstream of American life,
perhaps making heterosexual relations a common way of catching
the lethal disease, some researchers predict.
COLORADO SPRINGS,Colo. — Come quitting time, John Pottemt
swallows the last of his vending machine coffee, locks his files in a
vault and zips home in his Volvo to the warm embrace of family life.
Then he ventures into the night to do the part of his job that has
become a matter of life and death.
WASHINGTON — Business leaders and the Reagan administration
say they cannot go along with the Rev. Leon Sullivan's dramatic call
for all U.S. companies to pull out of South Africa within nine months.
WASHINGTON — The Iraqi pilot who opened fire on the USS Stark
In the Persian Gulf was convinced his target was inside a free-fire
wiz zone, even though the United States has clear proof it wasn't, the
Pentagon says.
UPPER MARLBORO,Md. — Brian Lee Tribble, acquitted of supplying the cocaine that killed basketball star Len Bias, says the
system did not fail him.
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Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
Friday Of by 3:30 p.m. Saturday
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Forecast
Tonight: Clear and cool. Low
In the lower 50s. Near calm
wind.
Friday: Mostly sunny. High
In the lower 80s.
Exteaded Forecast
The extended forecast Saturday through Monday calls for
partly cloudy conditions. Highs
In the mid-701 to mid-fes Saturday and from the upper 7.4 to
mid-80s Sunday.
LAME LIBVELII
Kentucky Lake...... Seel
$59.1
Barkley Lake

The Leadership Murray Beard of Directors and Executive Committee met Wednesday to discuss the
September '87 Leadership Murray Class and a new scholarship fund in memory of Max Hurt. Present at the
meeting, pictured left to right, were: Tommy Marshall, Jo Crass, Loretta Jobs, Walt Apperson, Keith Hays,
Jane Sisk, Judy Stabler, Lynn Richard, Dr. Jack Rose, Robert Olin Jeffrey, Buddy Buckingham, Florence
Hudspeth, Stuart Poston, Dr. lanette Thurman and Ted Vaughn. The Executive Committee consists of:
Loretta Jobs, chairman; Jane Sisk, vice chairman; Ron Christopher, secretary; Tommy Marshall,
treasurer; and Walt Apperson, publicity. A new director will be named within the next two weeks. Nominations are now being received for the 20-member fall leadership class. Donations for the Max Hurt memorial
fund should be sent to Tommy Marshall, 1701 Audubon, Murray, Ky. 42071. Other members of the board inchide: Mayor Holmes Ellis; CaBoway County Judge-Executive George Weaks; Harold Doran; Joe Dick;
MU President Dr. Kala Stroup; Sid Easley; Ron Christopher; Rob Williams; Peggy Billington; and Bill
Germann.
Stadf photo by David Tuck
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(Cont'd on page 2)

Special session issue 'dead,' legislators say
From staff, AP reports

Wallace Wilkinson's victory in
the Democratic gubernatorial
primary apparently has killed prospects for a special session and,
thus, a quick conforming of the
state's tax system to that of the
federal government, legislative
leaders say.

Wilkinson's victory "probably
put an end to a special session for
tax conformity,' said Senate Majority Leader Joe Wright, DHarned.
House Speaker Don Blandford,
D-Philpot, said he sees no movement for a special session on any
subject.

"It's all but dead," he said
Wednesday.
Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray, is
also doubtful that a special session
will be called to discuss taxes.
"I don't think we will see a
special session on tax conformity
since Wilkinson is against it. That
is my guess," Curd said. "I can't

imagine him making a statement
against it since he is not governor,
yet."
Sen. Greg Higdon, D-Murray,
was unavailable for comment.
Several issues have been mentioned as fodder for a special ses((ont'd on page 14)

Educators voice favor on
kindergarten for full year
From staff, AP reports

School officials who have worked with daylong kindergarten sessions say they provide better
preparation for first grade by increasing students' reading skills
and adding substance to their
routine.
"We have found it (full-day
kindergarten) to be highly successful," said Charles Terrell., the
assistant school superintendent at
Fulton, Ky.
The Fulton County program and
one in Paducah have operated in
western Kentucky for one year,
and full-day kindergarten has
been in effect for two years at
Emerson Elementary School in
Cairo, Ill., at the Kentucky-

Reagan said
relaxing near
Venice before
Summit begins
VENICE, Italy (API — President Reagan, on the first day of
what was to have been a state visit
to Italy, relaxed at an elegant
villa, looking forward, like any
tourist, to seeing fabled Venice.
Following an eight-hour flight
from Washington aboard Air
Force One, Reagan arrived with
his wife, Nancy, just before midnight Wednesday local time and
was welc6med at a brief
ceremony by Prime Minister
Atnintore Fanfani and a military
honor guard.
Afterward, the Reagaiu were
flown by helicopter to the 46-room,
luxury Villa Condulmer in
Venice's countryside which has
been reserved exclusively for the
White House entourage for five
*Mt
(Ossit'd ea page I)
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The Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce, which
currently has over 400 active
members, recently released its
1986-87 Annual Report which
highlights some of the accomplishments of the chamber
through its many members and
committees.
Some of those accomplishments
include:
• The development of a computerized data system for
Calloway County, the letting of
bids on a Speculative Industrial
Building in the Industrial Park,
and the installation of water,
sewer, gas and electric p the Industrial Park by the New Industry
Committee.
• The adoption of the new slogan
"Known By The Company We
Keep," and the monitoring of the
sale of the CSX Rail Line to

Missouri border.
Superintendent of Calloway
County Schools, Dr. Jack Rose,
said, "It's hard to look at a particular age group and not the
others." Rose was referring to
other programs directed at three-,
four- and five year-olds and a new
law requiring programs for
hanicapped four- and five-yearolds.
Rose explained though, that he
Is positive about the programs and
believes that daylong
kindergarten could be beneficial if
the resources are there and if the
academic programs are designed
so that five-year-olds could handle
them, but not as a babysitting
service.
Fulton offered daylong
kindergarten every other day in
1985-86, when the state started requiring kindergarten. However,
children tended to forget by Tuesday what they had learned Thurs. day, and teachers spent much
time in review.
But now, "our kids have double
the school experience as normal
Kentucky children entering first
grade," Terrett said.
The program seems especially
well suited to county areas that
are not densely populated.
"In a rural area, you have a real
problem with transportation,"
Terrett said. "There is a possibility of a child being on a bus almost
(as long) or as long as he is in
kindergarten."
The program was funded by a
330,703 Governors Innovative Incentive 11‘md Grant and matched
by local money. The funds pay for
three teachers, three aides and
computer equipment.
Computers were used in the
IBM Writing to Read program. Of
70 yotmgeters, more than 30 ended
the year reading and SO to 40 knew
pre-reading skills, compared withthree to five children who would
(Calera ea page 14)
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This map shows the area surrounding the New Madrid Fault in the
central portion of the United States. An anticipated recurrence of
the past quakes along the fault could cause thousands of deaths and
up to III billion in damage, officials report.

Earthquake panel touring
New Madrid Fault region
TIPTONVILLE, Tenn. (AP) — The Kentucky Governor's Earthquake Hazards and Technical Advisory Panel began a two-day
meeting Wednesday to tour the area around the New Madrid Fault.
The group assembled in Hickman, Ky., Tuesday night and met
Wednesday at Reelfoot Lake, created by earthquakes of 1811 and
1812.
Panel Chairman James H. Molloy said Fulton County was picked
so members could see the area in Kentucky that would be affected
most by a quake along the fault.
Molloy is exec4lve director of the state division of Disaster and
Emergency Ser teswhIth supports the'earthquake project.
The panel was scheduled today to take helicopter tours of the
Mississippi River with scientists pointing out land features and other
evidences left by the tremors of the previous century.
The earthquake task force was created in 1062. Kentucky Gov. Martha Layne Collins expanded it in 1954 to continue studying the effects
a major earthquake might have and to find ways to lessen those on
Kenbicky.
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Reagan...
(annt'il from page 1)
from a Saturday big to
Rome to meet with Pope John
Paul II, the president will not
leave the villa before he moves into Venice on Monday for summit
talks with the leaders of Britain,
France, Canada, West Germany.
Japan and Italy
Presidential spokesman Marlin
Fitzwater said Mrs. Reagan had
visited Venice once before, as a
14-year-old girl with her parents,
1

I

Instead of Rome, with little to do
except rest, adjust to the six-hour
time difference with Washington
and prepare for next week's
summit.
Responding to stories that have
gotten a lot of attention in Italy,
Fitzwater acknowledged that a
queen-sized bed made for the
Reagens for a state visit to Portugal had been taken out of
storage in Lisbon and sent to
Venice for the president and his
wife.
"The Reagens were not ware
of that and did not ask for any
special accommodations," Fitzwater said.
Similarly, presidential aide Bill
Henkel denied reports that horses
had been shipped from the United
States for the Reagane to go
horseback riding. "No riding," he
said emphatically.
Given the change in Reagan's
agenda, top aides delayed their
trip. White House Chief of Staff
Howard H. Baker Jr. and

but that it was the president's first
trip to the lagoon city of 117
Wands.
"The president said he looks for.
_ward to seeing Venice and sharing
the canals with Mrs Reagan,"
Fitzwater said
After the collapse of Italy's
government, officials in Rome in
dicated they did not want Reagan
to make a full-blown state visit,
with a lot of fanfare, in the closing
days of a national election

camPiusq.

So Reagan scrapped the state
visit entirely and came to Venice
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KSP releases
information on
house explosion
Kentucky State Police public information officer Chuck Robertson today released information on
the explosion of a house early
Wednesday morning approximately six miles south of Murray
on Kentucky 121
Robertson said Michael Geurin
and Charlotte Shroder, Box 303,
New Concord, arrived at an apartment in the house at approximately 2:30 a.m. Wednesday. According to Robertson's report, they
heard a low-grade explosion and
tried to leave through a door but
could not get out and had to break
a window.
The two then called the
Calloway County Sheriff's Department and the Calloway County
Fire-Rescue Squad and both
responded, according to
Robertson.
The house was totally destroyed
and the cause of the explosion is
unknown at this time, he said.
An investigation is continuing by
the sheriff's department, the firerescue squad and Kentucky State
Police arson investigator Don
Serif, Robertson said.
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Members of the J.N. Williams chapter of the United Daughters of the
Confederacy placed a wreath at the statue of Robert E. Lee on Confederate Memorial Day Wednesday.Present were,from left: Third Vice
President Estelle Ezell; First Vice President lees Claxton; Second Vice
President Effie Vaughn; Secretary Lida Bell Hodges; member Canny
Vaughn; Sally Nance ilvesay, former state UDC president; Calloway
County Judge-Executive George H. Weeks; and Mary Davis, local UDC
president.
Skis. ••4
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Treasury Secretary James Baker
III will not arrive until Friday,
while Secretary of State George P
Shultz is not expected before
Sunday.
Fitzwater said - the president
would spend his time reviewing
summit issues and considering
personnel matters — but not openings at the FBI and Security and
Exchange Commission, where the
top spots are vacant
On Air Force One flying across
the Atlantic, Frank Carlucci, the
president's national security adviser, said Reagan is looking for
summit support to press the Soviet
Union to separate the "Star Wars"
missile defense program from
negotiations to cut superpower
strategic weapons in half.
"I don't think it will be difficult
to get allied support for that,"
Carlucci said

Chamber—
((bard from page I)
Kentucky-West Tennessee
Railroad by the Existing Industry
Committee.
• The Community Improvement
Volunteers continued work on the
betterment of Calloway County
proposing several visual projects
Including more planting. The
volunteers continue to work on
preservation of older buildings
and enhancing the visual environment. A major goal was the completion of the bridge between the
two northern shopping centers.
• The Membership Committee
distributed a new membership
directory, continued to obtain new
members and developed a
welcome letter for all new
businesses.
• The Retirement Opportunities
Committee continued to work on
providing the type of housing
needed to attract more retirees
(requests for information on retiring in the Murray area was a
record high), and are planning a
larger printing and greater
distribution of the brochure
"Thinking About Retiring."
• The Small Business Council
held meetings on taxes and small
business loans. Distribution of
hundreds of brochures on small
business information were made
possible through the Chambers'
Small Business Administration Information Resource Center.
•The Retail Promotion Committee successfully held several coordinated promotional events
(including the Christmas promotion and the annual city-wide
sidewalk sale), and worked with
the Jackson Purchase Arts and
Crafts Festival and the Fall
Festival in the Park which
brought people to Murray.
• The Legislative Committee
met several times with local
legislators on key issues affecting
Calloway County, and identified
the workmans' compensation
issue as the number one
legislative issue for 1987.
• The Ambassador Committee
successfully began the Business
After Hours (seven were held),
welcomed several new businesses
and reopened businesses by
hosting grand opening ribbon cuttings, and the Business of the
Month program has continued
honoring a new Calloway County
Business each month.
• The Business Committee for
the Arts held the Second Annual
Jackson Purchase Arts and Crafts
Festival, and continued to bring a
greater awareness of the importance of the arts to the economy
and quality of life of Calloway
County.
• The Fall Festival in the Park
Committee established the event
as an annual happening, bringing
people together of all ages for fun.
• The Education Committee attended the Second Annual Governor Conference on School Partnerships and established formalized
partnerships between businesses
and local schools
Correction
In an article that appeared in
Wednesday's edition concerning a
two-car accident, Anthony Thorn
was incorrectly listed as a
passenger in the Edmonson vehicle. He was a passenger in the
vehicle driven by Hope Thorn.
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Weaks: Gov. Collins
lived up to promises

I feel that in all fairness that the
people of Calloway County should
be informed as to what we did
receive under the much maligned
Collins Administration. The first
thing, we received $550,000.00 for
the Armory on the Mayfield
Highway. Murray State University was given the Industrial and
Technology Building at the cost of
$12,000,000.00 plus. The cost of
building the Glendale By-pass was
received from the Collins Administratioh at the figure of
$800,000.00, plus. $1,000,000.00
dollars was given to help us secure
the Briggs-Stratton plant in Murray. $200,000.00, was given on the
building that houses the
South Eastern Book Company,
$550,000.00 was given on the Boy
Scout Museum.
We have also received, for the
first time in four years, black top
on County roads, such as Independence Church Road, the

south side of the Johnny Robertson
Road and others. The state has
taken over 24 nines of rural roads
from the County for state
maintenance and upkeep. This
transfer takes effect July 1, 1187.1
might also add that over 1500 feet
of steel has been given to the County, free of charge, by the state,
which has enabled us to remove all
the wooden bridges in the County.
We will also receive 8 miles of
roads for black-topping, for which
the contracts have already been
signed for the summer. While I do
not understand the workings of it,
I am told that Mrs. Collins did
much for the schools, especially the
primary and secondary schools.
I am sure I have left out part of
the things that have been accomplished by the Collins Administration, but this will give an
Idea. I would also like to point out
thatZ.Enbt, State Representative
Freed Curd, State Senator Greg
Higdon,and Executive Director of
the Chamber of Commerce, Steve
Zea, have worked with the Administration, and played major
roles in securing the above list.
I am proud of my vote for Martha Layne Collins, and feel that she
has kept faith with us in Calloway
County and has kept her promises
that she made during her campaign for governor. While the
media seems to want to nit-pick
and print only the bad things in an
administration, I believe the people
of Calloway County will give this
administration its just dues when
the record is set straight. I believe
that we will continue to get our proportionate share, when the new administration of Wallace Wilkinson,
takes over in January.
Thanking you all very much, I
remain,
George H. Weaks,
Judge/executive
Calloway County,
Murray, Kentucky

Looking Back
Ten years ago
The 1977 Murray Charity Ball
will be tonight at Murray Country
Club, according to Mrs. Charles
Hoke and Mrs. Samuel Housden,
co-chairmen for the event to
benefit Comprehensive Care
Center.
Leonard Vaughn, president of
Murray Chamber of Commerce,
spoke at a meeting of Kentucky
Lake Chapter of National Association of Retired Federal
Employees held May 27 at Executive Room of Woodmen of
World building.
A Coffee Break, sponsored by
Bluegrass Grass State CB Club,
will be tonight from 5 to 11 p.m. at
Beshear Gym, North 18th street.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Brown,May 24.
Twenty years ago
The Head Start Program at
Douglas Elementary School,
under direction of Murray Board
of Education, has progressed at a
very satisfactory rate, according
to Eula Mae Doherty, director.
She also praised the many voluntary services for the program.
Morris G. Parrish of Murray
will be one of 83 top-flight college
juniors from 35 states who will
spend the summer conducting
research projects in laboraties
operated by U.S. Atomic Energy
Commission Contractors at Oak
Ridge, Tenn.

Thirty years ago
Bernard C. Harvey has been appointed administrator of Murray
Hospital, effective July 1. He
comes to Murray from Scottsville.
Lorna Ross, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Harmon Ross, and Dan McCuiston, son of Mr. and Mrs. J.W.
McCuiston, are Calloway County
4-H members at Conference on
Resources and Potential Development in TVA Region at Fontana
Village, N.C. Also attending are
C.O. Bondurant, area agent in
farm management, and Otis
Lovins, volunteer leader.
Leon Grogan, director of Pupil
Personnel for Calloway County
Schools, said Phillip Rogers, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Barber Rogers,
had a perfect attendance record
for eight consecutive years at
Kirksey School.

WRITE A LETT= — Letters to
the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters most be siped by the writer sad the writer's
address sod phone Number most
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be
published.
Letters bould be typewritten sad
double-spaced if possible sod
should be as topics of general

Interest
Letters must mot be more than
MI words. Longer letters mannot
be published.
Editors reserve the right to condone or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger
Times, Box 194I, Murray, By.
41871.

"T. Waldrop and Mrs. Waldrop
are back from a trip to Rotary International at Nice, France. T.
Reports a wonderful trip," from
column, "Seen & Heard Around
Murray" by James C. Williams.
The 1957 graduating class of
Lynn Grove High School held a
10-year reunion on May 27 at Holiday Inn.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Adams of
Fort Wayne, Ind., have been the
guests of their parents, Mrs. Fannie Lou Adams and Mr. and Mrs.
David Gower's.

By M.C. Garrott

The late Ed Kellow can be credited
with Coach Hodges'coming to Murray
Former Murray State basketball
coach Harlan Hodges, honored
recently by induction into the Illinois High School Athletic Hall of
Fame, was good enough as a
basketball player in his high school
days at Fairfield,Ill., to make allstate in the 1921-22 season.
Herman Johnson,one of Illinois'
all-time great high school players,
was one of his teammates.
In his senior year in high school,
from which he graduated in 1922,
the principal announced that a
teacher's examination was to be
given. Anyone taking it, he said,
would be excused from a particularly
difficult
final
examination.
Coach Hodges and a close friend,
Len Wilson, took it "to get out of
that examination," and passed it.
'We had to 'write on' a number
of subjects," he recalls. "The topics
upon which you didn't make a passing grade, you went back later and
wrote on them again until you did
pass." He had his teaching certificate, good for the first eight
grades, before he graduated from
high school.
• • •
Coach Hodges fully intended to
teach once he finished high school,
and did for a while as a substitute
at Wagner, Ill., a nearby German
community.
He had become, however, a pretty good high school football player
— good enough, in fact, to be offered a football scholarship at
Missou Wesleyan.
His mother stopped that, though,
saying it was too far from home,
and he wound up at what is now
Southern Illinois University at
Carbondale.
At Carbondale, he played end
and got some playing time as a
substitute quarterback before moving to Shurtliff College at Alton, a
school which no longer exists.
There he played end under a
coach who had played his college
football at the University of Kansas. Coach Hodges still regards
him as one of the best in the
business at the time. "I learned a
lot from him," he says, "especial
ly about the double wmgback formation." He graduated from
Shurtliff in 1927.
• • •
Coach Hodges' coaching career
actually started in 1924 with a
junior high job in Harrisburg, Ill.,
Low on money and needing it to
continue his education, he took the
job when he learned they needed
someone to teach physical education and coach basketball and
track.
"They had a gymnasium, which
had been built for the physical
education
program,"
he
remembers,"and T.O. Elliott, the
man for whom I was working, was
one of the best school men I ever
worked for. I learned a lot about
coaching from him — just about
every sport there was with exception of wrestling."
It was shortly thereafter,
however,that he landed the basketball coaching job at Carrier Mills.
He produced good teams from the
start. "They were fine students,"
he smiled. "They'd just grab the
ball, go down the floor and shoot."
He had been at Carrier Mills for
12 years when he applied for the
basketball coaching job at what is
now Southeast Missouri State at
Cape Girardeau.
"I got by the president and the
athletic director," he said, "but the
football coach was in on it, too, and
I got a cool reception from him. He
already had someone else in mind,
and hired him."
• •

(Editor's Note: This lathe second
In a three-part series.)
Undaunted, he returned to Carrier Mills where his teams continued to have winning seasons.
He laughs when he recalls one
defeat he suffered, though, at the
hands of a little school which didn't
even have a gym, Clear Springs,
Ill.,"But they had a 6-foot-6 center
and three other big boys!" he
chuckled.
• • •
The late Ed Kellow is responsible
for Coach Hodges coming to Murray State in 1947. Although later a
successful high school basketball
coach, himself, Ed was sports
editor of The Paducah Sun Democrat at the time.
Ed was familiar with Coach
Hodges' winning records in Illinois
high school play. Reaching the
coach by phone, Ed urged him to
apply for the Murray State head
basketball job as John Miller was
giving it up after six seasons.

Although seriously considering a
football coaching opportunity at
Beloit, Wis. at the time, Coach
Hodges promised Ed he would look
into the Murray State job, and he
did.
Murray's president, the late Dr.
Ralph H. Woods, was in Europe at
the time. The late M.O. Wrather
was the acting president. It was the
late athletic director and football
coach Roy Stewart who arranged
for him to visit the campus and to
meet with the top administrators.
In addition to Wrather and
Stewart, he met with Preston Ordway, Carlisle Cutchin and Dr.
William G. Nash. Ordway was the
school's business manager. Cutchin was for 17 seasons the first
basketball coach and is known as
"the father of Murray State
athletics," while Dr. Nash was the
academiuc dean. All now are
deceased.
Even though pressed for a decision on the Beloit opportunity,
Coach Hodges decided to come to
Murray State once a salary figure

r "e't

was agreed upon and a place for his
family had been found
• • •
One of the primary stipulations of
the contract, and one which held up
Its signing for a while was Coach
Hodges' insistence that their
daughter, Nancy, be admitted to
Murray State Training School.
He first was told that this could
not be, because the Training School
enrollment was at capacity, but an
exception was made in her case
when the Murray administrators
realized that completion of the contract hinged soley on Nancy
becoming a Training School
student.
"I was impressed by the Carr
Health Building and Murray's major basketball schedule," he said.
"They were playing some of the top
teams in the country — teams like
DePaul, Seton Hall, Canisius, Indiana State, Bradley and Vanderbilt — and I liked that. I guess that,
about as much as anything, sold me
on coming to Murray."
(To Be Continued)
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Dear Editor:
As we have just finished a
political campaign in which a
governor was nominiated by both
the Republican and Democratic
Parties, I would like to congratulate Wallace Wilkinson and
his people who handled his campaign. I do not believe that I have
ever seen a candidate come from
further back and win as Wallace
Wilkinson did. I believe Calloway
County will be alright if Mr. Wilkinson is elected as governor.
Some 4% years ago I put a piece
In the paper saying that I thought
a vote for Martha Layne Collins
would best benefit Calloway County. I am aware that most people
form their opinions by what they
read in the papers and by what they
see on TV, or hear on the radio. I
heard throughout the last campaign how little Martha Layne Collins and her administration has
done for this County.
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MURRAY TODAY
Ramsey-Hatfield vows solemnized

Mu
ulray Ledger Sr runes

Couple plans for August wedding

Vows are said
at Paducah

Vows will be
said at church

Ms. Denecia Ramsey and Wally
Hatfield were married on Thursday, May 7, in Paducah.
Their attendants were Larry
and Carla Zacheretti of Paducah,
brother-in-law and sister of the
bride.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs.
Barbara Ramsey of Murray.
The groom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. William H. Hatfield of
Calvert City. His children are
Shannon, Shelley and Stacey Hatfield of Paducah.
The new Mrs. Hatfield is
employed at the Bank of Murray.
Mr. Hatfield is employed at B.F.
Goodrich Co., Calvert City.
The couple is residing on Rt. 3.
Box 235 I-A, Calvert City.

Mr. and Mrs. Tony Montgomery
of Murray announce the engagement and approaching
of their daughter,LauramA
arnT41:
Timothy I.Ae Jones,son of Mr. and
Mrs. Albert Jones of Paducah.
Miss Montgomery is a graduate
of Murray High School. She
received an associate degree in
drafting and design from Murray
State University. She will receive
a bachelor's degree in industrial
education in December 1987 from
Mr. Jones is a graduate of
Paducah Tilghman High School.
He will be an August graduate of
Murray State University where he
Is working on a bachelor's degree
in business administration with an
area in accounting.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday, Aug. 15, at 2 p.m. at
St. Leo's Catholic Church.
A reception will follow in the
Parish Center at the church.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

Mr. and Mrs. Wally Hatfield
We Now Carry Large Size Bras
by Exquisite Form

Pajamas and Cotton Dusters
(S-M-L-XL-XXL)
Cotton Print House Dresses

$10.99

DAILY BARGAIN MATINEES
EXCEPT "COP II"
LY

Laura Ann Montgomery and
Timothy LeeJones to marry

$19.99
753 3314 1008 CHESTNUT

JO-AN'S

VARIETIES
ourqu

Announcing. . . .
Our New
Morning Worship Schedule
Bible Classes
9 a.m.
Morning Worship
10 a.m.

The Terror Begins.

ottrsvow2 g

LANCASTER, England (AP) —
Contestants in the annual Miss
Great Britain contest will parade
In swimsuits for the last time this
summer.
The leisure committee of the city council in Lancaster, northwest
England, which holds the right to
the title, has decided that swimsuit parades are outmoded and the
June 10 competition will be the
last of its kind.
The committee said Tuesday
night it will welcome suggestions
for alternate costumes for the
contestants.
The council acted after .the
British Broadcasting Corp. and its
rival, Independent Television,
decided not to televise the competition any longer.
The contest is staged each year
In the Lancashire seaside town of
Morecambe, which began it just
after the end of World War II. The
winner will represent Britain in
the Miss World contest in London
later in the year.

Heartbreak Ridge
ferns Sueller's thiy OH
Color of Money • A/iens
Wanted (Mad or Alive
OVAILlanomp
TO JO
Chen Theatre Lobby

University
Church of Christ
WV%

Contestants
to not parade
in swimsuits

ERNEST GOES (1:35)
(3:15)
TO CAMP
7:00
AM wane.
I, 8:56

Though popular for many
years, -The Star Spangled
Banner" did not become
the national anthem until 1931

"Wiariablitlaartlaa,

bro

Captain D's,

4

700 North 12th
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center

eS

753-9383

Cold Cucumber Soup

Try Our Drive-Thru

$159bowl

eSed
DOUBLE

0•11cato blond of
epic... pecans

VALUES

Cool Summer Treat

Country Style
po#

s

owe

FISH DINNER
•agpseareasspertbasof Cesmatry Style fish weeds
with essr*we aid ieshiessed liesithersi style
care meal Weeding•tries •2 hush puppies • daw

••
111)

299
3piece

99
2

•;pieces el lish Wet • creamy cok slaw
• t hushipipples crisp trench fries

Two-2 Piece $4
99

LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
city of Louisville, which already
has offered rent-free space to attract the national headquarters of
the Presbyterian church, will also
use the extra lure of a welcoming
citizenry.
The city gathered its residents
for Wednesday's "Destination
Louisville" rally and captured on
film the crowd of 5,000, the
balloons, the bands and the
beckoning billboard signed by supporters.
The film
. , the billboard and the
city's other offers will be
presented to the annual meeting of
the Presbyterian Church (USA).in
Biloxi, Miss., on June 9-17.
"We're going to take this
package down there and show
them that this is a great location
and affluent community . a
tolerant, loving dedicated and
'. effective community that knows
how to have fun and that it is the
community right for Presbyterian
headquarters," said David Jones,
a leader in the effort to get the new
headquarters in Louisville.
Jones, chairman and chief executive officer of Humana Inc., is
offering the rent-free use of pro-

perty he owns in downtown
Louisville, and local congregations have pledged to raise 17
million for renovations.
Area residents of all denominations came to the rally, and local
businesses donated large helium
balloons to help celebrate the occasion. A banner across the sky
read: "Louisville a bridge to mission." Clowns enchanted the
children, and a few University of
Louisville basketball players
dazzled the crowd with their
presence.
The celebration ended with the
crowd releasing thousands of
balloons into the air on a count of
three and yelling, "Y'all come."
The city hopes its offer will offset the church's site selection
committee's recommendation of
Kansas City. The committee had
turned down Louisville, citing a
lack of adequate air service.
"This is what you have to do in
such a competitive market,"
Mayor Jerry Abramson said.
The city that lands the headquarters will reap 1,300 jobs, a 838
million annual payroll and the
church's conventions and
seminars, he said.

The Family Tree
is
Branching Out!

••
.0

We now carry children's shoes sizes 0-8

the 1.:1"1.,,, 50%

off

tamny
.tree'10

r

Men's & Ladies Shoes

.'30
Jewelry & ['times
25%

Fish Dinners
ssitsSitt 1-

City wants Presbyterians

25% on
2 Racks olChildren'sClothing

MONDAY, TUESDAY SPECIAL

,

Fermarty Pisse

The congregation of Palestine United Methodist Church will honor the
Rev. Marvin L. Napier and family with a noon meal on Sunday, June 7,
following the 11 a.m. worship service.
Rev. Napier has served as pastor of Palestine and Russell Chapel
United Methodist Churches for the past three years.
In addition to being a dedicated pastor, he also ministered beyond the
church throughout Calloway County and the surrounding area. He has
served on various committees with the Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association and Aurora Ministerial Association and as
chaplain at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Rev. Napier will be moving to his new appointment at Oakland and
Palma churches in Marshall County on June 9.
All friends and members of the church are urged to attend this special
occasion on Sunday.

Children's Dress Clothes

No Limit and No Coupons Necessary

4-_14- 14 11_ 11

Plasm. 441 N.
iecress tram M.S. Stadium)

FISH DINNER

1110.1
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Rev. Napier to be honored

Olympic Plaza, Murray
4.4.E.
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We are pleased to an
nounce that Melissa Miller,
brki•-eisct of Dennis Green,
has selected her bedding and
bath accessories from OW
bridal registry Melissa end
Dennis will be married on Ju
fy 3 1987

JCPenney
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gRIglITS
DOWNTOWN MURRAY

SUMMER
t.,

SHOE SALE

of the Oaks
OAKS CLUB ENLEBRATES —
Osuotry Club,new members were welcomed at a barbecue dinner held
Saturday evening, May M.Bob Blom,vim president of the club's board
of directors,amsuneed that the club bed achieved debt-free status, and
with the &seldom°e of charier members of the club,performed the ritual
burning of the asks while an sodium of mrsit* Da persons
observed. Brown also mimed the carrest board members sad recognised those serving as pest boards. In the top phds are, from left, Bob
Brown, vice president,Richard Tuck,Erma Tack, Rachel Hendee, Bob
Hoodoo, Kathryn Outland and Mabel Rogers, all darter members of
the dub. New members recognised include, bottom photo, from left,
George and Mable Gallagher, Marilyn and James Willis, Holmes and
Sue Dun,Jean and Leonid Holloway, and Remy and Gordon Craw.

Sensational Selection Of Spring 8 Summer Shoes
Elegant Dressy Styles 8 Exciting Casuals Too
From Nationally Known Bronds. Save Now
And Enjoy Your New Shoes All Summer,
Regular 36 00 to 76.00 Values

1
TO/3

OFF

Open Every Friday Until 8:30 p.m.
Open Every Sunday 1:00-5:00

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

D0\X' N T0\X' N MURRAY

BRA SALE
EVANGELIST TIM LEE, a
former Marine sergeant and Purple Heart recipient from the Vietnam Conflict, will speak at an
area-wide Crusade at Hopkinsville
High School Gymnasium,4111 Koffman Dr., Hopldnsville, at 7 p.m.
on Friday and Saturday, June 5
and I, and at 3 p.m. on Sunday,
June 7. The latter will be a special
patriotic service. Lee is also a double amputee, the result of a land
mine explosion in 1971.

411.

'With or Without
You' top record
Best-selling records of the week
of May 31 based on Cashbox
magazine's nationwide survey
have been released as follows:
1. "With Or Without You," U2
2. "The Lady In Red," Chris De
Burgh
3. "Always," Atlantic Starr
4. "You Keep Me Hangin' On,"
Kim Wilde
5. "Looking For A New Love,"
Jody Watley
6."Head To Toe," LAsa Lisa and
Cult Jam
7. "Big Love," Fleetwood Mac
8. "Wanted Dead or Alive," Bon
Jovi
9. "Heat Of The Night," Bryan
Adams
10. "I Know What I Like," Huey
Lewis and the News

Bali

Vonity Fair

Formfit

Vonity Fair

Playtex

Famous Brand Name Foundations
WARNER'S

BALI
• .:180 Flower Bali Undeninre Bra
Reg 17' 1 274
White or Beige, B-C
* 2402 Undenyire Averoge Support
White at Moonlight, B-C Reg 16'
* 3402 Undenvire Full Support
1 388
White or Moonlight, B-C Reg 18°'
r 8902 Panty Brief
638
White or Beige, M-L-XL Reg 8"

1121 Shine On Strapless Bra
1 1 24
White or Cornelia, B-C
Reg 15'

1238 FORMFIT
520 Seamless Contour Bra
White or Beige, A-B-C
.487 The Running Bra
White or Beige, A-B-C

Reg 14"

1049

Reg 15' 11

24

PLAYTEX

VANITY FAIR

1655 Cross Your Heart Seomless Bra
Reg 14°' 1 049
White Or Beige, A-B-C
785 Cross Your Heart Soft Sider Bra
824
Reg 11"
White or Beige, A B-C
• 4015 Support Can Be Beautiful Bra
929
Reg 15"
White or Beige, B-C
• 1 2.5021 Cont Believe Its A Girdle Brief
Reg 24"
White or Beige S-M-L

75-170 Bright Lines Underw ire Bra
Fawn or. Condleglow. B-C Reg 15'
_75-264 Lace Piquant Contour Underw re
White or Condleglow. A,B-C Reg 15'
* - - 75-164 Lace Piquant Underw,te Bra
White Ot Condleglow, 8-C Reg 15'
41-015 Double Tulip Panty F.rrn Control
Reg 28'
Honey Beige, S-M-L- XL

1799

• Style olso crYooloble riO cup ot
• Style Olso crvooloble in XL & X XL sizes at

49
10
1 1 24
24
1 1
nogg
L

ocid,lionol cost
ociditr000l cos,

4

We're celebrating our Grand Opening
with specials each day.

ENING
Many racks of large groups

Register for gift certificates
be given away daily.
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Newborns, dismissals listed for Wednesday
'nro newborn admissions and
diamiseals at Murray-Calloway
CaAy *OW tor Wednesday.
June 3, have been released as
follows:
Newham admissions
Brown baby boy, parents, Karen
and Wayne, Rt. 1, Box 122, Cottage
'Grove, Tenn.;
Clark baby boy, parents, Rhonda and Doug, 702 College Courts,
Murray.
Did=is
Ms. Jorine Kendall, 305 Pine St.,
Murray; Paul Copeland, Rt. 2,
Box 186, Murray;
Mrs. Vickie Edwards and baby
girl, Rt. 5, Box 85, Benton; Mrs.
LaRhea Stewart and baby girl, at.
6, Box 115, Murray;

Miss Bernie Jo Carbaugh, Rt. 1,
Box 362, Benton; Mrs. Elizabeth
Gail Hendon, 1511 Canterbury,
Murray;
James Hamilton, 912 Sycamore
St., Murray; Mrs. Martha Carew,
Rt. 5, Box 365, Benton;
Edward Kan Adams, Rt. 2, Box
306, Murray; Mrs. Janis Devine,
Box 43, Puryear, Tenn.;
Mrs. Penny Parsons and baby
girl, Rt. 2, Box 388, Buchanan,
Tenn.; Mrs. Jan Miller and baby
boy, Rt. 7, Box 277, May5eld;
Mrs. Anita Anderson and baby
boy, Rt. 1, Box 71, Sedalia; Kenton
Miller, L107 Fairies), Murray;
Mrs. Camilla McElroy, Rt. 1,
Box 157B, Puryear, Tenn.; Guy

First
Christian Church
Summer Schedule
Sunday School 9 a.m.
Morning Worship 10 a.m.
*Schedule begins June 7th

Nolan, Rt. 1, Box 40, Dover,
Teen.;
Luther Blanton, 302 L.P. Miller,
Murray; Bert Garland, Rt. 1, Box
144, Kirksey; John Shroat, Box
109, Murray.

Gingerroot gives
flavor to recipes
By NANCY MY AL
BMW Metwee sal Dard•••
Feed tow

Knobby brown gingerroot is no
beauty, but it does great things for
the taste of Oriental recipes and
entrees of all kinds.
The flavor of gingerroot is hotter
and more aromatic than ground
Binger
You'll find gingerroot in the pro.
duce section of the supermarket;
look for a piece with light brown
skin and firm, pungent flesh.
A piece of root 1-inch long and
kg-inch in diameter yields about 2
teaspoons grated gingerroot.
Storage:
Wrap the root in a paper towel
and refrigerate.
For long-term storage, immerse
peeled slices of gingerroot in dry
sherry and refrigerate in a
covered container for up to three
months.
Or freeze unpeeled gingerroot in
moistureproof and vaporproof
wrap. Cut off what you need while
It's still frozen. There's no need to
thaw before grating.

McDougal-Burress wedding planned
Mr. and Mrs. Johnny McDougal
of Murray announce the engagemeet and approaching marriage
of their daughter, Mitzi Gayte, to
John Mark Burress,son of Mr.and
Mrs. Gene 13urress of Murray.
Miss McDougal is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ceylon
Trevathlui and of Mrs. Thelma
McDougal and the late Euin
McDougal, all of Murray.
Mr. Burress is the grandson of
Mr. and Mrs. J.P. Johnson and of
Mrs. Leask Burnes and the late
Raymond Burress, all of Humboldt, Tenn.
The bride-elect, a 1966 graduate
of Murray High School, is attending Murray State University and
Is presently employed as a student
worker in the Accounting and
Finance Office.
The groom -elect, a 1982
graduate of Murray High School,
Is presently employed at Fisher.
Price Toys.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Friday, Aug. 7, at 7 p.m. at
Locust Grove Baptist Church.
A reception will follow in the
Hospitality Room of the University Branch of the Bank of Murray.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception. Only out-of-town invitations will be sent.

Mitzi Gayle McDougal and
John Mark Burress to marry

DATEBOOK
Singing at Walnut church
Exile

Murphey's Entourage

Juno 12 -• p
Jun• 13 - S II 10 p m

Juno S - 9 p
Juno 6 10 p

Show Only

Doom, 4 Show

s10s°
s21 0"
e Joe oyal
Juno 20 only
Show °ray
Manor & Show
$10"
$21"

Show Only

Staniev

Van Buren

Dinnfbr a Show

Benefit breakfast Saturday

521°°
r•sen tsg

The Draffenville Lions Club members and spouses will sponsor a
benefit breakfast on Saturday, June 6, from 6 to 10 a.m. at Gateway
Steakhouse, DraffenvWe. All proceeds will go toward hospital expenses
of Lisa Simms.

Red Skelton
Sat. Aug. 15th
Fa* nsof• InfornsatIon call
F.• II
In 1-600-562-34131

un ...eekends special For Rooms

1-2Il to,

By Abigail

West Kentucky Gospel Music Association will sponsor a gospel singing
on Saturday, June 6, at 7 p.m. at Walnut Street Baptist Church, Benton.
Featured will be The Revelations of Cedar Hill, Tenn., Glorybotuid of
Milan, Tenn., and The Liberty Boys of Benton.
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Girl Hooked on Hockey Player
Gives Others a Cold Shoulder

Waymen's Chapel plans events

Cover

Waymen's Chapel Church will have its Men's and Women's Day on
Sunday, June 7. The program will be at 3 p.m. with William A. Taylor as
the speaker. Also present will be members and friends from Union
Grove Baptist Church. Dinner will be served at 1:30 p.m., according to
the pastor, the Rev. William Pratt, who invites the public to attend.

Come To The

DEAR ABBY: I am a 19-year-old
girl - fairly good-looking and I'm
popular. A lot of neat guys ask me
out but I almost always say no
because I am so hung up on
someone I don't even know personally. This guy is a professional
hockey player for a city team (I'd
rather not say which one). I feel that
this problem would go away if I
could just meet the guy, but there is
no way for me to meet him.
I've tried to get an address so I
can write to him, but so far, no luck.
The guys who ask me out are
getting pretty fed up with my
excuses for not going out with them.
What should I do?
HUNG UP

Calvary singing on Saturday
A gospel singing at Calvary Temple Church, located on Highway 641
South, will be Saturday, June 6, at 7 p.m. Featured will be The Sounds of
Faith of Benton. The public is invited, a church spokesman said.

Church plans homecoming
••
••
••
••••ft ••
•
••

Weekend Special
NO LIMIT

Coles Camp Ground United Methodist Church will have its annual
homecoming on Sunday, June 7. Sunday School will start at 10 a.m.
followed by worship at 11 a.m. with the Rev. Kendrick Lewis, pastor, as
speaker. A basket lunch will be served at noon followed by a gospel singing. The public Is invited to attend, a church spokesman said.

Members Get 2 Free
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday
Rent a VCR for the
weekend and get a
FREE movie for only

The 1967 graduating class of Kirksey High School will meet Saturday,
June 6, at 9 a.m. at The Boston Tea Party, Holiday Inn. Plans for a
30-year reunion will be discussed and all members are urged to attend.

Dexter Church to hear Hargis
A gospel meeting at Dexter Church of Christ will start Sunday, June 7,
and continue through Friday, June 12. Henry Hargis, minister of Union
Grove Church of Christ, will be the speaker for services at 11 a.m. and
7:30 p.m. on Sunday at 7:313 p.m., Monday through Friday. Mason
Thompson will be the song leader. The public is invited to attend, a
church spokesman said.

CCHS 1962 class plans reunion

*895

Your movie professionals
hove over 2500 movie titles
& 50 VCR's To rent

open til 8 Fri.
and 6 Sat.

DEAR HUNG UP: You could
write to the hockey player in
care of his team's business
office.(The sports editor of your
newspaper can give you the
address.) But get real, and don't
pass up dates with neat guys
you know to sit home and mope
about one you've never met.
Hockey players, baseball players, basketball players and
football players are very much
in demand by adoring young
DEAR DUBIOUS: The pracfemale fans, so don't get your
hopes up. Also, most of them are tice sounds devious to me. Are
you sure you have your facts
married.
straight? In every reputable
department store I've ever
S's
heard of, a gift may be exchanged for another iteki of
DEAR ABBY: Picture this: You go equal value - but ca
ver!
into the china section of a fine
department store where brides
•••
register their china, crystal and
flatware patterns. After painstakDEAR ABBY: I am 20 and my
ingly selecting your gift, you in- boyfriend is 21. We've been going
struct the salesperson to have it gift- together for six months. Recently he
gave me a beautiful necklace that
cost around $100. I felt important
and loved. But there is one problem.
I found out from his sister that this
necklace was meant for another girl
he had been going out with, and
they split up before he had it paid
off, so he gave it to me. I asked him
about this, and he admitted it was
true, and also that he wasn't going
to tell me.
Now that necklace means nothing to me and I am hurt. Abby, do
you think it was right for him to
give me a necklace that was meant
for another girl?
CONFUSED IN
CONNECTICUT

Kirksey class to meet Saturday

Rent 3 Movies
Get 1 Free

RENTAL SALES

CENTER

The 1962 graduating class of Calloway County High School will have
Its 25-year reunion on Saturday, July 4, in cafeteria of the school. A
social hour will start at 6 p.m. and dinner will be served at 7:30 p.m. The
cost will be 813 per person and reservations should be made by Friday,
June 12, by riuWing to Carolyn Parks, P.O. Box 527, Murray, Ky. 42071.
All class members are invited to attend to "share in a night of silver
memories," a class spokesman said.

"Dog Dippin' Day"
Saturday, June 6th, 7 a.m.-Noon
*Dip your own dog FREE.
Rid him of fleas & ticks
with
Happy Jack Kennel Dip

Dover, TN

Industrial Rd.

Mos.-Frt.
Sat.
7 a.m.-5 p.m. 7 a.m.-Noes

$9•95
753-1423

off

Prime Rib

50 Lb Bag

Only

instead the fact that he wanted
you to have it when it was paid
for and bedonged to him. We all
have a change of mind - and
heart as well. Don't belittle his
gift, enjoy it. (Question: What
kind of sister would tell her
brother's ladylove that the
necklace she received was

615-232-6654

Special (with this ad) $20

Big Red Nuggets

DEAR CONFUSED: Don't be
so quick to judge him - accept

Pine Ridge
Steak House
Hwy 79

"meant for another"? Answer:
a mean-spirited, malicious one.)

Or Order From Our Menu
Puma Rib
Foal Snurnp
Fi1414419nOn

Calash Foot

wrapped and delivered to the brideto-be (a service provided by the
store). After you have paid for the
gift and left the china department,
your gift is returned to the stockroom, and a card is mailed to the
bride advising her that you have
purchased a gift for her, and lusting
the amount of money you spent on
the gift. Then,she may come to the
store to get the cash, or use it to buy
whatever she desires.
This has happened frequently in
the store where I have been employed for four months. In each
case, the bride-to-be, when registering, requested no gifts - only cards
with money amounts. She also
asked the salesperson to keep her
request confidential.
I feel uncomfortable and deceitful
going through the pretense of
assisting a customer in selecting a
wedding gift when I know in
advance that the gift will not be
sent.
Abby, what do you think? Is this
a modern trend to which honest
salespeople must adapt in order to
work?
DUBIOUS IN
DOTHAN, ALA.

S0111000 Nifty
New York Strip
SOW FlOunder
SW*3 LoOdef
Cher-ken Cordon Etieu

Pt Eye
Borba Shrimp
Ground Srriorn
obster T asis

•••

Open Wan Thurs -Fri -Sat 5-10
Sunday 1-8

COUPON - CLIP THIS AD
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(To get Abby's booklet,"How to no
Popular You're Never Too Young or
Too Old." send •chock or money order
for $2.60 and a long, stamped (W
efental, ••11-eddr••••41 en•iblop• to
Doer Abby, Popularity, P.O. Sou 447,
Mount Mortis, 111 111064.1
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Dowdy-Montgomery wedding July 5
Miss Rita Amiens Dowdy of
Owensboro and Tom David Montgomery of Mt. Vernon, Ind., announce their engagement and approaching marriage.
The bride-elect is the daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. George W.Dowdy
of Farmington. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. James
W. Doe/4 of Farmington and of
Wrenn Barton and the late Mrs.
Fay Berko of Mayfield.
The groom-elect is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Montgomery of
Murray.
Miss Dowdy, a graduate of Farmington High School, received her
bachelor of science degree in
business from Murray State
University. She is employed at
Bacons Department Store at
Owensboro.
Mr. Montgomery is a graduate
of Calloway County High School.
He is employed at the Hutson Co.,
Mt. Vernon, Ind.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Sunday, July 5, at 3 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are invited to attend the wedding and
the reception.

•

CHOIR PRESENTATION — The
Young Musicians' Choir of
Memorial Baptist Church recently
presented the musical/drama,
"To See A Miracle," directed by
Milton Gresham, minister of
music and youth. Jane Rogers was
accompanist, Linda Roach was
choir mother and the Rev. James
Simmons is pastor. In the side picture are Craig Rogers, who portrayed Jason, a beggar boy, Phil
Powell as Nathan, Jason's blind
father, and Joy Roach, playing
Joanna, a girl who had met Jesus.
Pictured in top photo are, from
left, first row, Julie Voo, Kimberly
Stalls, Jill Carrico, Emily Simmons, Bryce Parker, Brad
Jackson, Seth Allgood, Joy Roach,
second row, Chip King, Jimmy
Simmons, Paul Hart, Phil Powell,
David Harp and Craig Rogers.

Rita Annette Dowdy,fiancee
of Tom David Montgomery

Coming community events are announced
Thursday,June 4
V.F.W. Post 6291 will meet at
7:30 p.m. at Miller Courthouse Annex (rear entrance).
————
Rabies clinics will be from 9 to
11 a.m. at Hazel, from 2 to 4 p.m.
at Almo and from 7 to 8 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Center.
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
9 a.m. and 7 p.m. at Cherry Corner
Baptist Church.
————
Vacation Bible School will be at
6 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
Prepared Childbirth Class will
meet at 7 p.m. in third floor
classroom of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
Murray Single Connection is
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m. in

Thursday,June 4
third floor classroom of Educational Building of First United
Methodist Church. For information call Martha at 759-4940 or Glen
at 435-4143.
————
AA and Al-Anon will have closed
meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizen Center, Benton. For information call 753-0061, 762-3399,
753-7764 or 753-7663.
————
National Scouting Museum will
be open from 10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
————
Friday,June 5
West Side Senior Citizens will
meet at 1:15 p.m. at Ellis Center.
————
Hazel and Willis Centers will be
open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for activities by senior citizens.
————
Alford Chapter No. 445 of Order

Your Individual
Horoscope
FraacesDrake
FOR FRIDAY, JUNE 5, 1987
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov.21)
r4E
Unexpected expenditures could
arise now. However, be sure to
accept social invitations. Singles
meet with romantic introductions.
Rumors abound after dark.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec. 21)
Not everything goes as planned
today, but your good will insures you
a measure of business success now.
Friends and money combine unfavorably tonight.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Despite some last-minute hitches,
travel is auspicious. A weekend away
could lead to romance. Some career
aspirations may be out of line now.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Somebody drives a hard bargain in
business, but domestic matters are
favored. You may do some entertaining. Daydreaming tendencies are to
the fore tonight.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
•tibeg
A career meeting may be postponed. The accent now is on heartto-heart talks and togetherness. It's
not a good time for financial involvements with friends.
IF BORN TODAY, you like excitement in your work and may change
jobs frequently. You should guard
against expediency and let your
ideals show you the way. You have
talent along creative lines only if
you'll slow down and apply yourself.
Your search for pleasure sometimes
acts as a deterrent to the achievement of long-range goals. You're
charismatic and achieve your best
when motivated by a cause. Birthdate
of: Rosalind Russell, actress; JeanPaul Sartre, philosopher

ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
Morning hours are best for work
gains. Later, distractions and the
unexpected may throv7 you off
course Scrutinize new propositions
carefully.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Though romance is highlighted,
there could be a mix-up about getting
together. He sure to save time for
recreation now, but avoid selfindulgence.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
You'll add a decorative touch to the
home or spend some time alone with
a hobby. In romance you need to
keep your feet on the ground. Don't
fantasize.
CANCER
(June 21 to.luly 22)
)
41E
(rice again you're sought after and
iii demand socially. Be careful that
you do not let work obligations slide.
You're unclear about how to handle a
domestic concern.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
4114r
Social graces put you in good stead
with higher-ups. Your charm opens
doors for you, but there is no need to
play the part of the big spender.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22)
S1V
While your heart yearns for distant
locales, there may be an immediate
domestic concern that requires your
at
Deceptive trends occur
Ii might
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
Today you may suffer a bout of
laziness or perhaps it's indecision
that stifles action. Enjoy artistic
pursuits. Financial developments are
favorable.

Per

CJ's Casual
Furniture
Indoor/Outdoor
Leisure Furniture
and Cushions
PVC "Furniture Grade" Pipe
For Lawn, Patio, Pool,
Sunroorn, Basement or Deck
Poor Farm Rd. 753-7510

A

Friday,June 5
of Eastern Star is scheduled to
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge hall at
Aurora.
Greater Paducah Area Chapter
147 of Parents Without Partners
will meet at 8 p.m. in Irvin Cobb
Ballroom, Sixth and Broadway,
Paducah. For information call
1-442-6281.
————
Home Remedy will present a
benefit concert for Life House at 7
p.m. in Fellowship Hall of First
United Methodist Church.
————
Rabies clinics will be from 9 to
11 a.m. at New Concord, from 2 to
4 p.m. at Burkeen's Grocery,
Highway 94 East, and from 7 to 8
p.m. at Calloway County Health
Center, North Seventh and Olive
Streets.
————
Vacation Bible School will start
at 9 a.m. at Cherry Corner Baptist
Church.
Vacation Bible School will start
at 6 p.m. at Scotts Grove Baptist
Church.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; LBL Wildlife at 2
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Skywalk at 10 a.m. and 2 p.m.,
Magic of the Night at 12 noon and 4
p.m. and Stargazing at 9 p.m. at
Golden Pond Visitor Center.
————
Cooperative Vacation Church
School will start at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
————
Adult Learning Center in Room
206 Stewart Stadium, Murray
State University, will be closed for
inventory today.
————
Friday Night Social will be at
Murray Country Club.
————
Twilight Golf for men and ladies
will start at 5:30 p.m. at Oaks
Country Club.
————
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Dees Bank of Hazel from 9 to 11
a.m. and at Crossland Grocery
from 12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
————
AA and Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at J.U. Kevil Center, South
10th Street Extended, Mayfield.
————
Four-H Horse Camp will start at
3 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
Show and Exposition Center.
————
Square and round dancing with
music by Sharecropper will be
from 7:30 to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove
Roller Rink.
,

Saturday,June 6
West Kentucky Gospel Music
Association will sponsor a gospel
singing at 7 p.m. at Walnut Street
Baptist Church, Benton.
————
Benefit breakfast for Lisa
Simms will be from 6 to 10 a.m.,
sponsored by Draffenville Lions
Club, at Gateway Steakhouse,
Draffenville.
————
Gospel singing featuring Sounds
of Faith will be at 7 p.m. at
Calvary Temple Church, U.S.
Highway 641 South.
————
Members of 1957 class of
Kirksey High School will meet at 9
a.m. at The Boston Tea Party,
Holiday Inn, to plan a 30-year
reunion.
————
Playhouse in the Park, Murray,
will present its first gourmet
cabaret at 8 p.m. For reservations
call 759-1752.
Ole

Life ouse Tru
9 a.m. at Life H

s will meet at

Murray 00* (civilian conservation corps) 0.. 1517 will have a
reunion
10 a.m. at MurrayCallow County Park. For information call Porter Holland.
————
Couples Bridge with Willie and
Barbara Williams as hosts will be
at 7:30 p.m. at Oaks Country Club.
————
Annual Diabetes Workshop will
be from 8:15 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. in
Barkley Room, Curris Center,
Murray State University. This is
sponsored by Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
————
AA amd Al-Anon will meet at 8
p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets.
————
Four-H Horse Camp will continue at West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Spcial Popula-

For health
Insurance to
help pay
soaring
hospital and
surgical bills,
check with
State Farm.
Jen* Rogers
201 S. 6th St
753-9627

Saturday,June 6
lion Fishing Tournament from 9
a.m. to 12 noon at Devils Elbow
Lake Access Area; Homeplace
Folk Festival from 10:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. and Iron Industry at 10:30
a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Visit with an
Eagle at 10:30 a.m., LBL Wildlife
at 2 p.m. and Predators at 3:30
p.m. at Woodlands Nature Center;
Companion Planting at 1 p.m. at
Empire Farm; Skywalk at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. and Magic of the Night
at 12 noon and 4 p.m. at Golden
Pond Visitor Center.
——_—
Sunday,June 7
Unity Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will have its annual
homecoming.
————
Coles Camp Ground United
Methodist Church will have its annual homecoming.
————
Four-H Horse Camp will close at
6 p.m. at West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center.
————
AA will have a closed meeting at
4 p.m. at American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. For information call
753-0061, 762-3399 or 753-7764.
————
Couples Tennis will start at 6:30
p.m. at Murray Country Club.
————
Playhouse in the Park, Murray,
will present its first gourmet
cabaret at 8 p.m. For reservations
call 759-1752.
————
Waymen's Chapel Church wll
have Men's and Women's Day program at 3 p.m. with lunch served
at 1:30 p.m.
Tom Cruise in
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Sunday,June 7
Union Hill Church of Christ will
have its annual homecoming.
————
Rev. Marvin L. Napier and
family will be honored at a potluck
meal following 11 a.m. service at
Palestine United Methodist
Church.
————
Brenda Roof Gardner will present her senior piano recital at 2
p.m. in Recital Hall Annex, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, Murray
State University. There is no admission charge.
————
Events in Land Between the
Lakes will include Buttermaking
at 2:30 p.m. and Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850; Exotic Fish
Smoking at 1 p.m. and LBL
Wildlife at 2 p.m. at Woodlands
Nature Center; Skywalk at 10 a.m.
and 2 p.m. at Golden Pond Visitor
Center.

We are pleased to announce
that Mary Linn Morris, brideelect of Mike Mahoney, has
made selections from our
bridal registry for decorative
accessories.
Mary and Mike will be mar- 1
ried August 29. 1987.
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ENGLISH SOLE

1

SUMMER SALE
Skirts • Shorts
Blouses • Shoes

ANTIQUES
40

FINAL REDUCTION SALE

al Health I vglelii
Mate Farm aiTr,

The Mavis Moore Antique Shop
Hwy 121 N.

753-7762

Will Close Its Doors
Wed., July 1 permanently ,
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Denim-Khaki Skirts
Knits—Accessories
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Untreated anemia
causes headaches
By Peter H. Gott, M.D
Would perniDEAR DR GOVT
cious anemia have any connection
with severe headaches' I have had
them for years, and have to take a
strong over-the-counter remedy to
ease the pain I also have two vitamin
B-12 shots a month Can you recommend a diet for the anemia'
DEAR READER - Untreated anemia of any kind can cause headaches
The reason for this is not known, but it
may have something to do with the
fact that anemia (insufficient number
of red blood cells) is associated with a
decrease in the amount of oxygen car
ried in the bloodstream Nerve tissue.
such as the brain, is very sensitive to
low oxygen levels Therefore, headache may accompany anemia
Pernicious anemia is a form of redblood-cell disorder in which the absence of a substance called "intrinsic
factor" in the stomach prevents the

THURSDAY, JUNE 4, Inn

absorption of vitamin B-12 from the
diet In many patients, this deficiency
can be overcome by taking large oral
doses of vitamin B-12 However, for
most people, monthly 8-12 injections
are a simple, effective and inexpensive treatment Iniected B-12 bypasses the stomach and is readily available for the body to use, even if a
person lacks intrinsic factor
You seem to be receiving adequate
amounts of B-12 This should have
corrected your anemia Therefore, I
doubt that your headaches are caused
by your treated anemia To my
knowledge, there are no foods that
overcome the lack of intrinsic factor
in your system Ask your doctor to investigate
the
cause
of
your
headaches
DEAR DR GOTT - I have a 6year-old child and would like to have
another My problem is my husband's
excessive drinking My doctor says
that he can give me something to help
me get pregnant but I don't want to
take anything if there is nothing
wrong with me Maybe my husband
should have his sperm count checked,
since we keep trying and nothing happens What can you suggest'
DEAR READER
I agree that
your primary problem is your husbands drinking This issue has to be
addressed before you investigate the
infertility Alcohol produces many unwanted effects in the body By interfering with male hormone levels, alcohol can disrupt normal sexual
functioning Loss of libido (sexual interest), poor performance and abnor-

mal sperm counts are consequences
of heavy drinking
I suggest that you see an alcohol
counselor or go to Al-Anon Through
professional help
and the support
of other people who share your problem
you can learn ways to cope
with a husband who seems to have a
drinking problem You need to learn
and change - ways in which you
may be inadvertently contributing to
the problem by what is called en
abling (unknowingly encouraging
your husband's drinking) You also
need guidance in ways to take care of
yourself and your child so that your
lives will not be disrupted by your
husband's drinking
I believe that your husband has to
be confronted with the reality of his
heavy drinking and the effects it is
having on the family You will need
professional advree and support for
this type of intervention, because
your husband s mask of denial will
have to be peeled away He, too, may
eventually agree to counseling or a
program such as Alcoholics Anony
mous I'd wait until then before com
plicating matters by having another
child
For Dr Golf 's complete discussion
of problems and treatments of the
prostate gland, write for your copy of
Dr Golf's new Health Report on THE
PROSTATE GLAND Send $1 and
your name and address to PO Box
91428. Cleveland. OH 44101-3428 Be
sure to mention the title
IRE NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Publication of Bingham book suspended
LOUISVILLE, Ky. 1AP )
Publication of a book about the
father of former Courier-Journal
and Louisville Times Chairman
Barry Bingham Sr has been
suspended.
David Chandler, the Denverbased People magazine correspondent who wrote the book, attributed the suspension to a
lengthy memorandum containing
charges of errors sent to Mac-

millan Publishing Co. Inc. in April
by attorneys for Bingham Sr
Chandler said he expects Macmillan to decide in the next two or
three weeks whether to publish the
book without corrections, make
corrections or withdraw it.
Calla to Macmillan were not
returned Wednesday.
Chandler said one factor Macmillan was looking at was the
large amounts of money Bingham

Super Sale
•Rounds to 28'
•Ovals to 41'
•7" Deep End Option
'SPECIAL PRICES NOW
•BE READY TO SWIM'
osonsi ponsess mat

FREE! FREE! FREE!

By H.C. Chiles
The Epistle to the Romans was
written by Paul in Corinth and car.
tied to Rome by Phebe just before
he made his last visit to Jerusalem,
Kamm I:1-7
In Romans 1 . 1 Paul made three
statements about himself. First, he
rejoiced in the privilege of being a
bondservant of Jesus Christ. When
united with the name of Christ,
"bondservant" denoted and
acknowledged ownership, a complete dependence, and a faithful
obedience. A bondservant should
be ready to go where the Lord
sends, do what He commands, and
proclaim what the Lord is and has
done
Second, Paul had received a
divine call to be an apostle. This office did not come to Paul by selfappointment, by his own choice, or
by the act of any man or group of
men, but by divine call.

Food
prices
vs.
CPI
Index;
1967=100

Third, he was separated from the
world unto the glorious ministry of
Christ. Paul reconginzed that he
had been saved and set apart by
God for the exalted purpose of
preaching the good news that God
Is striving to save men from the
doom which they deserve
Romans 1:8-15

With words of appreciation and
affection Paul declared his desire
to visit the Christians in Rome in
order that he might impart to them
such spiritual help as would
establish them in the Christian
faith and strengthen them for better service. He was convinced that
a visit with them would be mutually beneficial. He firmly believed
that, if he were permitted to go to
Rome, from that strategic center
he could reach people in all parts
of the empire with the gospel of
Christ. Paul did not hesitate to

The Pool Shop
4720 noidload
Ky
S02494-3646

Twila's Photo Arts
Hwy 641 S r3 ml S ot Murr
Old Nesbitt Flldg
492-111911
M-F 9-5. Sat by Appointment

.3 Majestic it‘cidt65
i
Family Restaurant
700 S. 6th St.

Mayfield, KY

The best in steaks. pizza. .seafood & Italian food
That Includes our famous salad bar
You will find all this in a beautiful relaxing atmosphere with
the most courteous service, and new management to serve you.
We intend to be the place to dine with your family,
or for business in Mayfield, KY.

OUR JUNE SPECIALS
Monday-Friday: Our popular pizza
Lunch Buffet
or use our menu.

$2
99

Monday & Tuesday Italian Buffet
Evenings: our use our menu.
Wednesday & Thursday Our delicious
Evenings: Shish Kebab

$350

330
310
290
270

Fooc

250
230
210
190
170
150
1976'78

Chicago Tribune Graphic;
Source: U.S. Department of Agriculture

Report defends parole policy
FRANKF'ORT, Ky. ( AP ) — A
policy of early parole for selected
prisoners has been a success story
rather than an abuse of authority,
a member of the Kentucky State
Parole Board says in a report
defending the agency.
The report by John C. Runda of
Lexington covered the 42
prisoners who won early parole
from April 1, 1985, to last March
31.
As a group, they accounted for
two new misdemeanors, but no
new felonies and none had been
jailed or returned to prison, Runda
said in his report Wednesday to
the General Assembly's interim
joint Judiciary -Criminal
Committee.
"It may be surprising to some
that the early parole policy and actions have been as successful as
has now been documented," Runda said. "It Is not surprising to
most of the members of the Parole
Board."
Early-parole decisions are
made "with
scrutiny and caution" and a realization that "early
parole is a far greater privilege
than parole itself," the report
said

2 h)r $
6
99

potato steak fries, or rice pilaf plus french bread

Friday Evening: A seafood buffet
no one can match.
Includes salad bar.
Sunday Noon Buffet: A choice of three meats,
a variety of vegetables &
desserts plus french bread.

1 Rack Slacks . 19.95
Up io $20 value

$545

1 Rack Knit
Short Sleeve Shirts

*4.95

$499

Our famous Pizzas will continue to be served with the best special prices:

Rack Mon's Suits

$49.95
Up to $200 value

The 42 were less than half of 1
percent of the approximately 9,000
inmates for whom early parole
was sought, the report said. "The
point to be made is this: Early
parole hearings are exceptional
and do not constitute abuse," it
added.
Runda and the other six
members of the board appeared
before the legislative committee
May 12 to respond to charges that
the board may be violating its own
regulations in releasing violent offenders before they ostensibly are
eligible for parole consideration.
The charges were made by
Citizens and Victims for Justice
Reform, a group that has lobbied
for longer sentences for criminals
Runcta's report said the board
conducted about 9,000 regular
parole hearings in the two-year
period, received a like number of
requests for early-parole hearings
and granted 48.
"It is truly an exceptional case
that is granted an early hearing.
Of the 48 hearings, 42 were
granted an early parole," the
report said.
Thirty-nine of the 42 were firsttime offenders and 16 were
classified as violent offenders, including sex offenders Thirteen
were in prison for property
crimes, 12 for drug offenses and
one for promoting prostitution, the
report said. Their sentences ranged from five years to life.
TOM Cruise in
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Girl's Canvas
Tennis Shoes

Children's Kangaroo
Tennis Shoes

Large & Extra Large

Men's

$8.95
Suits . $89.95
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Size 38 long to 52 long

Come to Majestic for a fine lunch or a relaxing evening
where the best food & service will be a tradition
sat-ce,pot reweelirsresticaram fear jars-flaw ellirarse•ro,
ipasirt1100. or private, rinePeeltisairs.
Pletaaasur, assail me
t 247-11454/
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30% - 50% off Spring Merchandise
°Register for a FREE Vacation
Seven days & six nights — your choice location

11111811881111101118~.84Mall11118
See Store For Details

Come in now for all your tuxedo needs.
Hours Mon -Sat 9-6

Clark Clothing

i-thiaiLdren
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Tomas*

Olympic Plaza Murray
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By Mark Welch and Rick East
of Bethesda Ministries
America has a tremendous
renewable resource, its youth. And
like other natural resources, our
youth must be nurtured and
managed responsibly. "Fathers do
not provoke your children to anger;
but bring them up in the discipline
and instruction of the Lord."
(NAS).
Current statistics suggest that as
the parents/managers of our youth
we are failing. According to the National Institute on Drug Abuse
(NIDA ) in 1986 20 percent of our
students start experimenting with
alcohol at ages 12-13. Seven percent
of 13 year olds in Kentucky drink
two to three times a month. And
drinking dramatically increases
from the sixth to seventh grades
(10% to 22%). Nationally among
high school seniors 65.9% drink
alcohol, 25.7% smoke marijuana,
and 6.7% use cocaine. In 1986 4.6
million teens had alcohol-use problems. According to Sherry
Holland of the West Kentucky Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board this area is in sync with and
in some cases exceeds national
statistics.
In the area of premarital sex, one
of five girls and one of three boys
age 15 have experienced sex. One
of ten girls is a mother before age
18. Every 31 seconds a teenage girl
gets pregnant. In Murray, according to Life House director Phil
Kilby, 29% of pregnant teens they
counsel engaged in sexual relations
under the influence of alcohol.
Clearly there is a problem. It's no
wonder that every 1.1 seconds a
teen tries to commit suicide: every
80 minutes an attempt succeeds.
More than 7000 adolescents will
commit suicide this year. One of
four is in the 5th to 6th grade.
Just as profound as crop failure
or an energy shortage affects all
Americans (whether or not one is
in the farm or energy business) a
crisis with American youth affects
everyone (whether or not one is a
parent of a teen). Psalm 127:3 tells
us that "children are a heritage of
the Lord: and the friut of the womb
is his reward."
As parents we must "train up a
child in the way he should go and
when he is old, he will not depart
from it." (Proverbs 22:6). And as
churches we should remember that
our Lord is vitally interested in
ministry to children. "He shall feed
his flock like a shepherd: he shall
gather the lambs with his arms and
carry them in his bosom and shall
gently lead those that are with
young." (Isaiah 40:11).
Man's tendency is to ignore a
problem and let someone else deal
with a solution. Even Jesus'
disciples rebuked those who
brought children to the master for
prayer. His answer to them and us
is "Suffer little children, and forbid
them not; to come unto me: for
such is the kingdom of heaven."
(Matthew 19:14).

NOW OPEN

*9.95
Up to $20 Volur
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Concerning the only available
resources for meeting his spiritual
obligation, Paul wrote "For I am
not ashamed of the gospel of
Christ. for it is the power of God unto salvation to everyone that
belleveth; to the Jew first, and also
to the Greek "The facts which constitute the glorious gospel are three
in number—Christ died for our sins,
Chirst flow from these three
historical facts is not the gospel of
Christ. These facts should increase
our faith in Christ, our love for
Him, and our devotion to Him.
The power, purpose and product
of the gospel kept Paul from being
ashamed of it and should prevent
us from being ashamed of it. When
any God-called man preaches to
gospel of Christ in love, the Holy
Spirit will use his message to convict the unsaved of their sins and
persuade them to repent toward
God and to believe on Christ Who
alone can save them. God's
righteousness is imputed to all who
exercise faith in Christ.

Contemporary
religious
thought

From an) photo or negative

011914 MOW.-SAT. 9-5
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Sr. spent to challenge the book and
whether "the book is financially
worth that kind of investment" to
defend.
The book suggests that Judge
Robert Worth Bingham was a
power-hungry and "conniving"
politician and that he mistreated
his second wife, Mary Lily
Keenan, widow of Florida tycoon
Henry Flagler, to get a share of
her fortune. It alleges that he probably killed her in the process.
Gordon Davidson, Bingham's
attorney, said the memo
establishes that the judge had no
motive to kill his wife and rebuts
contentions that he gave her
syphilis and that his mistreatment
contributed to her death.

acknowledge his indebtedness to all
without respect to color, character
or condition of life
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•
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Kentucky News In Brief
LOUISVTLLE, Ky. (AP) — Former Gov. Louie B. Nunn has been
named as a state co-chairman of Vies President George Bush's cam.
paip for the Republican presidential noodnation.
U.S. 5th District Rep. Harold "Hal" Rogers of Somerset, who is
Bush's state chairman, said Nunn will serve with former U.S. Sen. John
Sherman Cooper and former U.S. Rep. Gene Snyder, previously an.
flounced campaign co-chairmen.
"That gives us a real boost," Rogers said, describing the three men as
party stalwarts of great stature. He said additional co-chairmen may be
named later.
The vice president, who held major fund-raisers in Louisville and
Lexington earlier this spring, has won the support of much of the state
party's leadership. U.S. Sen. Mitch McGotmell is one of a handful of
Bush's national campaign co-chairmen.
The last time Kentucky was a major battleground for Republican
presidential hopefuls was in iris, when many ot the party leaders now
united behind Bush found themselves on opposing sides.
In that election, Snyder and Nunn supported Ronald Reagan in his
challenge against then-President Gerald Ford, who had the backing of
Cooper and Rogers.
That's ancient history," Rogers said when reminded of the old divisions. He added quickly that he is getting support "from every part of
the spectrum" for Bush.
SOUTHGATE,Ky.(AP) — The company that owns the site where the
Beverly Hills Supper Club once stood is willing to sell it for $3 million.
"We would entertain a serious offer to buy," said Bob Glover, a vice
president of Northill Development Corp.,of Fort Wayne,Ind., which acquired the 55-acre site in June 1908.
Glover said the company is also trying to develop the property and has
not received a firm offer for it. The hilltop property has been vacant
since a fire in May 1977 killed 185 people and destroyed the supper club.
Northill has completed 40 major real estate investments throughout
the Midwest and Southwest.
Glover said Northill has spent $400,000 on soil samples, drawings and
other expenses related to developing the site, but will sell because of
problems in making plans for the site during the past year.
The company wants to use the land primarily for apartments.
Southgate officials want a development that would add payroll taxes to
the city's revenue.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — The U.S. Department of Labor is advocating more safety programs where the employer and the employee
work together to help reduce accidents, a regional administrator said
Wednesday.
"Such cooperation could cut the injury and illness rate to almost

"Attack is the reaction. I never
think I have hit hard unless it
rebounds."
— Samuel Johnson.
Duplicate players are much more
aggressive at part-scores than their
rubber bridge cousins. When today's
North tries to push his opponents
one step beyond their depth, he can
expect to hear a double from a West
who refuses to take the push.
East can score eight tricks at two
spades for a score of 110 points.
When North pushes to three hearts,
he hopes that he can push the opponents one level higher or, if he can't,
that his penalty (if any) is less than
the score the opponents would have
made.
In today's example, if East and
West push on, the contract fails.
And if West doesn't double, South
will easily escape with a penalty of
50 or 100 points. Unfortunately for
South, going set can also cost much
more.
At three hearts doubled, West
starts with the spade queen and another spade to East's jack. East
cashes the club ace and leads the
spade king, ruffed with South's jack.
Usually West should refuse to overruff with his holding,since a discard
will cinch two trump tricks later.
However, with East begging to ruff
clubs, it's time for action.
West overruffs with his king and
leads a club for East to ruff. Back
comes another spade, and South is
stuck. He must ruff high to limit his
losses to "only" down two, and instead of scoring a tranquil 110
points at spades, East-West score a
fiery 300 points at hearts.

He said it would be a tax "that people of low and moderate income
would pay," and accused his Democratic opponent of failing to answer
when his plan for a lottery is questioned.
Harper, a state representative from Shephenisville, also told a civic
organization that Wilkinson has no grasp of the issues facing the state.
Harper said his goal is to restore prosperity to the state, treat the
"horrendous workmen's compensation liability crisis," and improve the
business climate.

HENDERSON, Ky.(AP) — Rspublican gubernatorial nominee John
Harper expressed his dislike again Wednesday for a statewide lottery
proposed by Wallace Wilkinson, calling it a "regressive tax."

Relief supplies dropped
NEW DELHI, India (AP) — Indian air force transport planes
dropped relief supplies on Sri
Lanka's Jaffna peninsula today, a
day after Sri Lankan gunships
blocked Indian fishing boats from
delivering similar aid, the Foreign
Ministry reported.
Foreign Ministry spokesman
Gopalaswami Parthasarthy said a
fleet of transport planes escorted
by four French-made Mirage jetfighters dropped the relief
supplies.
The United News of India news
agency said the Indian planes took
off from Bangalore in southern
India.
India has said the food,
medicine and other supplies are
Intended for Tamil civilians
caught up in the Sri Lankan
army's offensive against
separatist Tamil rebels. Sri Lanka
say the relief supplies are not
needed and not wanted.
A group of 35 foreign and Indian
journalists were taken along on
the flight to witness the relief

THE ACES ON BRIDGE

George Bush says
he will win in
presidency quest
LOS ANGELES (AP) — An optimistic Vice President George
Bush is predicting he will beat
what he calls "The Martin Van
Buren myth" during his quest for
the presidency.
"The Martin Van Buren myth is
going to fall in 1988," Bush
declared Wednesday night at a
$1,000-a-plate fund-raising dinner
attended by Gov. George Deukmejian and actor George Hamilton.
Van Buren, whose term ran
from 1837 to 1841, was the last vice
president to wage a winning campaign to succeed the president he
served with.
Bush, who is riding a growing
front-runner status in the
Republican field, told about 800
supporters at the Century Plaza
Hotel that not enough vice
presidents had tried to get the big
job.
The vice president said he will
base his campaign for the
presidency on the accomplishments of President
Reagan, his would-be
predecessor.
"In the Bush family, loyalty is
not a liability," he said.
"After I become a candidate —
an official candidate — which will
be in the fall, I will tell the
American people, 'Here is what
we have done together,— Bush
said.

nothing," John Mlles told the Governor's Safety and Health Conference
and Exposition.
"Back injuries are a significant problem in the workplace, costing $10
billion to $20 billion a year, but we know they can be prevented," said
Miles, administrator for the U.S. Occupational Safety & Health Administration in the Boston area.
Miles cited the Mobile Chemical Co. plant in Stratton, Conn., as an example of where cooperation pays off.
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operation, Parthasarthy said.
The relief drop came shortly
after the Sri Lankan government
canceled the second phase of an
army offensive against Tamil
rebels, apparently to soothe an
angered India.
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ANSWER: Two spades Not enough
to jump to three spades, and the diamond "suit" is not worth an
introduction.
THE KARATE KID,
PART II

Send bridge questions to The Aces. P0 Box
12363, Dallas, Texas 75225. with self-addressed,
stamped envelope for reply
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Humane Society plans
for election of officers

--

-

Morris the Oat and two buddies at the yellow brick road to a borne.

The Board of the Calloway County Humane Society is slated to elect
its 1987 officers at a general
membership meeting on June 25,
according to society Vice-President
Kathy Cohen.
The board will also present its
"Humanitarian of the Year
Award" at the June meeting, according to Cohen. "The award is
designed to recognize one local individual for service to animals, to
people and to community projects.
Everybody is invited to this 7 p.m.
meeting at the library annex, said
Cohen. Refreshments will be
served.
In action at its May 26 meeting,
the humane society board voted to:
'Recognize County Court
Magistrate Ftrdph Bogard as the
new "Hawn" between the court
and the society. Bogard was
selected for this position as a result
of a May meeting between society
officials and the fiscal court:
'Recognize
the
many
veterinarians and health proles-

Ilona!' who devote work to help at
the animal shelter;
'Announce a new schedule of
"Pet Therapy" conducted by the
Pets Are Wonderful Society
(PAWS). Cohen said that an upsurge in youngster enrollment in
PAWS is making possible a Pet
Therapy schedule that will begin in
early June and continue through
August 6. Pet Therapy is designed
to assist the many elderly and shutin patients in Calloway County;
'Propose that new emphasis be
put on the society's Spay/Neuter
program,so that up to 300 animals
may receive this treatment
through the shelter this year.
'Announce the possibility of con
ducting another "Dog Obedience
Training" course, to be taught by
Bunny Lanning — tentatively
scheduled for fall. Lanning
reported that her winter class was
a success;
'Discuss the beginning of a
housepet-sitting service, called
"Tenders," administered independently by Shawn Maxwell.

Dozens of healthy cats
available for adoption Gubernatorial candidate
Millions of homeless cats and kittens in animal shelters around the
country want to follow the yellow
brick road to a loving home this
June during national Adopt-A-Cat
month.
For the 13th consecutive year,
the event promotes feline adoption
at more than 800 participating
shelters, including the Calloway
County shelter. Humane Society
Vice-President Kathy Cohen
reports that there are currently
dozens of healthy cats to choose
from at the local shelter. If you're

interested in looking at the pets
available, come to the facility at 106
E. Sycamore Ext. in Murray between 12:30 p.m. and 5:00 p.m.
weekdays, or from 1-4 p.m.
weekends.
Morris the "9 Lives" cat, national spokescat and former stray,
urges pet lovers to bring a little
magic into the life of a homeless
feline by adopting one in June. The
Adopt-A-Cat campaign is sponsored by "9 Lives" Cat Food and
the American Humane Association.

Gathering collector cards
to be good summer hobby
Gathering collector cards featuring 22"Champkxis Against Drugs"
celebrities from the state should
provide an exciting and informative summer hobby for
thousands of Kentuckians, 17 and
under, according to Gov. Martha
Layne Collins.
Youngsters who collect all 22 of
the cards will be eligible to win a
free trip with the Kentucky college
or university sports team of his or
her choice to an "away" game,Collins added.
A photograph of the governor and
an anti-drug message from her was
featured on the first card released
May 25. A different card will be
released each of the subsequent 21
weeks. Each week's card will
feature a noted Kentuckian with an
anti-drug message.
The "Chanipions Against Drugs"
collector card series is sponsored
by Valvoline Oil Co. and Coca-Cola
Bluegrass. The cards may be obtained from county sheriffs, state

police, and police officers in Jefferson and Fayette counties.
'The cooperation of these publicspirited companies, these
dedicated law enforcement officers
and the celebrities who join me in
urging our youth to 'Say no to
Drugs'is greatly appreciated," the
governor said.
A drawing for the trip to a ball
game for a person 17 or under, accompanied by an adult, will be held
Dec. 1. Transportation, hotel and
meals for the trip will be provided
as well as game tickets.
To be eligible for the drawing, a
young person must collect each of
the 22 cards and present them for
verification at the local sheriff's office by Nov. 20. The sheriff will provide an entry card for the trip
drawing.
During the card collection
period, local newspapers and radio
stations will provide information on
appearances by "Champions
Against Drugs" celebrities for
autograph sessions.

I would like to extend
a sincere thank you to all
who voted for me and ask
for your support In the
upcoming November
election.

Danny Hudspeth
, arv1.11.ale

Baum killed in plane crash
BATON ROUGE, La. (AP) —
Gubernatorial candidate Noel
"Butch" Baum was killed
Wednesday when the plane he
piloted crashed, authorities said.
The single-engine Cessna 210
crashed in northwest Oklahoma,
East Baton Rouge Pariah Sheriff
Elmer Litchfield said late
Wednesday.
Baum, a 49-year-old Baton
Rouge insurance executive, had
left alone in the plane for a
business meeting in Alexandria,
about 100 miles northwest of here,
said campaign spokesman Mike
Settler.

The plane was last spotted on
radar about 30 miles south of
Shreveport, about 20 miles from
Texas, campaign manager Nancy
Todd said before announcement of
Baum's death. She had described
him as an excellent pilot.
The plane crashed 12 miles
south of Shattuck, Okla.,
authorities said.
Baum, a Democrat, was one of
at least nine candidates running
for the Louisiana governor's post
in September. In 1983, he ran for
state agriculture commissioner
and lost to Bob Odom.

Budgets for state agencies
ruled by legislative panel
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
State agencies cannot ask for
more than 3 percent growth in
their budgets, and annual salary
increases for state workers would
be limited to 6 percent under aclion taken by a legislative panel.
Sen. Michael Moloney, D.
Lexington, said one effect of the
caps, along with new rules on
calculating budgets, will be to put
a tighter squeeze on state
agencies.
Moloney. chairman of the
Special Subcommittee on Uniform
Budget Instructions, spoke after
the nine-member subcommittee
on Wednesday unanimously approved the forms and regulations
to be used by state agencies in
estimating their budgets for the
1988-90 biennium.
Those completed forms are used
by the General Assembly and the
governor's office as the basis for
formulating a state budget. The 3
percent cap applies to each year of
the biennium.
The subcommittee has set caps
before, but the panel decided to include salary increases and health
costs and eliminate debt service
from the formula, which would
make it tougher for state agencies
to stay within the limit, Moloney
said.
Sen. Arthur L. Schmidt, R-Cold

Spring, noted that the new provision could force some agencies to
reduce personnel or to delay filling vacant positions.
Another change from past years
that was approved is a requirement that each agency estimate
what a 1 percent increase or
decrease in personnel cords would
be.
That provision would let
legislators know quickly what
could be done to save money if pay
increases proved too costly,
Moloney said, adding that there
was no guarantee that there would
be a 5 percent increase.
He said that some state
employees normally had the
benefit of cost-of-living pay increases but that this budget
manual eliminated that and set
the limit at 5 percent even if the
cost of living soared.
"It's tough. We just don't have
the money," he said.
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Stock, bond prices rally
after sinking on Tuesday
By the ASSOCIATED PRESS
The financial markets staged a
modest recovery following the initial shock from the impending
change of leadership at the
Federal Reserve Board.
Stock and bond prices rallied
Wednesday after sinking on the
news the day before that President
Reagan had nominated Alan
Greenspan to replace Paul
Volcker as Fed chairman.
On Wall Street, the Dow Jones
industrial average leaped 42.47
points to 2,320.69, rebounding from
a 10-point drop Tuesday.
The credit and currency
markets, hardest hit by the
Greenspan announcement, also
managed comebacks.
The Treasury's bellwether
30-year bond recovered modestly
from its biggest one-day plunge in
about five years. Down $32.50 per
$1,000 face amount in late trading
Tuesday, the long bond moved up
$17.50 in value Wednesday. Its
yield dipped to 8.75 percent from
8.92 percent.
The dollar also moved higher
against most major currencies
after losing ground in early
Japanese trading. Gold prices fell
in response to the dollar's rally.
"Yesterday was an overreaction. The bond market got carried
away, and the dollar got carried
away," Maury Harris, first vice

Len Bias' friend acquitted
in death of basketball star

UPPER MARLBORO, Md.
(AP) — A friend of University of
Maryland basketball star Len
Bias has been acquitted of supplying the cocaine that killed the allAmerican whose death led to a national outcry against drug use by
athletes.
Brian Lee Tribble, 24, was found
Innocent of distribution and
possession of the drug in connecHog market listed tion with Bias' death,
and of conspiracy to distribute cocaine in the
rederai-Sbee SWIM Nem aerobe kiss IL. on
months before a party where Bias
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snorting cocaine in his dormitory
at a party celebrating his selection
as the Boston Celtics' No. 1 draft
pick.
Prosecutors alleged that Bias
helped distribute cocaine in a drug
ring run by Tribble.
Former Maryland basketball
Coach Lefty Driesell, who resigned as coach amid the controversy
after Bias' death, said he wanted
to talk to his lawyers before
commenting.
"I've got a lot of reaction, I just
can't say it," Driesell, who
testified for the prosecution in the
case, said in a telephone interview
from his home in suburban
Washington, D.C. "You figure out
your own reaction."
Had Tribble been convicted of
all charges, he could have been
sentenced to 20 years and fined
$25,000.
Two counts of obstruction of
justice still are pending against
Tribble in connection with
destruction of evidence in the
dorm room where Bias collapsed.

Exocet missile

$47.95

NEW HOURS:

president and chief economist for
PaineWebber Inc., said
Wednesday.
After a day of reflection, many
analysts appeared confident that
Volcker's steady course at the Fed
would be maintained, at least in
the short term, by his successor.
"Greenspan is probably the
closest thing to a clone of Volcker
there is," said Henry Gailliot,
senior vice president and
economist at Federated Research
Corp., a Pittsburgh-based money
management firm.
Treasury Secretary James A.
Baker III said Volcker and
Greenspan "both made it clear at
the White House (Tuesday) that
there would be no changes as far
as policy is concerned."
In other economic
developments, sales of domestic
cars fell slightly in late May, the
nation's automakers said.
Sales were down substantially
for the entire month compared
with a year ago as domestic
automakers except Ford Motor
Co. lost ground to imports, the
companies said.
Domestic makers sold 250,045
cars from May 21-31, down 1.9 percent from 286,788 a year ago.
Domestic truck sales, which have
been stronger than car sales all
year, rose 13 percent in late May
to 130,687 from 130,148 a year ago.

*Converse •Avive •Aigner *Autry

•Type: French-built, computer
guided, short-range weapon
•Maximum range: 43 miles

•Mindf1111111 speed: 700 m.p.h.
III Dimensions: Wingspan: 3
feet. 71
/
4 riches; length: 15 feet.
41/2 inches: diameter: 1344
inches
•Weight 1.438 pounds
including 352-pound warhead
•Capobibty: Files 6 to 10 Met
above water using its own

guidance system to home in on
target
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Band leader Sammy Kaye dies
Newsprint prices
Per metric ton
at end of year
413 440

RIDGEWOOD, N.J. AP) —
Sammy Kaye, who took a "Swing
and Sway" sound from campus
night spot to become one of the
most popular leaders of the big
band era, has died of cancer. He
was 77.

570
535 535
500
500
/4691111

Kaye, who was famous for such
hits as "Harbor Lights" and
"There Will Never Be Another
You" in his 50-year career, died
Tuesday night at Valley Hospital
here, his publicist Gary Stevens
said.
A wake was scheduled for today
in New York City and funeral services will take place Friday at St.
Jean Baptiste Roman Catholic
Church, also in New York City.
Kaye's biggest hit might have
been something he composed on
the spur of the moment.
The day was Dec. 7. 1941, and
Kaye and his band were performing their weekly "Sunday
Serenade" show on NBC Radio
when the program was inter-

$353
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Publishers Association
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1407 Main St.
Food Stamps
753-4682
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To Limit Quanitites
STORE HOURS
Prices Good
8-7 Mon-Thurs
June 10th
thru
8-8 Fri and Sat

rupted by the news flash of the
Japanese attack at Pearl Harbor.
"Everyone was listening to
Sammy's music when the news of
the attack was made," said
Stevens "Sammy was so touched
by the news of the attack that he
went home and wrote the song
"Remember Pearl Harbor."
The song, which Stevens
described as the first American
war song of World War II, was
released eight days later and sold
more than one million copies,
Stevens said
Kaye had came to New York in
1938 and immediately gained
popularity with an act that was
called "Swing and Sway with Sammy Kaye," Stevens said
An Ohio native who became a
longtime resident of New York City, Kaye also was host of half-hour
musical programs on all three
television networks in the 19508
"The Sammy Kaye Show" had a
yearlong run on'CBS beginning in
1951, aired on NBC from August to

COTATICI\T"

September 1953, and moved to
ABC from 1958-50
In 1954, Kaye appeared on
ABC's game show "So You Want
to Lead a Band." Members of the
studio audience were chosen to
lead the band and the winner was
selected by the audience.
Kaye, born Samuel Zarnocay
Jr. near Cleveland, excelled as an
athlete. After graduating from
Rocky River High School in 1928,
he won a scholarship to Ohio
University as the state low-hurdle
champion.
However, he dropped college
athletics to devote more time to
his major of civil engineering. To
help pay his tuition, Kaye organized his first Swing and Sway Band
and opened the Varsity Inn, a
campus dine-and-dance spot. It
was the beginning of a career that
spanned more than half a century.
Besides "Harbor Lights", in
1950, his other major hits included
"Daddy" in 1941 and "There Will
Never Be Another You" in 1942.
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?Army Ledger & Times

Calloway, Murray in
top 10 at tournament

Sports Nuggets
LOCAL SPORTS
• The Lady Lakers Basketball Camp is slated for next week.
Registration fee is $115 for pre-high school girls. Girls may register
before their respective seldom Monday.
The fifth graders and under session is 9 a.m.-noon, sixth to ninth
graders, 1-4 p.m. and high school players 4:804 p.m.
• Murray State University
cowboy Bob Lawson will be
traveling to Bosenum Montana
to the College National Finals
Rodeo June 15-20. Lawson will
be representing Murray State
in saddle bronc riding as he
competes against hundreds of
cowboys from colleges and
universities throughout the
nation.
Lawson, an MU graduate
student from Summers, Ark.,
has a list of accomplishments
to his credit: College National
Finals Rodeo contestant
1983-87, All Around Cowboy
Champion in 1984 for the Ozark
Region, Ozark Region Reserve
Bull Riding Champion in 1984,
seventh in nation's All Around
Cowboy, Oustanding Cowboy of
MSU 1906-87 and Ozark Region
Champion Saddle Bronc Rider
1987.
Lawson is presently ranked
first in the nation in saddle
bronc riding.

By CLAY WAIJIZR
Sports Diller
It seems as though the big battle
at the Girls State High School Golf
Tournament is for second place
anymore as Sacred Heart fired a
675 to claim its fourth straight
state title in Elizabethtown yesterday outshooting second-place
Franklin County by 34 strokes.
However, Calloway County
coach Roy Cothran was pleased
that his team was among the best
of the rest, finishing fifth at 752.
"We were going up there hoping
we would be ten or under and
would have been satisfied with
eight," Cothran said. "So we were
very pleased to come in fifth.
"I think our girls lived up to
their abilities. They were really
serious about it."
Junior Joanna Gibbs was the
most serious Lady Laker firing
rounds of 83 and 82 to place eighth
with a 165.
"I know that I can score better
because I didn't putt very well, but
I also made some shots that I
shouldn't so I'm happy with it,"

MSC's Gary Lawson

•Adam Lanning, Murray, has failed to make the top two in the 55-60
age group of the two Ironman qualifying events he has run and says
that he will not participate in any of the remaining seven qualifiers of
the year.
Lanning said that he will run about 10 triathlons this summer. a
"typical" year for him, but will not be able to make the Hawaii event.
"I feel like I'm doing O.K.," he said. "I'm just not winning them as
easily as before."
Laiming will run in the Lake Norrell Triathlon in Benton, Mississippi, Saturday and the Mach 10 in Tullahoma, Tenn,, the following
weekend.

BASEBALL
•Former Kansas City Royals Manager Dick Howser, who is battling
a malignant brain tumor, is hospitalized for what is being described
as a "non-emergency situation."
An ambulance took Hawser to St. Luke's Hospital from his home in
Lee's Summit on Wednesday. The hospitalization was described as a
non-emergency by Denise Buening, a spokesman for St. Luke's.
The hospital would not release Howser's condition.

Dill resigns as athletic director
Calloway's Joanna Gibbs

Murray State University
Athletic Director Mike Dill has
resigned his position to accept the
role of associate athletic director
for administration at the University of New Mexico in Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
Dill leaves a position he had accepted on March 20, when former
MSU athletic director Johnny
Reagan announced his retirement
from the job.
"The new position at the University of New Mexico is a great opportunity," said Dill. "I'll be joining a good friend in John Koenig,
who recently was named athletic
director there. The multi-year
contract there provides the security which is important at this
time."
Dill first came to Murray State
as an assistant basketball coach
on Ron Greene's staff in 1978. He
helped the Racers to three Ohio
Valley Conference titles and as

Staff photo b$ (1a$ Nalker

Cards edge Slammers,
Jams sweep Terminators
The Cards edged the Slammers
8-7 in softball action Tuesday
night. Kadonna Randolph and Misty Darnell homered for the Cards.
Leah Darnell and Deidra
Malinauskas tripled.
Amy Alexander homered and
doubled in the loss. Jennifer
Turner tripled and Shane Lamb
and Ginger Adams doubled.
The Jams swept two games
from the Terminators, 12-9 and
12-10.

Krista Stall hit three home runs
and Valerie Shelton added another
In the first win. Kelsey
Christopher tripled and Lori Dunn
had two doubles.
Christopher added two homers
In the second game and Stalls
tripled and doubled. Dana
Blankenship and Melissa Holland
doubled.
Tammy Chester homered twice
and Tracy Tefft, Cathy White and
April McKeel tripled for the Terminators. Tyra Gambel went 3-3 in
the second game.
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said Gibbs, who suffered a fourputt and two three-putts in the first
round.
Meredith Howe led Murray with
rounds of 82 and 87 for a 15th place
169. Howe, a sophomore, was tied
for fifth place after the first round.
"I got down on myself and just
lost my confidence," Howe said
after scoring bogeys on yesterday's first four holes. "I started
playing defensively and lost my
intensity."
The Lady Tigers, who beat
Calloway for the regional championship last week, finished with a
team score of 789, good for ninth
place.
"It was disappointing — it's
always fun to be there," Murray
coach Judy Muehelman said."But
we were hoping for a higher spot."
In addition to Gibbs' score,
Calloway was paced by senior
Tabetha Johnson's 182. Shelby
Morgan fired a 193 and Kim
Roberts a 212.
Murray's Amy Wilson shot a
191, Jennifer Howe a 211 and Lisa
Rexroat a 218.

burndown in no-till with new Gramozona

Super.

For no-till, there's no equal.

.Netsavi

Available At Your Local
Southern States Dealer.

Quality for Everyofle

"1-1

•

'KAO earl I

Mike Dill
many appearances in the National
Invitational Tournament, including a quarterfinal team in
1980.
In 1984, Dill left MSU to spend
one year as assistant athletic
director at Lamar University in
Beaumont, Texas. He returned to
MSU in 1985 to join Steve Newton's
basketball staff as associate head
coach. In 1986, he was elevated to
assistant athletic director.
"The coaching staff at Murray
State will continue to be successful
because they all are quality people. I hope athletics will be
granted the resources necessary
to achieve the level of success enjoyed in the past," Dill said. "I
also hope the people of western
Kentucky will band together and
lend their full Support to MSU
athletics. It is critical at this stage
of development of Murray State
athletics."

Boston will
try to halt
quick Lakers
By KEN PETERS
AP Sports Writer
INGLE WOOD, Calif. — Game 1
of the NBA championship series
was a showcase for speed. Don't
expect the same for the next
meeting of the Lakers and the
Celtics.
"We know they're going to come
out there bumping, shoving,
pushing and scratching," Los
Angeles guard Magic Johnson said
of tonight's Game 2 matchup with
Boston.
"It's going to be more physical
and we've got to be ready for
that."
"We're going to have to bang
and push inside and put pressure
on the Lakers," the Celtics' Larry
Bird said. "It's up to us to stop
them.
"I still like our chances, I really
do. If we play our style of banging
and pushing, we can do it."
But all of Bird's comments were
not flattering.
"We have guys on this team that
don't want to play on the road any
more," said Bird, who spurred his
team in 1964 by calling them
"Aisles."
"I can understand the shooting
not being there, being better at
home, but the deka*, the rebounds and the assists aren'tthere
either."
The Lakers, their flashy fast
break virtually a blur Tuesday
night, raced to a 121-1111 victory
over the Celtics in the opening
game of the bistct-sevsa title
Minn en page ES)
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St. Xavier wins boys' tourney
Prom AP and elatt Saporta
VINE GROVE,Ky.- Louisville
Xavier came back from a
three-shot first-round deficit to
the Boys State High
Golf Tournament.
The Individual competition was
won Wednesday by Montgomery
County's Ben Lane.
After posting a 317 in Tuesday's
first round, three strokes behind
the leaders from Louisville Trinity, the Tigers foursome blistered
the 6,600-yard par-72 course at Lincoln Trail Golf Club on Wednesday, eaching carding a sub-80
round for a team total of 307.
Jack Conway led the way with a
one over 73 after a disastrous 81 on
the first day. Anis Osborne shaved five strokes off his first-round
score with a 76. Freshman Greg
Demlin and senior Jim Kirchdofer
each shot 79.
"We finished fifth last year and
we had three of that foursome
coming back,so I really thought at
the beginning of the year that we
should have a shot at the championship," said St. Xavier Coach
Marty Donlon.
Trinity defeated Richmond
Model 18-70 in a one-hole playoff
for second place when Edwin Luxon hit his golf ball on a practice
putting swing for a two-stroke
penalty. Both clubs finished
regulation with identical scores of
634.
Rounding out the top five teams
were Carroll County with 642 and

=

Above are die members of the Murray Ommtry CM that won the
Dorothy RAW Trophy Wednesday at the George Hart Invitational
Golf Tournament at MCC. The trophy is gives to the chi) thud has the
lowest combined score for the tournament. The Murray team members
are,from left: Terri Lamb,Mary Bogard,Jetiene Sullivan and Betty Jo
Portion.

NBA...
(Coat'd from page 12)
showdown.
Johnson said he doesn't expect a
replay of that game, when the
Mary Bain, far left, wan the championship flight of the George Hart Invitational Golf Tournament Wednesday at the Murray Country Club.
Bain is shown with the other flight winners. They are, from left: Jean
Bagwell,first flight; Lochie Hart, George Hart's widow; Carol Hibbard,
second flight; Sue Brown, third flight; and Billie Cohoon, fourth flight.
Staff photos by Scott Wilson

Bain edges Purdom by two
in George Hart Invitational
Staff Report

Mary Bath edged out Betty Jo
Purdom to capture the championship flight of the 19th annual
Ladies' George Hart Invitational
Golf Tournament Wednesday at
the Murray Country Club. Bath
fired an 18-hole total of Ti, just nipping Purdom who shot a 79.
For her effort, Bain's name will
be inscribed on a silver cup that
she will keep with her until next
year.
Terri Lamb was third in the
championship flight with an 80 and
Jerlene Sullivan was fourth with
an 83.
Jean Bagwell fired an 85 to win
the first flight. Bagwell finished
one stroke in front of Vicki Fort.
Fort took
strokes to complete
the course. Francis Hulse and
Donna Wear tied for third. Each
player shot 90, but Hulse' was
awarded third place on a tiebreaker.
Carol Hibbard was a four-stroke
winner in the second flight. Hibbard's 89 outdistanced Jennifer
Crouse who shot a 93. Vicki Oliver
was one back at 94 and Shirley
Wade was next at 95.
Sue Brown won the third flight
with a 96. She was one stroke better than Chris Umbach. Freda
Steely fired a 98 and Kesha
Sullivan had a 103.
Billie Cohoon won the fourth
flight in easy fashion. Cohoon fired
a 99, six strokes better than Beth
Taylor's 106. Martha Sue Ryan
defeated Rowena Cullom in a tiebreaker for third place. Each
golfer fired 108.
Murray Country Club won the
Dorothy Holland Trophy. The
award is given annually to the club
that has the lowest combined
scores for the tournament. The
Murray team consisted of Lamb,
Mary Bogard, Sullivan and
Purdom.
Purdom also won the award for
Closest to the Pin. Teresa Garland

won the Longest Drive contest and
Betty Lowry took the honor for the
lowest number of putts over the 18
holes.

(No Akohol)

Protects Your

Fuel Injectors
V

4,

defeated Mason County's Deron
Feldhaus in a one-hole playoff for
second place individual. After
leading the first round with a 72.
Smoak shot a 76 Wednesday to
finish tied with Feldhaus at 148.
Smoak then made a 20-foot par
putt on the playoff hole to edge
Feldhaus.
Louisville Pleasure Ridge
Park's Tim Logsdon was fourth
with a 150, while Joe Noble of
Greenup County and Brian BaysInger of Glasgow were a stroke
back at 151.
Murray High sophomore Todd
Sims recovered from a shaky firstround 95 to fire an Ea yesterday
finishing the tournament at 177.

Murray's Todd Sims

Our Managers Would Rather
Sell These Big Bargains
Than Count Them-Buy Now!

Radio ihaek
NATIONAL
INVENTORY
CLEARANCE
Color TV With
Remote

By

Rack Stereo System

Radio Shack

Model 100 by Realistic'

Save $80

$50 Off
14995 Reg

21995
Reg. 299.95
Low As $20 Per Month •

Ideal for bedroom Cable ready. #16-236
Wireless Remote

Remote batter,es

Low As $20 Per Month.

3-Way Speaker System

7995
.

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

YOUR MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

CD Player With Remote

753-8355

MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL
NATIONAL LEAGUE
East illeineu
W L
Pet.
GB
St. Louts
10 19 .812 Micago
SO 21
388 1
Montreal
27 23 .640 5%
New York
36 21 .500 5%
Pitteburgh
25 25
479 11%
Philadelphia
25 211
4411 7
West°Innen
W L
Pct.
GB
Cincinnati*
10 22
577 San Francisco
29 25 .558 1
Atlanta
22 28
480 4%
Houston
35 31
490 4%
1.42e Angeles
26 27
411 6
San Diego
12 41 .225 15%
Weihnedars Games
Chicago U. Houston 7
San Premise° 4, Philadelphia 1
Montreal 4. San Diego 3
Cincinnati I. St. Louis 4
Pittsburgh 4. Atlanta 1
Los Angeles 5, New York 2
Thunders Gamma
SA. Louis (Cox 0.21 at Chicago (Mudd=
4-4
Pittsburgh (Miler 2-1) at AUanta (Smith
6-S)
San Diego (Dravecky 1-6 I at Montreal
SS). In)
Only games scheduled
Irriders G.
St. Louis at Chicago
Los Angeles at CincinnaU, In)
Pittsburgh at New York. (n
Montreal at Philadelphia, In)
San Diego at Atlanta. On
fish Premium at Houston, In)

Save $80

Realistic

17995

Color Computer 3'
By Tandy'

By Realistic

110111110
$40

Save $20

as albCf=cel/=,

805

IMX• Stereo Expander creates
dramatic "live" quality. Ten
bands. #31-2020
•TM Sci-COuSt.rs, Inc

9995

Save
s60

br Reg. 129.95

Off

Low As $20 Per Month •

Wireless remote. 15 selection random playReg. back, Tr -Spot laser
259.95 pickup #42-5004
Remote battenes eel-a

By Realistic

Reg. 219.95
Low As $20
Per Month •

Extended BASIC. 128K. color
graphics. sound #26-3334

Low As $20 Per Month.

AM/FM Portable
By Realistic
Radio

199,

Reg. 159.95

Digital tuning. auto-reverse cassette In dash #12-1912

FD-501 Disk Drive .2,
,
Sale 199 95

A.0

Printing Calculator

AM/FM Clock Radio
Chronomatic -252

EC-3020 by Radio Shack

Cut
33%

Cut
33%

Cut
24% 1888

1995

Battery Backup Reg. 24.95
Easy-access on-top controls,
Reg. 29.95
stylish beveled cabinet #12-1560
FM-AFC stops drift 3'/.," speaker (34,-.Jp
Prt'ri
#12-717 Battenes extra

Portable Cellular
Phone Bonus!

Save119900 *15980
Reg. Separate Items S1358.110

763 8355

Reg.
149.95

AM/FM Car Cassette

CT-200 by Radio Shack

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

CD-1400 by

'
5.'

Big 12" woofer. 4" midrange,
2'12" tweeter. Walnut veneer
3
4" high #40-1121
29/

Stereo Equalizer
AMBILICAN LEAGUE
East Divinen
W L
Pet.
1311
New York
U 19
896 Toronto
30 20
ICO 2
Milwaukee
27 21
543 4
Baltimore
27 36
519 6
Detroit
26 34
510 5%
Boston
14 28
442 9
Cleveland
17 MI
I/27 15
West Divides
W L
Pet.
GB
Kansas City
ST 22
561 Minnesota
27 25 .619 1%
Mettle
ST 25
519 1%
Oakland
311 20
510 2
Chicago
21 27
US 6,4
Texas
21 38
439 6
California
22 30
4.21 11%
Wenseeday's Games
Toronto?, SeatU• 2
Milwaukee 4, Kansas City 2
New York 9, California 3
Oakland 7, BalUmore $
Boston 7, Mbuneota 6. 10 innings
Detroit 16. Cleveland 3
Texas 1. Chicago 3
ilientley's Oases
Detroit i Robbison 3-21 at Donut (Hurst
6-4). 01)
New York INkikro 1.31 at Milwaukee
tiiiguern 4-51, Int
Chicago (DeLeon 4.1) at California
I Lasorko 02).(n)
Kaneas City (Saberhagen 0.1 at SeatUa
(Morgan 5-5 I, )n
Only gums scheduled
Friday** Gamma
Detroit at Boston, (n1
Baltimore at Torcetto, in)
Texas at Minnesota. In)
New York at Milwaukee, In)
Chicago at Callfonda.(n)
Cleveland at Oakland.(0)
Karnes City at Seattle.(n)

Dual Cassettes
99.95
Copies personal tapes'
With 2-speed phono,
FM/AM rack 27"-high
speakers #13-1228

Save $70

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

901 SYCAMORE

Stuff photo ht Chit %siker

•

SCOREBOARD

Get portable
adapter. AC
charger and rechargeable batteries at no extra cost
#17-1003/202/203.
#23-181

Pocket Pager
By Tandy

Folding
Display

Reg. 59.95
Ten -digit LCD, printout 4-key
memory #65-955 Bar/p,

Lighted Dial Phone
Trim-Fone" by Radio Shack

HALF
PRICE

Cut
20%

4995
Paw,

.ee

Reg. 99.95
•"Beep" the Kids Home
• Babysitter Can Reach You

3995

39
956" 4
11
Reg. 49.95
Dial in any light Tone/pulse
dialing' Desk/wall White.
#43-525 Brown. 043-526

Keyless Car Alarm Stereo Headphones Cassette Tape Sale

Something Fun For Everyone

p„f
G LF
GASOLINE

"That (runaway) was unexpected and I don't think the rest of
the games will be blowouts," he
said. "They'll probably be more
like our usual games with Boston,
go down to the last minute with
somebody making a play that
decides it."
"They'll try to get more rebounds, and they'll try to get make
us walk the ball back down the
court," Lakers center Kareem
Abdul-Jabbar said.

:24

Optimus'-900 by Realistic

901 S. SYCAMORE
THE WINNING SHARES for
players and coaches for the New
York Giants after the 1987 Super
Bowl came to $84,000 each. The
losing Denver Broncos each got
$441,000.

Lakers shot out to a quick 9-0 lead
and were clearly in command the
rest of the way.

Bowling Green at 647.
Lane captured the individual
state championship with a 36-hole
total of 144. He turned in one-overpar 731 in each round.
"I played pretty consistently,"
Lane, a senior, said. "I felt pretty
good coming in and I figured I had
as good a chance as anybody of
winning it."
.
Russell Smoak of Western Hills

*Crest
*Riviera Cruiser
*Harris Flote-Bote
Take A
Closer Look
20-30 Now Pontoons In Stock
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Looking tip

Hakim: North to receive Contra money
WASHINGTON (AP) — A
private businessman who acted as
financial manager in the Iran.
Contra affair says he is holding
more than $X10,000 in profits from
Iran arms sales for the family of
White House aide Oliver North.
Iranian-born businessman
Albert Hakim, testifying with
Limited immunity before congressional committees, said Wednee
day that he also tried to place
some of the money into the
family's hands for the education of
North's children.
Hakim said he even had North's
wife, Betsy, go to Philadelphia for
a meeting with a lawyer, but he
was unable to find a legal way to
do so that would not compromise
North.

Iraqi pilot says
he was correct
to attack ship
WASHINGTON(AP) — The Iraqi pilot who opened fire on the USS
Stark in the Persian Gulf was convinced his target was inside a free.
fire war zone, even though the
United States has clear proof it
wasn't, the Pentagon says.
Getters! Steel of lispkiosvilie Ines a Nag craw to heist a Whist steeple
ea to the top et the University March of Christ at the intersectioa el U.S.
641 North sad the Kentucky 121 Bypass earlier today. The addilies was
just part of die cautioning comeructies ea the church.
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"The essential difference in the
U.S. and Iraqi versions of what occurred in the attack on USS Stark
concerns the exact locations of
both the Iraqi Mirage F-1 and USS
Stark throughout the attack," the
Pentagon said Wednesday in a
report on the May 17 attack that
claimed the lives of 37 U.S.
seamen.
"The Iraqis maintain that their
aircraft fired two missiles at a
maritime target located in the
Iranian-Declared Exclusion Zone.
They consider maritime shipping
in this zone to be legitimate
targets. • • •
"The United States remains certain that the wealth of position
data ... confirm that the Iraqi F-1
struck USS Stark while she was
approximately 12 nautical miles
(13.8 statute miles) to the west of
the Iranian-Declared Exclusion
Zone" — up to 28% miles away
from the position reported by the
Iraqis.
The dispute over the ship's location was spelled out in a four-page
report that compares the U.S. and
Iraqi chronologies of the attack on
the guided-missile frigate.
The Pentagon said the document was part of a much broader,
classified report prepared by Rear
Adm. David Rogers, who headed a
team of U.S. officials that recently
returned from Baghdad.

"It's mind-boggling, to say the
least," said Sen. Daniel hiouys,DHawaii,chairman of the Senate investigating committee. "It does
put a new twiet to the whole thing,
and its not a happy one."
Disclosure of a possible financial motive for North came on a
day full of developments in the unfolding Iran-Contra saga,
including:
—Calls by members of the investigating committees for the
resignation of assistant secretary
of state Elliott Abrams, who
acknowledged having misled Congress and the public about U.S.
government involvement in the
weapons resupply effort for the
Nicaraguan Contra rebels.
Abrams vowed to stay on, but one
senator said the hard-nosed State
Department official was only denying the inevitable.
—A plea — apparently largely
ignored — by independent counsel
Lawrence E. Walsh that congressional investigators not grant
North limited immunity from prosecution. Inouye and Sen. Warren
Rudman, R-N.H., said Walsh has
had plenty of time to develop any
criminal case against North and
promised to call the fired NSC
aide as a public viitness in Jly.
The implications of Hakim's
assertion about money for North
remained unclear. Hakim said he
did not know whether North ever
was told that money generated by
the operation he was running
might be used for the benefit of his
family. Hakim said he was
motivated by a fondness for North
and by concern that the National
Security Council aide's driven
work style led him to neglect his
family.
He said he once told North,
"011ie, you are a part of the family
for as long as one of us is alive.
You need not to worry about your
family."
Hakim said he originally conceived the $200,000 account earmarked for North as a "death
benefit," a sort of life insurance
policy for his family. The account
was created on May 20, 1986, just
before North and other officials
traveled to Tehran in an unsuccessful attempt to free U.S.
hostages.
"My intention was only to help,"
Hakim said in answer to a question from House counsel John
Nields on whether he had sought
intentionally to compromise North
by funneling money to him without
his knowledge.
Hakim also testified, as expected, that he is holding an account named Korel Assets for the
benefit of Richard V. Secord, the
retired Air Force general who is
Hakim's business partner. Secord
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has testified that he has renounced
all profits from his business dealings in the Iran-Contra affair, and
Hakim confirmed that Sword had
told him that in early 1966. But he
said he continued to put money
aside for Secord anyway, and the
account now contains more than
$1.5 million.
In all, Hakim's books show the
Iran-Contra dealings netted $9.6
million that has been distributed

Researchers say needles
key in continuance of AIDS
WASHINGTON (AP) — Needle
drug abuse will be "the major portal of entry" for the AIDS virus into the mainstream of American
life, perhaps making heterosexual
relations a common way of catching the lethal disease, some
researchers predict.
Experts say the number of AIDS
cases attributed to heterosexual
encounters in the United States is
tiny but growing, and the evidence
is now clear that repeated
heterosexual contact with an infected person will spread the
lethal microbe.
"Everybody now belongs to a
risk group,finally," said Dr. Peter
Plot of the Institute of Tropical
Medicine in Belgium.
At a panel discussion Wednesday at the Third International

Educators...
(Cont'd from page 1)
have been reading had they been
in a half-day program, Terrett
said.
Improving language skills is one
focus of the kindergarten at
Whiteside Primary School in
Paducah.
If children have inadequate
language abilities, they will not
fare well in school, according to
Principal Patricia Koch. "They
can't read unless they have
lanpage," she said.
The western Kentucky school offers full-day kindergarten two
days a week for children with poor
language skills.
About 20 students were identified in tests at the beginning of
the year. Although they attended
the regular half-day kindergarten
with other children in the morning, they spent two afternoons a
week with a speech therapist for
intensive language instruction.
A $16,000 grant helped pay
salaries of the therapist and a
part-time aide.
None of the 20 students was retained in Whiteside kindergarten,
she said. Two were identified as
having more serious problems and
will be placed in a special program in the fall.
Emerson's program is funded
by Illinois.
"We knew the state was considering a law allowing schools to
be reimbursed for a full-day program,"Principal Inez Donnigan
said. "We wanted to do it as soon
as the law was passed."
Reading scores climbed from
the 33rd percentile in 1984-85 to the
52nd percentile in 1985-86. Math
scores were even better, going
from the 44th percentile in 1984-85
to the 73rd percentile in 1985-86.
Counselor Winnie Bell said halfday kindergarten doesn't provide
enough time to teach children
everything they need to know.
"In a half-day program, by the
time children get in, have a meal,
go to the bathroom and put on
their coats, in a 2%-hour session,
there's very little time left," she
said.
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Conference on AIDS, experts
generally agreed that the
heterosexual spread of AIDS is a
serious problem on the horizon,
although they differed over how
much of this transmission has occurred already.

Session...
(Cooed from page 1)
sion. They range from conforming
the state's tax system to the
rescue of the state's financially
strapped workers' compensation
program.
Curd said that workers' compensation is of major importance. He
said time is running out on the program and something needs to be
done. "I see a need for a special
session on workers' compensation. We need to address that immediately. We are losing $2
million on that program every
week."
Wilkinson, a Lexington
businessman, said last week that
he would use his influence with
legislators and Gov. Martha
Layne Collins to prevent a special
session to change the tax law.
Wilkinson has a meeting tentatively scheduled for June 16 with
legislative leaders, Blandford
said. Wilkinson and the governor
have not set a date for a meeting,
but they want to talk, said Collins'
press secretary Barbara Hadley
Smith.
Wilkinson's stand on tax conformity has been criticized by the
legislature's budget chairmen —
Sen. Michael R. Moloney, DLexington, and Rep. Joe Clarke,
D-Danville. They contend there
will have to be "devastating"
budget cuts if Wilkinson gets his
way on the conformity issue and
sticks to his campaign pledge of no
new taxes.
If Kentucky were to conform,
the state could take in $477 million
by 1990, experts have told
legislative committees. Even
without doing anything, they said,
the state will garner an additional
$25 million annually.
Democratic Whip Kenny Rapier
said the tax change "wasn't the
most popular thing in the world,
but there seemed to be sentiment
for it" because state revenue was
less than expected.
"That sentiment has left,"
Rapier said, because of Wilkinson's stance. "At best, we had a
tough fight ahead of us to start
with. That made it impossible."
Senate President Pro Tern John
"Eck" Rose, D-Winchester, said
he sees no effort on any
legislator's part to bring about a
special session, but he said
something needs to be done soon
about workers' compensation.
Asked what legislators' reaction
was to Wilkinson's request for no
special session on conformity,
Blandford said,"I don't detect any
ill feeling, maybe a little
surprise."
And he added: "I hope he has
got plans to finance all the programs that we need to finance."
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Into various accounts, payments
and investments for the benefit of
himself, Secord, North and
another partner, ex-CIA agent
Thomas Clines. Clines was
credited with $900,000, and Hakim
with a total of 66.8 million,
although at least $4 million of that
was reinvested for the benefit of
"the enterprise," as participants
called the Iran-Contra initiative.
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Acoustic music show is set
at the Playhouse in the Park

Four Rivers Music Friends members Dub Hurt, on dobro at left, and singer/guitarist Doug Nesbit
get ready
for this weekend's Gourm,
t Cabaret performances at the Playhouse in the Park.

Acoustic music will blend with
some of Murray's finest desserts
as the first "Gourmet Cabaret" of
the season gets underway this
weekend at Playhouse in the Park.
The outdoor stage at the
Playhouse will become a
showcase for area pickers as
members of the Four Rivers
Music Friends entertain theatregoers.
"This is a down-home cabaret,"
says Doug Nesbit, a member of
the Four Rivers group. He
describes the Friends as a rather
loose organization of "singers,
musicians, and dedicated
listeners" who get together once a
month to swap songs and share
their love of acoustic music.
Four Rivers Music Friends also
publish a monthly newsletter, offer educational programming for
children, and occasionally perform for community groups.

Recently, for example, some of
the Friends were at the
Homeplace-1850, playing music
appropriate for the time period.
Last month they performed for the
Calloway County Library's annual
Pot-Pourri.
"We're not professionals,"
Nesbit insisted. "We play for the
fun of it."
But they're accomplished musicians, experienced performers,
and "pretty serious" about their
II111/11C.

Their style is recognizable, but
it's hard to put a name to it. Traditional folk, sure, but not old campfire standards. And it's country
rock and bluegrass, but it's not
what you hear on country radio
stations. And there's music from
the sixties and seventies, some
centuries-old ballads, and even
some songs composed just last
year.

432

In other words, there's
something for everyone.
"I can't tell you what to expect
this weekend," said Nesbit. "We
like to be spontaneous. We like to
respond to what the audience
wants — and to introduce them to
thinks we think they'll like.. and
we love audience participation."
Numbered among the Four
Rivers Music Friends are
members of the Murray folk
music ensemble Home Remedy,
who'll be sharing their particular
brand of Appalachian-style music.
So call up some of your own
friends, wear shoes you can kick
off, don't eat too much for dinner,
and make a night of it at the
Playhouse in the Park this
weekend. Shows are on Saturday
and Sunday at 8 p.m.
Tickets are $4 and may be
reserved at the Playhouse in the
Park at 759-1752.

Most-recent rendition of The Untouchables' a cinematic success
By BOB THOMAS
Associated Press Writer
Chicago. Prohibition. The Feds
vs. Capone.
The theme has fascinated filmmakers since Howard Hawks'1930
"Scarface" and Mervyn LeRoy's
1933 "Little Caesar." So it was a
dumb idea for Brian De Palma to
resurrect the 1950s TV series,
"The Untouchables," for yet

another treatment. Right?
Wrong. The 1987 "The Untouchables" is a terrific movie,
full of the same brand of fierce
vitality that made the 1930s
gangster films so compelling.
What's right about the Paramount film begins with the script
by David Mamet. Unfettered by
history — he portrays the federal
task force as a quartet, rather

than the true-life 10-12 men — he
uses the bare bones of the NessCapone struggle to fashion a tight,
action-packed screenplay.
De Palma was a chancy selection to direct. More of a shock-andgore man ("Carrie," "Dressed to
Kill"), he loaded the updated
"Scarface" — which bore no
resemblance to the Capone legend
— with excess.

WKMS Highlights

However, his "The Untouchables" is almost flawless.
The characters breathe life, the
action is brilliantly staged, and the
pacing gives the audience relief
between sequences of gripping
movement.
Elliot Ness (Kevin Costner) is a
young treasury agent assigned to
an impossible task: stopping Al
Capone's reign of terror. Ness

must fight not only the mob of
murderous gangsters; he's also
faced with a Chicago police
department riddled with Capone
confederates.
Ness enlists a dauntless trio:
Jimmy Malone (Sean Connery),
an incorruptible Irish beat cop
skilled in survival on the street;
Oscar Wallace (Martin Smith), a
mousy government accountant

who turns tiger behind a shotgun;
George Stone ( Andy Garcia), a
proud Italian who is shamed by
the lawlessness of the Mafia.
Capone (Robert De Niro) rules
Chicago from his Hotel Lexington
palace. Bit by bit, though, the Untouchables (so-called because
they could not be bought)erode his
empire until he's finally felled on
income tax charges.

91.3 FM

Friday,June 5ilirsagh Thursday,June 11
Meaday•Friday
5:11 a.m. Morning Edition. Terry Gross' Fresh Air Joins Morning
Edition from 8-9 a.m. beginning June I.
9 a.a. Daytime Classics. Seven hours of classical music with
news headlines and features hosted by Margaret Hunt and Joe
Jackson.
4 p.m. All Things Considered. National Public Radio's news
magazine of the air.
•p.m. Radio Reader with Dick Eaten. "Stranger in Two Worlds"
by Jean Harris.
Friday,Sum 6
1:11 p.m Evening Classics — Classical Encore with CB. Hunt.
SAID p.m. Nightbeat. Joe Jackson offers a program of cool and
progressive Jazz from the '50e through the '70s.
11p.m. Soultlight.
Seturday, Joie
6 am. Pickle with... A look at new albums in the MOSS
folk/bluegrass library.
7 AM.Weekend Edition with Scott Simon. NPR's weekend look at
happenings around the world.
a.m. Music from the Front Porch. Folk and bluegrass music
from the WICSIS record library with Linda Morgan and Lynn
Jarrett.
11 NAM Mountain Stage with Larry Groce. Guests are the Bobs,
Bob 'Thompson Trio and Small Change.
1 p.m. Our Front Porch with host John Mettler. Ray Karnalay and
Joel Mabus are guestaWhea.
$ p.m. Off the Track. Music from the folk/rock and rock traditions
of the 'Wu and '70's erith John Griffin and Jim Carpenter.
p.m. All Things Considered.
p.m. A Prairie Home Companion with Garrison KeUlor. Live
from the World Theatre with guests Robin and Linda Williams and
Beausoleil.
7 p.n. Marian McPartland's Piano Jazz. Ellis Mariana is guest.
II p.m. Jazz Horizons. Contemporary jazz hosted by Cam
Sunday,June 7
I a.m. Opus 'VT with Mike Ratlike. Chamber music from festival
performances and classical music from the WICKS record library.
11 WM.Weekend Edition with Susan Sternberg. Two hours of news
from NPR.

1 pan. The Big Broadcast of 1987 with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include Artie Shaw, Jan Garber, Duke Ellington, Lena Horne
and others.
4 p.m. All Things Considered.
5 p.m. Our Times. Interviews and features with WILMS news and
public affairs director Kent Jenkins.
p.m. Legacies — The history of women and the family in
America from English settlement to the Civil War.
4:81 p.m. NPR Playhouse — Little Chills. "Vigilante" by Tamora
Pierce and "An Open-and-Shut Cafe" by Timothy Liebe are
tonight's tare.
7 p.m. Vocal Chords. Faculty members from the IOU Depart
mud of Music survey the tradition of classics, vocal musk.
p.m. Audiophile Audition with John Sunier. Interview with Kenneth Kantor on the importance of frequency response.
9 p.m. New Sotmds with John Schaeffer.
ii p.m. Music from the Hearts of Space. Electronic and
meditative space music.
Meaday,Awe I
1:11 p.m. Evening Classics — The St. Louis Symphony Orchestra
— Leonard Slatldn conducts Beethoven's Symphony No. 4 and "Carmine Skeane" by Carl Orff with the St. Louis Symphony Chorus.
6:111 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Count Basle, Warren Vache, Gerry Mulligan, Rosemary Money,
others.
Tuesday,Moe 9
I:110 p.m. Evening Classics — The Chicago Symphony Orchestra.
Sir Georg Solt] conducts Haydn: symphony No. 1011, Beethoven's
Violin Concerto (Ruben Gonzalez, soloist, and Ravel's Bolero.
p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists Include
Zoot Sims, Buck Clayton. Stan Kenton, Helen Merrill, and others
Wednesday,Awe 111
6:1I p.m. Evening Classics — New York Chamber Music Series.
Works by Beethoven, Handel, Brahnur and Tobias Picker.
8:11 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Jo Jones, Bob Wilbur, Dave Brubeck, Al Mader, others.
'ffeureday, Jute 11
6:16 p.m. Evening Classics — New York Philharmonic. Ketialav
Rostroprrich conducts Prokonev: symphony no. 5 and Tchalkov•
sky: symphony no. 5.
11:19 p.m. Easy Street with Bobby Bryan. Featured artists include
Lionel Hampton, Benny Carter, Roy Eldridge, Al Cohn, others.

Irish super-group U2 not seeking publicity

The Paris-Henry County Girls Chorus,under the direction of MSC graduate Martha Ruth Moore, were recorded on video tape this week at Farrell Recital Hall.
Staff photo by David Tuck

Paris girls' chorus to perform Friday evening
The Paris-Henry County Girls of honors in the past few months.
Chorus participated in a new and In 11186 the Chorus was chosen to
different arts activity in the Farrell record the children's Christmas
Recital Hall of Murray State cantata, God Touched the Earth,
University this week. Their direc- which was released by Van Ness
tor, Martha Ruth Moore, an MSU Press and is distributed by Broadgraduate, involved the chorus as man Press. They recently performmodels for the filming of an educa- ed for the Tennessee Arts Commistional video entitled, "Singing sion's Biennial Conference in Memis...". Filmed by the Faculty phis; and, they will conclude their
Resource Center, the subject mat- Spring Tour on June 15 by premierter for this video is the instructional ing the commissioned children's
material used by Mrs. Moore in her anthem, "Sing to the Lord a New
work as a clinician with children's Song" by Vicki Hancock Wright for
chiors and choral directors the Southern Baptist Church Music
throughout the United States.
Conference in St. Louis, Missouri.
The coordinator for this project
On Friday evening, June 5 at 8
Is Dr. Irma Collins, Chairperson of p.m., the Girls Chorus will present
the Music Education Unit at Mur- their annual Spring Concert in the
ray State.
sanctuary of the First United
This outstanding Girls Chorus Methodist Church in Paris, TN.
has been the recipient of a number They will sing works by Schein,

Bach, Haydn, Mozart, Schumann,
as well as works by contemporary
American composers. There is no
admission charge, and a reception
will follow. This concert is a
preview of the repertoire to be sung
on thier annual Spring Tour which
begins Sunday, June 7.
The Girls Chorus is formed from
auditioned personnel, and at the
close of tour through the summer
months, parents may contact the
director to arrange for an audition.
Those who have girls in 4th through
8th grades are encouraged to contact Martha Ruth Moore at (901 )
642-3855.
The Paris-Henry County Girls
Chorus is supported by individual
tuition, contributions, and grants
from the Tennessee Arts
Commission

By WALTER BERRY
Hill Mining Town") and Christian tribute to slain civil rights leader
Associated Press Writer
mysticism("I Still Haven't Found and Nobelist, the Rev. Martin
TEMPE, Ariz. — They've been What I'm Looking For," "In God's Luther King Jr.
dubbed the "Band of the '80s" by Country," "Running to Stand
With "The Unforgettable Fire"
Rolling Stone magazine and are on Still" and "Where the Streets LP, the band switch producers
one of rock music's most an- Have No Name").
from Steve Lillywhite to Brian
ticipated world tours.
"I think it's the most articulate Eno and Daniel Lanois.
But for the Irish quartet, U2, record we've ever made," said
"It was a very necessary record
publicity is the last thing they're bassist Adam Clayton, 27. "This for us to make," Clayton said in a
record has opened so many doors backstage interview at Arizona
actively seeking.
"We've heard all the talk and we for us. I'm looking forward to State University's Activity Center.
really don't take it to heart. I know making an even better record "We wanted to work in different
I don't want to think about it at now."
circles and not get into a
all," said drummer Larry Mullen
The group, always known for its familiarized situation again. After
Jr., 25. "When you're in fashion, fierce social conscience, had its three albums (with Lillywhite),
you're usually out of fashion real biggest-selling single in 1984 with everybody wanted to change and
fast"
"Pride (in the Name of Love)," a move toward breaking different
Fish Day
"We never wanted to be a cult
ground."
group. Or, if we were a cult group,
It's
Time For Stocking
we wanted to be a cult group for a
is pleased to announce the association of
long time," said guitaristCHANNEL CATFISH HYBRID BLUE
GILL Fathead minnows Large Mouth
keyboardist Dave Evans, more
Bass Black Crappie and Toplold (Grass
commonly known by his childhood
Carp) The Hybnd Blue GM volt reach a
nickname, The Edge. "We're not
wenght of 21
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Other sonp deal with American
Now Available From Murray Cablarrision In your home for only
violence overseas ("Bullet the
Coming
Bluell7"), the fate of the world's
Fri June 5th
forgotten prisoners ("Mothers of
Sun June 7th
the Disappeared"), the lament of
Mon. June 8th
B81-Air Center
AN Mows al 7 p.m.
TUNS
A PAIIAINOUPIT
unemployed BAUM miners("Red
753-5005

Harry W. Carloss, M.D., F.A.C.P.

Homeplace Family Restaurant

:525

F.,

James R. Gould, M.D.
M.D. Anderson
Cancer Treatment Center

472

'

502-442-8800

=TOP Cu

:500
Call Murray Cablevision

1"4•

-**

•
•N
44•••
•1.
.1,04
• T.: -;S:',
,
.=t

CABLE
VISieN
d

And Say "GIVE ME TOP GUN"

•

'
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Religion in the news
NEW YORK (AP) — With their
special sense of group idenity,
Jews tend to feel hurt themselves
when another Jew falls. Why did
we err', they wonder, even
though it involves someone else
It spurs self-examination.
Such a round of inward-looking
has resulted from recent Wall
Street insider-trading scandals involving some Jews, among others.
No similar self-searching came in
religions of the others
But for Jews,"we're family and
all that," remarked Thomas

Neumann director of intergroup
relations of the Anti-Defamation
League of B'nal B'rith, regarding
that connecting "peoplehood "
He and others said the financial
misdeeds were not a particular
"Jewish issue," and Jews invoiv
ed should not be judged differently
than any others, yet the coresponsible communal ties were
pointed up
We have a right to make
demands on other Jews to live
lives that are the most scrupulous
lives they can lead,' said David

Remember the 10th
/

hn
COt.i.ACT.44,
min
PAUL

-

•- .

ova^0
:
r0"
)
CONK SAC
TO.40ilt wow*

The 10th of each month is a very important date to your newspaper carrier Your carrier must receive your payment by the 10th of the month in
order to pay their bill
You see, these carriers are independent business men and women They
buy their papers from us at wholesale cost and sell them to you at the retail
delivery rate When you don't pay them by the 10th they have to dig down
into their own pockets to make up the difference
Please pay your carrier promptly before the 10th of each month They
depend on you to write their pay checks
Collection time can be an inconvenience for you and your carrier
So paying by mall is a simple way to avoid getting caught without the
right change and you avoid the bother of monthly collection

Milerray Ledger 8r Times

Teusch a Jewish ethicist of the
Reconstructinist Rabbinical College in Philadelphia.
This is "not merely because
we're worried about what nonJews think," he said, but because
of the ultimate purpose of Judaism
to bring God's moral light to
humanity, exemplified "in the
way we do our daily business."
Counter to "the overwhelming
privatism of American society,"
he said, -we must have a
resurgencence of communalism
and the ideology that Jews do have
the right to make (moral)
demands on each other in serious
ways •
A two-hour discussion on the
matter by a panel of Jewish
ethicists, economists and rabbis
was sponsored recently by Jewish
Week, the country's largest
Jewish newspaper.
Editor Philip Ritzenberg said
the basic consensus was that
"there was a Jewish way of doing
business" whose ethical demands
"go beyond the law of the land."
Rabbi Marc Gellman of Dix
Hills, N.J., who also teaches at
Hebrew Union College, said the
cases of financial wrong-doing are
not time-bound, but "the very
same ethical abuses" were assailed by the prophets Isaiah and
Amos
"There is a choice that every
person makes as to whether ... to
be ruled by the values that are current in the world or whether to live
your life according to values
which come ... from your faith,"
he said.

SEARS Catalog Bel-Air Center, Murray

AUTOMOTIVE
TRUCKLOAD

Men. Tamari, a scholar of the
Talmud (collected writings on
Jewish law) and chief economist
of the Bank of Israel, said the Wall
Street cases are not "just a sudden
outburst of crime by isolated
people
"We are dealing with a much
more serious problem of a separation of this whole sphere of
economic living from our religious
practice."
He said that of 813 commandments of the Torah (the Bible's
first five books), at least 120 deal
with fair and just economic
conduct.
Rabbi Harlan Wechsler of
Manhattan's Park Avenue
Synagogue who teaches
philosophy at the Jewish
Seminary of America, pointed out
that the Talmud says that on the
day of judgment, the first question
asked will be:
"How did you handle your
business dealings?"

i;memoome•mom

Dlet
products s
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Supplements and meal
replacements

•

Other

Salad
dressings

Chicago Trtbune Graphic by Tlrn Weems:
Source: Packaged Facts

U.S.-grown tobacco may be blame
grower," Rose told the WinstonWINSTON-SALEM, N.C. (AP
— R.J. Reynolds Tobacco USA Salem Journal.
Earlier this week, Robert H. Edsaid the source of illegal herbicides in Reynolds cigarettes munds Jr., the U.S. attorney in
made for the Japanese market Greensboro, confirmed that his ofmay have been tobacco grown in fice and the U.S. Customs Service
the United States — not the im- are investigating the possibility
ported tobacco that investigators that Reynolds fabricated federal
suspect that Reynolds falsely cer- reports on the herbicide content of
tobacco imported from its
tified as herbicide-safe.
A company statement released subsidiary.
After federal inspectors
Wednesday said that Reynolds
"had reason to believe that the detected illegal levels of dicamba
source of dicamba was U.S.-grown In imported tobacco, the company
flue-cured tobacco purchased by was forced in mid-March to pull
nearly 160 million cigarettes made
its West German affiliate."
If true, the company's claim from that tobacco off the Japanese
could shift the blame for the market.
The company's statement linktainted tobacco from Reynolds to
U.S. tobacco growers and federal ing the dicamba to tobacco of U.S.
origin says the tobacco shipment
inspectors.
But the chairman of the House imported from West Germany
Tobacco and Peanuts Subcommit- was a blend containing some
tee, Rep. Charlie Rose, D-N.C., dicamba-tainted American
immediately denounced the com- tobacco.
"While it cannot be certain,
pany's claim as a "red herring"
Intended to make tobacco farmers (Reynolds) has concluded that a
possible source for dicamba in the
pay for the company's error.
"When it gets caught for bring- Imported blend in question may
ing in tainted foreign tobacco, it have been dicamba used as a
seeks to blame it on the American ripening agent on domestic tobac-

co," the statement said.
Company officials were unable
to supply specifics late Wednesday
on the type of testing done, the
testing devices used, or the degree
of certainty with which testing
could correlate dicamba levels in
a cigarette to the U.S.-tobacco
components of that cigarette.
Rose, whose subcommittee will
hold hearings on the controversy
next Thursday, questioned the
findings.
"Philip Morris (Reynolds' chief
competitor) has told me they don't
have such testing abilities," Rose
said.
"Reynolds is engaging in the
crudest form of red-herring statement that I have ever seen," he
said

The average American
family has an annual income of around $25,000

New
Rack
Prices

Mos,-Urns UI ••(1,..ced o•cirs

-

DielHIC3rd

1Dieollicsrcl
simee
OIL BY THE
CASELOT
SALE!

OUR BIGGEST
BATTERY SALE
OF THE YEAR!
Our RoadHardler 50
highway radials
-oe.:eo con o aria 'Irni!eC
„
ovar'arty as #1999
=./C DOC ,i'- ,aclHanclie'
a -season ,aciai at 4550°. Less. MY73003
CUT 15-2560 RoadHandler Rib —

Best ,tght •,,cx 'mghway Ire
As ,ow as 59.99 •

Sea's

1 2 PRICE
SELECTED RADIALS
SuperGuard Plus radials
A season S:ee.:;€,'en
,rnoac, -eSrstance AP7660IR
,•SS 150g
,
2

RoadHandler GT 70
N de orofce outs
n-tc-e tread on the
'0aC MY40088

Our lowest price in 2 years
for DieHard auto and light
truck batteries
CUT S18.50
/0 550 a,,os

-

'
,ucos
Jo IC 570 amps A43!5P

CUT S17 Pv Ma,
r,e to 165-rrIr •eserve caoac

a'a

,

a, ave

Ote

OP

$708

4849
59"

1349
OUR BIGGEST
SHOCK SALE EVER!

1 2 PRICE' SteadyRider RT
shocks for a ;floott- vCe
r

'ern0e,atu'e ev,erres

,N93804 R

9,77.5
CUT $1022 SteadyRider gas
shocks fo• autos lignt !rucks
:4.77 ea
..A98700. 98800
Shocks as low as 6.77 each

.2a•a Ns

A 0C-0
,a

a•••• '

Ask about Sears credit plans

Open
Mon -Sat9:00-5:30

4849

THAT

354

PER COPY

354

PER COPY

354

S ONLY

594

4 DIMES
NO CHANGE

JN9652
CUT 25% co,-r),o-:rc
..N44353

WE SERVICE WHAT WE SELL
0.

Spectrum 10W40
motor oil

P

CUT $15.50

Know Your
Combinations

SERVICE VALUES!
Electronic spin
balancing available
We electronically baiance
row wheels and tires
Complete oil change
with new filter
99

35*

COIN•WORN

Call today 753-1916 for home delivery.
Still only $4.00 per month,6 days a week.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES In areas served by carriers $4 00 per month, payable in advance By mail
in Calloway County and to Benton. Hardin Mayfield. Sedalia and Farmington, Ky and Paris. Buchanan
and Puryear. In . $48 00 per year By mail to other destinations $52 50 per year
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Remember
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Pay
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Classifieds
.1. gal

a

.
1

I THINK THE OLP BLANKET
IS P1JE FOR A WASH

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Actor Selleck
4 Drunken
carousal
9 Longstanding
12 Pepper plant
13 Birthstone for
Gemini
14 Tiny
15 Tavern
16 Transgresses
17 Author Uris
18 Mortification
20 Father
21 Postscript:
abbr.
23 Bikini part
24 Sofa
28 Numero —
30 Photographs
32 Fashion
34 The self
35 Periods of
time
36 Outstanding
39 Compass
1

2

4

5

22

28

IS

8

9

111

23
29

20

30

25

27

35

UUIUI

39

38

II
43

41142

45

46

50

54

26

31
34

49

11

IIIU

24

III37IUU
46

10

14

44

47

7

191.1

321133

40

6

7 Bitter vetch
8 Overhead
railway
9 Be In debt
10 Lion
11 Lair
17 Wood-

13

15lU

36

I HAVE A GOLF
PATE SO,IF THERE
ARE NO QUESTIONS,
THIS MEETING WILL
ESE ADJOURNED

1 Flap
2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 Defaces
4 Lances
5 Lasting
6 Unusual

3

16

42-4

J?MPAV45

DOWN

12

21

Answer to Previous Puzzle

point
40 Severe
41 Seed
43 Paid notice
44 Tellurium
symbol
45 Runs easily
47 Wagers
50 Challenge
51 Meadow
54 Consumed
55 Strength
56 Possess
57 Wander
about
Idly
58 Cares for
59 Pamper

51

55

56

57

59

selUll

52

53

UI
UI

worker's
device
19 Football pos.
20 Footlike part
21 Laceless
shoes
22 Single drink
of liquor
24 Accepted
responsibility for
25 Ripped
26 Babylonian
deity
27 Ancient
chariot
29 Aroma
31 Lifetime
33 Sends forth
37 Frozen water
38 Heavy
drinkers
42 The two of us
45 Expanse of
grass
46 Soft mud
47 Container
48 Greek letter
49 "Cheers"
star
50 Female deer
52 Female sheep
53 Emmet
55 Liquid meas.

THAT'S NO WAst. To TREAT
A PIECE DE RE_SrSTANCE

rri-n.em „ TOO MUCH.LETS
START WITH THE COWS
AND GOATS.

THERE IS
FURTHER EVIL.YOU
LLONCIO f44Ve

STOLEN MANY OF
OUR )IDIAT)-15.

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Nancy Pearl Smotherman, Administratrix,
of the estate of Isaac
Mason Smotherman,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be riled in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 15, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A final settlement of
accounts has been filed in the Calloway
District Court by Denny P. Smith, Executor, of the estate of
Gardie Edgar Smith,
deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be riled in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 15, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

LEGAL NOTICE
A periodic settlement of accounts has
been filed in the
Calloway District
Court by Judith Griffith, Executrix, of the
estate of Everett
Messinger, deceased.
Exceptions to this
settlement must be filed in the Calloway
District Court on or
before June 15, 1987,
the date of hearing.
Ann P. Wilson
Circuit Court Clerk

SIZZLING SUMMER SALE!

JUNE
SPECIALS

9.99

Your Choice:

Cotton Tank

Sweaters

9.99

Air-Conditioner Service
•Perfurrnance test system .Leak test all connections
and components *Check controls *Check heating
and cooling systems Check drive belts and hoses
Warranted 90 days or 4,000 meet whichever
comes first. Add up to 3 he. of freon.

GOOD,YEAR

Oil Filter, Chassis Lube
& Oil Change

"Our Best Styles
Camp Shirts

9.99
Reg.To16.99

ubocate chassis drain oil and refill with up to five
Quarts of major brand motor oil, arid install new oil
filter Note: *pedal diesel oil and flier type may
resuft In extra charges.

GOOD;riEAR

Cotton Tank Sweaters
your choice ofsolids
or stripes. Assorted
colors to top off your
Summer wardrobe.
S. M.L
in

14"

Expires June 30th 1 987

r --

Reg. To 18.99

Camp Shirts in the
newestfashion colors
in stripes and solids.
S.M.L

$999

Expires June 30th, 1987

„heckEngine Tune-Up

4 Cyl.

up battery, starting, charging, combustior,
systems Install new spark plugs .Set timing • Adjust carburetor where applicable (Extra charge if
removal is necesary I Warranted 6 menthe or
6,000 mese, whichever comes first.
6 Cyl.

8 Cyl

$42

$48

38
Expires June 30th 1987

GOOD;rifEAR..

Disc Brake Service
New front disc pads, repack wheel bearings, resur
face front rotors Conventional rear wheel drive
vehicles Prices vary for front wheel drive Hydraulic
service wdl be recommended of needed for safe
operation Atetairc pads extra Waerenedel In 12
mendta ere 12.000 mew whiahroar semen 19.1.

GOODAEAR
Expires June 30th 1 987
IMMIMMAMILIML_MtAM

$4900

wiaMJIIILWILAISLAWAMSAMMII=MAMik

JONIS GOODYEAR
721 S. 12th St.

753-0595

Crop&
Fashion
Pants

"OurBestStyles"

9.99

Fashion Shorts

Reg. To 20.99

9.99
Reg. To 16.99

Crop& Fashion Pants
In a variety ofstyles
&colors. Junior&
Misses sizes.

Our best styles ofFashion
Shorts at our lowest price
ofthe season. Choosefrom
stripes,plaids, patterns&
solids. Junior& Misses
sizes.

*Many other selected
Fashion Shorts now o
Sale for onl 7.99!

Jewelry * Handbags * Sunglasses * Sport Socks
Take An Additional25%

Off
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CLASSIFIEDS
1

*

Legal

1

Legal

NOTICE OF SALL
By vulue of an execution directed to me
and issued by the Clerk of the Calloway Circuit Court in favor of Lisa Irene Hopper, I
will, on the 25 day of June, 1987. at 1:00p.m.,
sell to the highest bidder a 1973 Nolena
Foster Mobile Home where said mobile
home is now located on Highway 280 in
Calloway County, Kentucky.
The purchaser shall pay by cash, approved check or give bond with approved surety payable within ten days of the sale, same
to have the force and effect of judgment on
which execution may issue if not paid at
maturity
J. D Williams. Sheriff
Calloway County. Kentucky
NOTICE TO
CREDITORS
The following estate
fuduclary appointments have been
made in the Calloway
District Court. All
claims against these
estates should be filed
with the fiduciary
within six months of
date of qualification.
William Otis Hatcher, 1505 Stadium
View Drive, Murray.
KY 42071, Deceased.
Danny Hatcher, 270
Hickory
Trace,
Nashville, TN 37211,
Administrator.
Gertrude Warfteld,
Route #1, Hazel, KY
Deceased.
42049,
Morris
Richard
Vance, Route #1,
Buchanan, TN 38222,
Executor. Robert 0.
Miller, Courthouse
Bldg., Main St., Murray, KY. Attorney.
Miriam Wynn Roes,
1705 Melrose Drive,
Murray, KY 42071,
Deceased. John Irvan
1705
Ross,
Jr
Melrose Drive, Murray, KY 42071, Executor. Stephen C.
Sanders, Main at
Seventh, Murray, KY
42071, Attorney.
Joye Mills, 514
Broad Street. Murray,
KY 42071. Deceased.
James A. Herndon,
P.O.
Box
8080,
Nashville, TN 37207,
Administrator.
Robert 0. Miller,
Courthouse Bldg..
Murray, Ky. 42071,
Attorney.
Beatrice Broach,
Route 06, Box 136,
Murray. KY 42071,
Deceased.
Nelson
Key, Route 06, Box
134, Murray, KY
42071.
Executor.
Robert 0 Miller,
Courthouse Bldg.,
Murray. Ky. 42071,
Attorney.
Bill
Lafayette
Coker, 104 William
Avenue, Murray, KY
42071,
Deceased.
David Coker, 100
Williams
Avenue,
Murray, KY 42071,
Executor. David Harrington, 201 South 5th
Street, Murray, KY
42071, Attorney.
Esther McCallon,
Route 01, Murray, KY
42071, Deceased. Clifton McCallon, Route
#7, Box 618. Murray.
KY
42071,
CoExecutor. Ernestine
Venable, Route 01,
Murray. KY 42071. CoExecutrix
Sid
Easley, 204 South
Sixth Street, Murray,
KY 42071. Attorney.
Ann P. Wilson,
Circuit Court Clerk

2.Notice
ANTIQUES and Col
lectables Market, Cape
Girardeau Arena
Building, Sunday, June
7, 9A.M. to 4P M. 1314
334-5153)
A wonderful family
experience. Scandinav
ian, European. Brazi
lian high school ex
Change students arriv
ing in August. Become a
host family for
American Intercultural
student exchange. Call
1 -800-SIBLING.
THE Gold Nugget, wesi
side of square,
Mayfield, Ky. 247-6762.
Diamonds, black hills
901d, 14kt gold chains
-We sell for less!" -We
guarantee it." Jimmy
JewlrThompsn
wor57e to contact
someone who has information or has done
research on the "Burd"
family in early
Calloway and Marshall
Counties. Rudy Burd,
Rt. 3, Mayfield, Ky.
42066.502-6231900.
STUMP REMOVAL
10" below surface
Inexpensive. clean,
no lawn damage
Serewey Sheep
753-5484 Nee Estimate*

CAR WASH
Expertly done
Inside & Out

Goodyear
Tires Center
721 s 12th St
Lance Allison IL
Mickey Jonns
NEED a cake for that
special someone, or just
for the heck of it. Call
PAM'S CAKE HUT Our
cakes are made fresh to
order, we use only the
best of ingredients and
our prices are iust as
great Once you see & bite
into that cake you'll know
why so many others depend on Pam's Cake Hut
We try harder because we
want to. 759-4492
NURSING HOME
INSURANCE
No age limit to apply. Our most comprehensive policy
pays for Skilled. Intermediate
or
Custodial Care.
With Medicare's
new guidelines for
confinement, Nursing
Home
Insurance is more
important
than
ever. For free information call:
Jerry McConnell
Insurance
753-4199
"tree Weal eters iservsee"

2
Notice
5 Lost and Found
LEADING swimming FOUNI5 large mare- fan
pool manufacturer dog with black
urgently needs 23 markings on face very
qualified homeowners gentle Call 753 1892
to display 1987 models. ,LOST in vacinity of
Wholesale priced as low Robertson School,
as $577 Financing female Tabby cat, 4
available Call 1 800-131- white paws, long
5914 TV satellites also haired Call 759 1470 or
available r
753-6429

In the interest and welfare of our
customers, crews of the Murray
Public Works & Utilities, Water Division, will conduct our periodic
maintenance inspections and
flushing of fire hydrants, Saturday,
June 6, 1987. The flushing will begin
around 9 p.m., Saturday evening
and will be completed by 3 a.m.,
Sunday morning June 7, 1987.
If there is any discoloration in
your water on Sunday, please flush
thoroughly as this will clear up the
water in a very short period of time.
We suggest that the washing of
clothing be postponed during the
above hours and apologize for any
other inconvenience caused. This is
a routine procedure that must be
exercised.
MURRAY PUBLIC WORKS & UTILITIES
WATER DIVISION

6. Help Wasted

Health
Express
Volunteers
Needed
We are looking for
men and women,
like you, to assist the
Health
Express
nurse on a volunteer
basis. If you know
how to take accurate
bleed pressures or
are interested in
learning this skill,
call the Murray Calloway County
Hospital at (502)
753-5131, and ask the
operator to page
Kathie Pierce.

Mtnuy Ledger & Times

6. Help Wanted

Full-Time
Secretary
Needed
Compute
experlence preferred
Send resume tc
P0

Box 104OR

Murray. KY

6. Help Wanted

19. Fern Eindposent

lmmED I AT
openings! Construction
(all phases), drivers,
weeders. niechanics, ex
military, elei.tronics,
machinists, HEO, assemblers. some entry
level. Rip to 10000/
month) Trans
Continental Job Search
(304_3f/2-3700 fee
SOMETHING new un
der the sun! Reps
needed for business
accounts. Part-time 511,
090 potential, full time
$60,000 + potential.
Work own hours training provided. Cali
1 6 1 2 931 0019 M F.
11A.M. SP.M. (C.S.T.).
WICKER baskets Buy
Of sell wicker Items on
home party plan For
more information about
Mostly Baskets call
Pat, 1100-521-1221.

NEW Holland 773 hay
baler. 738-1330.
ONE international
Harvester, 1061 tractor
with air conditioning.
Excellent condition,
new 10' side winder,
bush hog. 759-4070.

LIKE PEOPLE? Represent Merri Mac's
100% guaranteed line of
Christmas merchan
disc, gifts toys and
home decor. Two new
catalogs! Great new
program for hostess
and sales reps. No
investment, delivering, 9. Situation Wanted
A HOMEMAKERS or collections. Car and
DREAM Christmas phone needed. Call toll GENERAL house an
office cleaning. 5 years
around the world is free. 1800-992-1072.
experience. References
looking for a sharp
supplied. 759-4604.
Assistant
homemaker to work as
Manager Trainee
WILL mow yards and
area supervisor Work
do odd lobs, 759-1104.
Immediate opening for
from your home
manager
assistant
Weekly pay check. Bo
10. liminess Opportunity
frame* Must possess a
nus trips. Free training.
Free $300 kit No inmin of 2 years retool
AGAPE Core will assist
vestment. Call collect
management
ex
your organization In the
or direct for local
Salary
comperience
sales and marketing of
interview. 502-319-0079.
with
exmensurate
your products and/or
ALTERATION lady
services. In addition we
perience. Relocate after
needed, experience
will assist new com'raining. Fullest compreferred but not re
panies in start-up or
pany benefits, Apply in
quired. Apply in person,
troubled companies
person
402 Main St.
with their own special
Fashion Bug
problems. Contact:
DRIVERS- immediate
10am 6p.m
Agape Core, Box 592,
openings for OTR
EOE
Murray, KY. 42071.
drivers a minimum of
SUSINE55 investment:
25 years old with 2 years
experience
verifiable experience. N o
Motel property, 52 unNeeded its, restaurant, swimnecessary
Call TSL now at 1-800
with good compeople
ming pool, 5-1/2 acres
643-5312 or 501448-4400.
munications skills and
of land. Scenic location
RTVERS wanted
warm outgoing per- adjacent to national
Minimum 25 years old sonalities Above averwith verifiable OTR age wages to $403 per park mW tourist attracexperience Call USA week Excellent for tions. Written inquiries
only. Send to: Box 053,
Truck (Nat'l) 800-237
housewives, students or Middlesboro Daily
4642 or 4643.
others needing flexable News, P.O. Box 579,
FULL time janitor
hours Work from
orderly for personal home Write. Charlie Middlesboro, KY 40965.
care home. Some Winters Winter & Co., RUSINESS franchise
available. Exclusive
maintenance ex
Box 264, Paris, Tn
territory. Training inperience preferred
38242
Apply in person only OFFICE help, must be cluded. Body toning
Fern Terrace Lodge, dependable, typing a equipment. Seven ex1505 Stadium View Dr . must Call 354 6377 Mon ercise tables. Excellent
Call
Murray. E.O.E.
Fri between profit potential.
(606) 624-1916.
FURNITURE RE
10A.M 4P M
LEARN professional
FINISHER PAINTER
cutting and styling hair
Should tiStre four years
financial aid available
of experience in the
Ky. College of Barberrealm of painting and
ing and Hairstyling.
associated field. Must
Prefer woman over 40
1230 So. 3rd St.
be capable of perform
viPtrl sales experience
Louisville, Ky. 40203
ing the necessary skills
One of the better posi- 502-434-0521.
required in applying all
types of paints, stains,
tions in Calloway
11. Instruction
varnishes, and general
County All appointpaint-line products on
ments furnished Exall types of surfaces
GYMNASTICS
Requires ability to
cellent income Cal
apply by brush or roller
Apulia Caciouut
with capability of per
Murray
forming standard finish
Dow & Goma/Lain
Memorial Gardens
painting work. Must
also be capable of
Stidis
for interview. 753-2654.
performing the neces753-4647
sary skills required in
matching of paint and P ER
stains, stripping and housekeeper needed, 1 14. Want to Buy
refinishing of furniture, or 2 days a week, must
oxygen machineHOME
and other duties as be dependable and like
children Send resume in good condition. 354assigned by supervi
sion Salary 15.71 per and references to P 0 8649 or 753-0603.
Box 1040-M.
hour Apply at Per
WANTED: 1983-1985 El
scone! Services, Sparks P ERSONABLE Camino. Must be low
Hall, Murray State organized person with mileage and excellent
University, Murray. KY knowledge of account- condition. Phone 753ing and basic computer 7358.
42071. E0E/M F
HIRING!' skills, retail experience
Governmentiobs your helpful but not neces- 16. Home Furnishings
sary. Send resume to
area S15,000-168,000
Call 602 838 8885 Ext 402 Main St. Murray, 4 PIECE antique bedKY
room suit. Needs to be
6114
refinished. Call 753-0235
HELP WANTED
between 4-7P.M.
P OSITION Reliable dependable HIDE a-bed, blue and
beige nubbie, excellent.
AVAILABLE: maintenance
man
753-7853.
Secretary/ Adcapable
of
repairing
&
ministrative assistant
k ING-sized waterbed
needed for local office installing equipment
bought at Woodcrafters
Position requires from basement to 2 years ago. In excellent
typing, shorthand, roof. Must be willing
condition, nice headcomputer and word
board with burgundy
hrs.
o
to
dedicate
40
processing experience
side rails. Pedestal with
A college education is week of productive 6 drawers. Call after
preferred. Applicant work without supervi
5P.M. 753-4783.
should possess above
MAYTAG washer and
someone
sion
Prefer
communica
average
dryer; bedroom furton skills and above 30 yrs. of age. niture; couch and
organizational skills Must have transporta- chair; wood dining
and have the initiative
table and chairs; matto complete as tion. No smokers or
tress and springs; oval
signments without drinkers please.
glass china cabinet with
direct supervision Start at S4.00 per
full mirror back; antFlexibility and creativ
ique chestnut side
ity are necessary in this hour.
board; french etergere:
position. Salary corn Apply at MAC, Glass in coffee tables; end
mensurate with ex Dixieland Center.
tables. See at 512 South
perience and education
11th St.
sent
be
Resumes should
to P 0 Box 1040.P,
Murray, KY 42071 by
June 12
DRIVERS WANTED
SALES Manager
Liquid Transporters, Inc.
Trainee 5500 per week
(salary, commissions,
bonus) all benefits for
those who qualify
Bring resume to inter
view Call 502 918 2061
for appointment
cartEMI drivers needed
rier,
now
3 years OTR
experience on either
flatbeds or vans re
Apply in person at the terminal on
quired Weekly pay,
benefits, vaction Call
Hwy
95, Calvert City, Ky.
1 502 3907
t

Salesperson

is seeking
company drivers and owner
operators to haul chemicals interstate. Must have 2 years recent OTR
experience with an ICC certified
good past employment record
and a good safe driving record.

Dental Office

tris4s*
Now Hiring For
°peeing
P0010001
Apply in person

at Arby's
between 2-5 p.m.

Chairside Assistant
-Do you relate well with people?
-Do you work effectively as a
member of a team?
-Do you see yourself in a health
profession?
If SO, we want to talk with you. Please
phone 753-631810 arrange a confidential in..._Wvtew. Call only between 1.30 p.m. and
4:00 p.m on Thursday (6/4). Friday (6/5)
Monday(6/8)and Tuesday(6/9) We understand the value Of outstanding went
An Lam Ooponuner Employer

24. Miscellaneous

32. Apts tor Rent

34. Houses kx Rent

2 BEDROOM apart- FOUR room house
ments for rent at Em- Stove, refrigerator,
bassy Apartments. washer, dryer and waFamilies and married ter furnished. Natural
couples welcomed. Now gas. References and
renting 1 bedroom deposit required. Phone
apartments. Call 753- 753-3177.
NICE 7 bedroom house
300.
1 or 7 BEDROOM near university, gas
apartment near down- heat. No pets. 419-2244.
Musical
22
town Murray. Call 753- NICE brick home.
4109, 762-6650 or Carpeted, marble bath,
used for DJing, dances
redecorated, stove,
436-2144.
channel
band.
8
or
7 ROOM furnished A/C. Near University.
mixing board, 2 SP1
apartment, air con- References, lease, de
speakers, 800 watt
ditioned, lots of closets. posit. No pets. Vacant
amp., cable.
Can be seen at Owens 753-3942.
microphones. 753-0569.
Food Market, 1407 W
Main.
BROWN gable 37. Livestock-Supplies
townhouses In Benton CHIAN1NA Bulls: good
24. Miscellaneous
now available for leas- selection, breeding age
ing. Enioy the quiet, black percentage and
IMO SUNBEDS. Sunal peaceful life. Custom fullbloods. Also heifers
Wolff. Save up to 50%.
decorated,
2 and 3 bred and open calf Call for free color
bedroom, 1 1/2 and 2 breaking donkeys.
catalogue IL wholesale
1/2 baths. Spacious (502)358-3267.
prices 1100-221-6292.
receiver witurndesign, fully equipped FOR sale: Reg1stered
1984 WHEELHORSE
iabie casene deck. &
kitchens. All mainten- Polled Hereford heifers.
mower with trailer and
two Speakers Also
ance provided. These Few young bulls also,
mulcher, reduced to
stereo cabinet & Pioneer
units must be seen to some springing cows.
sell, $1695; just recassette deck Reasonappreciate their qual- Rex Robinson, 901247ceived, all welded
able price
ity. 527-1481 for an 5487.
aluminum Schaeffer
pointrnent.
Jon boat and trailer, '83
PERFORMANCE
Call
759-9430
DUPLEX for rent, T tested Simmental and
model commercial
block from MSU cam- Maine-Anjou crossbred
After 5 p.m.
grade, $2600; fiberglass
pus. $165 per month. service age bulls. Only
topper for SWB full size
753-1914 or 753-2649.
pick-up, $250; topper for
the very top performFOR rent- 1 bedroom ance bulls offered for
LWB Datsun pick-up,
bid; propane conver- 27. Mobile Hones ler Salo furnished apartment, 2 sale. All bulls health
bedroom furnished tested and guaranteed.
sion kit for 350 Chevy
includes 100 gallon tank 10x48 TRAILER for sale. apartment. 492-8662 Broadbent Farms,
Best
offer.
Also,
25"
reafter 5P.M.
and all hardware, $350.
Cadiz, KY 42211 (day)
Murray Bait Co. 753- mote control color tele(502)235-5182, (night)
vision. 753-3351 or
5693.
For rent: 1 or 2 BR apts. (502)235-5170.
753-4473.
/ELECTRIC
Water furnished. Start- SIMMENTAL and
typewriters. Cannon 12x65, 1977, 3 BED- ing at $144. Murray Simbrah bulls. PerThermal, brand new, ROOM, central heat, Manor Limited. Equal formance & semen
$75. Cannon AP-100 with house type windows, Housing Opportunity. tested. Excellent qualaccessories, brand new, asking 56500. 492-8341.
ity. $650 & up. Cadiz,
12x65 ATLANTIC, ex- Call 753-1668.
$300. 753-9875.
NUR -Cal apts. Nor- Ky. 522-8794.
4 LOTS in Murray cellent condition, 2 be- thwood Dr. 1, 2 or 3 BR. WANT to buy- Gentle
Memorial Gardens, 5.550 drooms, gas heat. $.5350 Now renting. Equal riding horse in re
each. 247-9441 or 247- or best offer. 753-4331.
range.
14x70 NORTH River, I Housing Opportunity, asonable price
3986.
'Prefer gilding. Phone
7594984.
ATTENTION metal years old, central heat MURRAY'S newest 7Yr-9404.
buildings (pole and air, 2 baths, stove, apartments. Private.
Buildings) Anderson refrigerator, dis- Two bedrooms, all ap- 38. Pets-Supplies
overhead doors. In- hwasher, like new. 753- pliances. University I MALE Beagles for
stalled. Also Truss E620 or 753-2511.
$375. sale, may trade. 753Manufacturing. (606) 1978 ATLANTIC with view. Condo-style.
7161.
753-11096.
439-4866, (606) 439-3806 A/C, $5300. 759-4103.
FEMALE boxer, 4
anytime, Olan Howard. D OUBLEWIDE- NICE I bedroom apar- months old, fullLocated near Kentucky tment near university,
Olan Lumber & Supply.
blooded, $50. 489-2275
SETTER built sTorage Lake- Great summer carpet, gas heat, water after 5P.M.
furnished. No pets.
buildings, now on dis- home. 753-8964.
sale: Adorable,
play at Trees in FINANCING/ re• 469-2244.
purebred, Beagle pupMurray. 8'x12' starting financing - Used mobile NICE 2 bedroom unpies, 7 weeks old. Call
at $585. Call L.E. homes. Green Tree furnished apartment.
Acceptance offers fixed Stove, refrigerator, 753-2532.
Williams. 419-2663.
FOR sale- AKC
CHEAP built-in dis- rates, no closing costs, central air and heat. No Pomeranian
puppies.
hwasher for sale. Runs no prepayment penalty. pets. $265 month. 753- Also, CFA registered
good but leaks. Make Lexington, 1-800-221- 0860.
Persian
kittens.
Call
TAKING applications
offer. 753-5452 after 8204 E.O.L.
FOR sale- Good used for Section 8. Rent 753-5950.
4:30P.M.
POODLE puppies, 753
FOR sale- Large GE refrigerator and dryer. Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 0499.
BR. Apply Hilldale
upright freezer, excel- 753-4684.
lent condition. $150 for IN Crappie Hollow, off Apts., Hardin, Ky. SPRING sale. AKC
fast sale. Call 753-2654 2163- 12x55 mobile home Equal Housing German Shepherds and
AKC Australian Cattle
will show Fri. A.M. on 2 lots. 2 bedrooms, 3
storage houses, picket
HY rent an apartment? dogs. Champion sired,
June 5th.
FREE lifetime Kodak fence, shrubbery and I need a room-mate for $200-up. Obedience
film, plus hundreds shade. Good water. summer only. I have 2 lessons, boarding. 436bedrooms, 2 baths. 2158.
dollars free gifts. Toll $7000.436-2901.
free 1-800-433-6312 (24 LEAVING state- have, Apartment with exreduced price. 2 be- penses running about 41, Public Sales
Hrs.).
HALF price! Flashing drooms, completely $175 per month. Call
arrow signs $299! furnished with washer 759-4550.
Lighted, non -arrow and dryer and many
$289! Unlighted $249! other extras. On a 1/2 33. Rooms for Rent
Free box letters! acre private lot near ROOMS for rent
ock
Warranty. See locally. Murray. 753-6461.
from campus. 759-9645.
Limited time only.
Sat. June 6th
28. Mobile Homes for Root 34. Houses for Rent
Price war! call
.
9=rrairrrrn
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Factory: 1-(800) 423- 1115
house,
trailers in city limits. large yare, extra nice.
0163.
Lynn Grove
HOTTEST new weighf No pets. 753-9866 or Ceiling fans, 94-West to
Store turn tight, 3 mi.
loss product in this 753-2365.
microwave, dis
on 893. Follow signs.
decade. We've got it! 1 BEDROOM trailer hwasher, garbage disSatisfaction guaran- located off East-94. posal, range/refrig.
Wood Steve, few antiques
teed. Call now and 753-8438.
753-2977.
'53 Dodge, Wet wt4OHP
become one o EA OR 3 BR, furnished or 3 BEDROOM house,
Exinrude motor. clothes, furAmerica's first success unfurnished, some new bath. 1 months deposit.
niture, hat* tnteroOrS
stories! Susan (303) furniture, natural gas- No house pets. 753-8961.
477-9767.
electric, air con JUNE Special- New ditioned. Shady Oaks
push mowers Wheel 753-5209.
Horse- Toro- Southland. NICE 17x54 mobile
From $109 and up. home for rent. Central
Stokes Tractor, Indust- heat and air, water
1987
rial Rd., 753-1319.
furnished. Couples only.
10:00 a.m.
LARGE, large, large No pets. Phone 492-6348.
selection of storage SMALL mobile home on
Standing Rock Community, Stewart
buildings in stock for' large private lot, flne
immediate delivery. for 1 person, $85 per
County, TN. From Paris Landing, go
Acree Portable month. 489-2595.
2
/
1
2miles east on Hwy.79, turn right on
Buildings, Mayfield, TRAILER for rent see
Standing Rock Road, go 1 mile, house
Ky. 502-247-7831.
Brandon Dill at Dill's
on right. Watch for signs.
POLE buildings - Trailer Court.
Selling to Settle the
30'x40rx9- cave., one 30. Business Rentals
10'x8' end slider and one
Robert W. Scarborough Estate
ORMER California
walk door, painted steel
Craftsman 12" radial arm saw •Craftsman
roof and sides, com- Concept buildings.
10" table saw • Craftsman 8"table saw •
17x80,
central heat and
pletely erected, tax
Craftsman 12" band saw •Craftsman 12"
included, $4,995. Other air, Insulated, 1395 a
sizes available. Blitz month. Dixieland Cenwood lathe•Sebum 12" plane•Craftsman
Builders, Inc. 1-800-428- ter, directly adiacent to
Drill Press'Craftsman bench grinder•P
753-3018.
MSU
campus.
4009.
& H electric welder•cutting torch w/tanks
POLE builders, con- OFFICE or small busi• Ili HP drill •/
1
4 HP grinder •Craftsman
ness
space
available
in
tractors. Build with
6" edger • Craftsman 10" miter saw •
D-rib metal roofing and Southside Shopping CenCraftsman belt sander• portable air tank
siding from Davis Metal ter. 753-6612 or 753-4509 or
Sales. Information/ 753-9386.
•1 key machine •2 chain hoists•4 sets of
free brochure, Danville, 31. Want to Rent
scaffolding • 4' level • saw horses • floor
KY. 1-800-442-0135,
fan •router bit set (24)•several new saw
1-800-222-7003.
blades • $ Skil saws • saber saw • 2
RUBBER bed mats for option to buy: Need 3
HOmelite
chain saws•1 Stihl chain saw •
bedroom,
1-1/2
bath
all pick-ups. Stokes
Homelite weed eater • log chains &
Tractor, Industrial Rd. house between Murray
and Mayfield. Working
7531319.
boomers•cement mixer•roll of 39" fence
couple. 759-1692 after
SERVICE after the sale 4P.M.
wire•2lots of dry lumber(cedar & walnut)
at Stokes Tractor, In
• several boxes of new bolts • socket seta
dustrial Rd., 753-1319.
32. Apts for Rent
and hand tools and other items not listed.
SWIMMING pools 1979 Ford Pickup (one owner)•1971 Ford
Used pools
Re
ment located 1628-6
600 car (one owner)•Gravely tractor and
conditioned Kayak
Miller Ave. $150 rent
mower • 1-row cultivator, 3 Pt. hitch • 6'
Pools complete with
and deposit. Call 753pick up disc • 21 Cu. ft. chest freezer • 22
filter system, patio
3415 before 5P.M., 753deck, fencing & more. 7123 after 5P.M.
Remington Automatic rifle•22 Remington
Manufacturers'
(672)• 870 Remington 3" Magnum.
1
BEDROOM
furnished
warranty, installation &
TERMS AND CONDITIONS: Cash or
financing available. apartment, partial
check with proper I.D. Complete settleLimited quantities! utilities paid. No pets.
ment day of sale. Announcements day of
make vs an offer! Call 7534741.
tollfrte 1 BEDROOM furnished
sale take precedence over previously
1 -800-THE-POOL Ext. apartment, partial
printed material.
utilities furnished. No
B115
AUCTIONEERS NOTE: This sale offers a
pets. 753-3949 or
TORO tfie IfT weed 753-9877wide variety Of good usable shop tools.
trimmer. See at Stokes
Please plan to attend.
Tractor, Industrial Rd., 'I BEDROOM furnished
apartment Large 2
Not Responsible for Accidents.
753-1319.
bedroom partially fur
Refreshments Available
USED riding mowers, nished Water paid 1/2
all sizes and all prices. block from MSU 753
Plenty of Shade
Stokes Tractor, Indt011- 0932 or 753 WS
For more information contact riot Rd., 753-1319.
I and 7 bedroom fur
LAMB
seP and repair nished apartments near
air conditioners. Call University and hospital,
Din Electric 790-1677.
some utilities furnished
Bonded in KY S TN - Firm #144zs
W -irVr
notr
-IFTy•
s 753 4012 or 753-5756
"Satisfaction Is Our Cr)"
and Tecumseh engine rolz rent 7 bedroom
parts. For all your upstairs apartment
Joe Pat Lamb
Done Taslor
service needs see us at 5150 a month Call
1114/41S41937
901 /247-3744
Stokes Tractor, Indust
753 8315 between 6 a.
reef R6., 113-1319.
7P M

Prfir"="="

MOVING must sell- gas
clothes dryer in excellent ccindltion. Call 7535106.
OPITMOL- The /1
cycle engine oil now for
4 cycle also. Se* at
Stokes Tractor, Industrial Rd., 753-1319.
POLE buildings 24'x30'xi. completely
erected, (1) 12'4' end
slider and (1) entrance
door included. $2,979.
Other sizes available.
Blitz Builders, Inc.
1-900-421-1009.

For Sale

Stereo System
Including:
Sanyo

FOR

2 Party
Yard Sale

r BEDROOM

PUBLIC AUCTION
Saturday, June 6,
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THURSDAY, JUNE 4, 1987

CLASSIFIEDS
41

Public Sales

Yard
Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
1656 Ryan Ave.
Alum

V -bottom

boat, Avon, boys
clothes, toy, lots of
misc.

Carport Sale
Moving
Sat. June 6th
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
1639 Catalina Dr.
Bicycles, household
items, toys, clothing,
goods,
sporting
baseball cards
NO EARLY SALES

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8-?
1604 Kirkwood
Odd pieces of turn
crocheted items, sewing items, dishes, appliances and much
more

Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
June 5th & 6th
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Wiswell & Gibbs
Store Rds.
Household items, yard
tools, and some sporting goods.

41

Public Sales

3 Party
Yard Sale
Fri. & Sat.
7:30 a.m.-1 p.m.
1621 Cardinal
Clothes, T.V.,
stereo, toys, &
much more.
Greet Selection!

Carport
Sale
Fri. June 5th
7:30 a.m.3:30 p.m.
508 Whitnell
Antiques, rugs,
household, misc.

Shady
Yard Sale
Sat. June 6
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
641 N. 2 mi. to
skating rink, turn
left on Utterback Rd.
Furniture sewing machines
labocs
feather bed
typewriter duds_ luggage &
kits of good deals
TIMBERLAND Lake
Cumberland. 450 acres.
Approximately 1,500,000
bead feet. Auction June
13, 1987, 10:00 a.m. EST
606-561•5712.

Carport
Sale
Friday, June 5
8 a.m.-1 p.m.
Saturday, June 6
8 a.m.-12 noon

Yard
Sale

1615 Loch
Lomond Drive

Fri. June 5th
7 a.m.-?
805 Sunny Lane
and
803 Sunny Lane

Yard
Sale

Yard Sale

Fri., June 5
8 a.m.-?
524 South
4th Street

Fri. & Sat.
8 am
1st West Dr.
(East V Sub
Clothing,
TV,
albums, cassettes,
c•ramIcwares,
shoes, books, lots of
odds & ends.

3 Party
Garage Sale

6 Party
Yard Sale

Fri. & Sat.
909 Pogue
(Off S. 9th St.)

Fri. & Sat.
June 5th & 6th
1666 Calloway
Ave.

14' Polarcrett, 20 h.p.
Johnson & treks, dril,
TV., videos, coffee &
end tabies, ports potty,
clothes & lots of items.

41. Public Sales

for
Something
everybody.
Cancel In case
of rain.

Real Estate Auction
Fri., June 5 at 6 p.m. on Sand
Lick Road. Just west of Coldwater, KY.
3 bedroom house - living room - den
- bath - carport & storage - storm
doors & windows on 44 acres.
Terms: 20% down day of sale. Bal.
in 30 days. Possession with deed.
Pete Waldrop - Broker
759-1707
Shroat
Waldrop Real Eatate
435-4144

Dan Miller
Auctioneer 435-4114

Yard Sale
Sat. June 6
8-6
1703 Magnolia
Drive
5 speed bike, exercise bike, stereo,
lots of other things.
753-4921

Multi-Family
Garage Sale
Friday
7 a.m.-3 p.m.
Saturday
7 a.m.-12 p.m.
1705 Johnson
Blvd.
loft Doran Rd .l
Stereo Speakers,
Copier, Misc,

Saturday
June 6
POTTED
PLANT SALE

25c-$5'"
Other Miscellaneous
Items
3 miles from city
limit on 94 West
NO SALES BEFORE
8:00 a.m.
SATURDAY

Moving Sale

Sat. June 5th, 1987 at the late Mrs. Annie
and Mr. Aubrey Wyatt borne at North 5th
St. in Murray, KY., at 10:00 a.m.

1213 Melrose

Auction beld rain or shine. Not respoendble for
accident,. Lunch available. Auction eeaducted
by Dee Miller Auction Service for more WormsRoe & your suedes needs nose 436-4144.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer
Liconsed & Bonded in KY & TN 11281
Terry Pasehail • Darrel Beane Auctioneers
"My Service Doesn't Octet, It Pays"

Pets Supplies

113ERIAN Husky
puppies. 3 males, 2 gray
and white, 1 black and
white. AKC.
901 8859005.
41

Public Sales

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
1408 Dudley
Children's clothes,
oak hall tree, portable
tape player, color TV,
couches, lamps, large
sport jackets.

Yard Sale
Thurs. & Fri.
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
94-E to Van Cleave
Rd. 2nd road on
left (Bethel Church
Rd.) Approx 3 ml.
Boat motor & trailer &
boat motors, turn
garden tools, clothing,
odds & ends

loft Doran Road)

Friday- Saturday
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Furniture, boys & girls
clothes infant - size?, men's
& women's dotting, shoes,
sewing machine, toys,
baseball cards, hamster
cage, scuba gear, crafts.
curtains, bike, books and
much more.

Carport
Sale
Fri. 7-5 p.m.
Sat. 7-1 p.m.
1610 Magnolia
Clothes,
avon, misc
items

Kirray Ledger & Times
46

Homes tor

Sale

rTrarcerhouse
.:= and
overlooking Ken-

2 lots
tucky Lake, Pine Bluff
Shorts, $12,000. Days753-6660; nights 753
6121.
3 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
brick home with 2 car
attached garage, on 15
acres. 7 miles east of
Murray. 172,500 4365574.
3 BEDROOMS, new
roof, new carpet, new
dishwasher, aluminum
trim, nice neighborhood, low 40's. 801
Sunny Lane 753-7458.
9.2 ACRES, house,
barn, other outbuildings, ponds, new
well, was 112,000 reduced to $11,500. 4892491.
FOR sale by owner:
Bedroom, 2 bath house
in Canterbury. Family
room with fireplace,
dining room. Large
redwood deck, fenced
yard with lots of trees.
Central air, gas heat,
TVA insulation, 2 car
garage. $79,000.
753-9520.
HOUSE at Lake Cumberland, near Alligator
boat docks, 2 story,
spacious, city water,
garage, fully furnished.
$22,900. Call 1-224-1170.
NEED a beautifully
decorated country
home close to town?
Home also has 9-1/2
acres and nice large
metal bldg. Call Kopperud Realty, 753-1222.

49. Used Cars

51. Campers

1983 VOLKSWAGON
GTI. Wrecked at 4600
miles, like new motor
and transmission, Ask
ing 1900. Call 492-9959.
1914 CAVALIER Type
10 Sport Coupe, 4 speed,
new wheels and white
letter tires, light brown
in color, 13850. 753-9875.
'69 FORD Galaxy, best
offer 759 4495 after
5P.M.
'76 MERCURY Capri II.
V-6, 4 speed, 1600. After
7:30P.M. 436-2667.
179 280 ZX, red, braw
and louvers. $3800 or
best offer. 759-1961_
'79 TRANS Am, T-tops,
air, auto., good condi
tion, $3800. 753-5293 or
after 7P.M. 753'3833 ask
for Sue.
'84 PLYMOUTH Reit
ant station wagon,
white, power and air,
several highway miles,
excellent shape inside
and out. Will sell for
$1000 less than bank
loan value. Priced at
$2495. Call 489-2733

TRUCK camper 15', FENCE- sales at Sears
new refrigerator, in• now. Call Sears 753-2310
Iercom. A steal at 1750. for free estimate for
436-5672.
your needs.
rOR most any type
52. Boats-Motors
driveway white rock
14'ALUMINUM
also, any type gravel,
boat and trailer with dirt and sand call Roger
25H Johnson motor, also Hudson, 753-4545 or
silver trolling motor, 753-6763.
$950. 492-1425.
GENERAL Building
17-1/2' PROCRAFT Repair- 20 years ex
bass boat and trailer. perience. Roofing &
150HP Mercury Black painting, indoor & outMax motor, trolling door. Odd jobs. No job
motor, depth finder, to small. 474-8057.
temp. gauge, 1982 GUTTERING by Sears.
model. See at 701 S. 4th Sears continuous gutSt. or call Carlos Black, ters installed for your
Jr. at 753-0839 or 436- specifications. Call
7935.
Sears 753-2310 for free
17'6" ASTROGLASS estimate.
with 200HP Yamaha HAMILTON cultured
motor and sport trailer. marble and tile. 643 Old
Complete with trolling Benton Rd. 753-9400.
motor and all the nice
extras. $900. Serious 14AVE shop and will do
inquires only. Call after clean-up and body
work. For dealers or
7P.M. 753-7252.
individuals. Experienced. 435-4218.
53. Services Offered
A 1 ENTEQP1215 e - INSULATION blown in
Natural or LP gas by Sears. TVA ap
installation. Seamless proved. Save on those
gutter multiple choice high heating and cool
of colors. Galvanized ing bills Call Sears
gutter repair or re 753-2310 for free
estimate.
placement. Masonry
carpentry, decking, etc. LICENSED electrician,
Free estimates. 753-0953 residential and corn
mercial. Air condition
after 8A.M.
ing. Sales and service
A-1 ENTERPRISE
and
Dealer in gas and wood Gas installation
burning appliances, of repair for natural and
full service in- LP. Fred's Repair 753
7203.
stallation. Also

anytime.

50. Used Trucks
1973 FORD van, excellent condition, 12-16
MPG, stereo, Rangier
tires. 436-2858.
1977 CHEVROLET
truck, 4 wheel drive,
new motor and tires,
good condition, $1800.
Call 753-8288.
1979 CHEVROLET
custom van, auto., PS,
PB, air, good condition.
753-9181 or 753-8124.
1983 SUBURBAN
Silverado 20, 3 seats,
rear doors, new tires. 1
owner, equipped for
towing. Days- 759-1839,
evenings- 753-0114.
'78 DODGE 4x4, good
condition, low miles,
sharp. 753-7291.
'78 JEEP Renegade
CJ-7. Extra nice, price
reduced. 492-8951.
'79 CHEVY Suburban
4x4, 350 auto., front and
rear air, like new.
33x12.50 16.5 LT radials
on chrome spoke
wheels, $3500. Also, 1976
Ford Granada, V-8
auto., with air. 492-8425.
'8-4 CHEVY customized
van, front and rear heat
and air, AM/FM cassette, 31,000 miles,
sharp, $11,500. 753-0038.
SHARP black '77
Chevy. Auto, air, excellent condition. 753-9672.
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Services Offered

ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing,
concrete. Free es
timates. Call 474-2307 or
753-6973.
SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models. Home 3, In•
dustrial. Bag closing
machines. Also scissor
sharpening. 410 yrs.
experience. All work
guaranteed. Kenneth
Barnhill, 753-2674,
Stella,' Ky.
SPRING is here. Bring
your mowers and tillers
to Moody's Mower Re
pair for repair and
tune up. Pick-up and
delivery. 753-5668.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
409A, Paducah, Ky
42001 or call 1 442 7026

Lawn Service1
Call Chris Pritchard
753-5494
between5 pm.9 pm
56

Free Column

I WHITE, long haired
kittens, only to good
homes. 759 1893

fireplace repair.
*Chimney cleaning
*111
'Masonry *Damper
753
'Bird screen •Hoods.
5940 9r
Fri. & Sat.
Free estimates.
OWNER built this new 5
753-0953.
Custom
now
Kitchen
and
bedroom
brick
June 5 & 6
A-1 STUMP Removal.
can't move to Murray...
Cabinets
Reasonable rates, 10"
8 a.m.
his loss is your gain...
us
All Types Of:
below
surface.
Call
new 3 bedroom
2219 Edlnborough yes,
before you decide. Free
brick for under $50,000.
Custom Woodworking
estimates. 753-0906.
Call Century 21 Loretta
Colsole humidifier,
REPAIR:
APPLIANCE
Jobs Realtors 753-1492.
Factory authorized for
nice end table, Cox
4
OWNER has moved to
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
Tappan, Kelvinator and
is
California... wants
airplane, old bat'Drop by & see our showroom
Service
on
gas
Brown.
*
proposal this week on
tery radio, African
MURRAY
1 Bahond bunny a...di
li
kk 409 SUNBURY
electric
ranges,
and
this brick located on a
microwaves, disviolets & misc.
wooded lot... within 4
****************
hwashers, reblocks of Murray High.
frigerators, etc. Earl
Lease with option to
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753buy... just $43,000. Call
5341.
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
APPLIANCE
Realtors 753-1492.
SERVICE. Kenmore,
PEACE and quiet, g
Competent Yard Care At
Westinghouse,
minutes from Court
Whirlpool.
26
years
Competitive Prices
Square. 3 acres, 2
experience. Parts and
Fri. & Sat.
houses, city water. 5.55,
ipPruning
•MoVving
service. Bobby Hopper,
000. For appointment
8 a.m. - 6 p.m.
SerAppliance
Bob's
•Planting
*Mulching
call 753-2669.
vice, 202 S. 5th St.
Riding lawn mower, elec
*Weed Control
Business 753-4872, 436Start, extra nice; tent grill:
47. Motorcycles
58.48
*Landscaping
(home).
TV; recliner; windBETTER built con1980 CB 650 HONDA
chimes; bench; grinder &
tracting. Storage
14,000 miles. Good con- 51. Campers
lots of misc.
buildings, treated decks
dition. Call 759-1959
COACHMAN
1
9
7
6
and general home imafter 4P,M
712 Elm St. 1980
self
concamper,
20'
"(Evening/weekend calls welcome)
provements. Quality
YZ 465 Yamaha,
tained, air, awning, work for less. Free
5300. 753-8288.
antenna. power con
1984 HONDA XL 350-K verter, excellent condi- estimates. L.E.
Williams 489-2663.
dual carb, dual exhaust, tion. 247-0340.
YARD landscaping,
overhead cam, 6800
STARCRAFT,
1978
leveling driveways,
miles, excellent condiStardust swing out, blade work and bush tion, $1350. Call 753-5191.
pop-up camper, sleeps hogging. Call 436-5430 or
117 ACRES OF LAND*6 ROOM DWELLING
1986, 4 ZINGER, musf
6. Call after 21•30P.M. 753-0659.
Fri. & Sat.
sell. Call 753-7701.
* TRUCKS * TRACTORS *
492-8559.
1986 HONDA Aero-55 1983 ROYAL traveler CHIM-Chim Chimney
* PERSONAL PROPERTY *
7 a.m- 6 p.m.
scooter, white/blue, 81 trailer, 35' fully egup- Sweeps spring cleaning
SATURDAY, JUNE 13, 1987
miles, like brand new. pied, like new, air 10% discount. Call now
121 North to Stella
10:00 A Oil -RAIN OR SHINE
for an appointment
527-9052.
conditioned, patio door, 753-3445.
right on 299 1.2 mi 1986
YAMAHA -80
THE
LESLIE MYERS ESTATE
must sell, best offer
COLLEY Tree Service.
wheeler, excellent con- over 55,000. 606-745-2690.
Watch for signs.
EAST OF HARDIN, KY
MILES
2
Keep your trees in
dition. Call 436-2372.
BUY factory direct and
ON HIGHWAY 80
Men. women's & baby
prun
topping,
shape
by
save!!! Lightweight,
deadwooding,
clothes; household items.
SELLING FOR ESTATE SETTLEMENT
super insulated, ing,
49. Used Cars
or
vacuum cleaners; also
fiberglass travel spraying, fertilizing,
ABOUT THE REAL ESTATE
1978 TOYOTA Celica. trailers 13', 16' and 19' removal of unwanted
TRACT # 1 -Approximately 2 Acres Of Land Improved
tools
supplies
&
removal
Stump
trees.
air,
good
Automatic,
5th wheels. Call toll free
With A 6 Room Aluminum Siding Home Nestled Among
mechanic, carpenter,
14
condition. 753-9365.
1-800 346 4962 for free Complete tree care.
Many Large Shade Trees Along With Other Features
welder, plumber & elecFree
experience.
years
good
Spirit,
brochure.
1979 AMC
Such As A Stable, Outbuildings, A Good Well. And
trician tools; parts & nails:
motor, good tires, must CAMPERS for sale or estimates. 753-0366.
Being Situated On A High Elevation With Good Drainbolts & nuts & much
sell. 753-5292.
age. The Home Features A Large Kitchen With Plenty Of
rent. Already set-up in CONCRETE work, pa
Cabinets, 1'.', Baths, Electric Heat Receptacles, A Wood
1979 MAZDA GLC sta- campground in Aurora. tion, sidewalk, carport
more. All tools inside
Burning Stove, Wall Air Conditioning, Porches, Carport
tion wagon. 4 speed with For informaion call Free estimates. 759-1202
RAIN OR SHINE
CUSTOM -built, single
And Being Located In A Very Desirable Neighborhood
air, good condition, 474-8042.
$1250. 753-9181 or 753- SCOTTY camper- gas tilt replacement win
TAKE A LOOK AT THESE GREAT FEATURES
8124.
or elec., sleeps 4, air dows, manufactured
CONCERNING THE NEXT TWO TRACTS!!
1979 WHITE Firebird conditioner and T.V. locally. Jerry Atkins &
Esprit, high mileage, antenna, awning for Associates. 753-8407.
.2-approximately 98 Acres 0/ Land With 444
TRACT
rebuilt motor. In very porch. Also, 1977 LTD CUT air-conditioning
Acres Being Signed Up In The 10 Year CRP With 9 Years
good condition. $2200 car with trailer hitch. costs with TVA ap
Remaining Al An Annual Payment 01 $60 00 Per Acre
firm. Call after 5P.M. $1500 for both or will sell proved solar screens
Sat. Only
And All Benefits Going To The Buyer There Are Also
Jerry Atkins & As
separate. Phone 492
753-0444.
8 3 Acres 01Corn Base
7 a.m. - 1 p.m.
sociates, 753-847,
1980 DODGE Omni. Air, 8510.
TRACT .3-17 Acres Located 3 Miles North Of Hardin
MITCHELL Paving
4 speed, 80,000. $1500,
From Hardin Take Hwy. 1824 (Old Hwy. 641) North 1 2
606 S. 9th St.
Driveways, parking
sharp. 416 N. 8th
extra
Miles To Union Hill Church Rd. Proceed North East 6
"./4 carat waterfall dialots, seal coating and
St.
Of A Mlle To The Second Paved Road Proceed East 1 1
mond ring, 14 carat gold
striping. Also,
1980 GRAND Prix,
Mlle To Land Location. Of The 19 Acres There Are 129
16" herringbone chain,
limestone, gravel, top
custom wheels, new
Acres Under The 10 Year CRP With 9 Years Remaining
brass coat rack, 4-wheel
soil and grading. Phone
tires, new motor,
Al An Annual Payment Of $60.00 Per Acre And All Benedrive 15X10 chrome
7531537.
fits Going To The Buyer.
stereo, all extras. $3150
wheels,6 leg oval table.
MOBILE HOME
753-9414.
TERMS ON THE REAL ESTATE: 15% Down Day Of Sale
Specialist, Repair,
rocker.
wooden
1983 NISSAN Stanza 4
With Balance Being Due in 30 Days And Delivery U1
leveling, underpinning,
Panasonic stereo turndoor, local car, new
Selling By Deed.
Deed Pr.•
roofs, floors, plumbing,
tires, loaded with all
table with AM/FM radio
EQUIPMENT ITEMS
wiring, washing,
options. 753-1372, 8-5.
solid state 8-track tape
hurricane straps. 759
Cub Lo Boy 154 Equipped willeily Mower•Foto 4000
759-9367 after 6P.M.
player, 2 large speakers
Diesel w Power Steering And Remote Valve •13-F armall
4850.
1983 OLDS Delta 88,
RCA turntable with
w Woods Belly Mower•C-Allis Chalmers•2 Axle 18'
your
NEED work on
brougham, 4 door, power
8-track turn-table &
Bumper Hitch Trailer•3 Pt. Kay Spear•5' - 3 Pt Rotary
trees? We can beautify
seats & window, air, tilt,
speakers, Tupperware
Cutter • 5 - 3 P1 Disc • Neck Over 2 Axle 16' Stock
your yard by topping,
cruise, am/fm cassette
clothes, misc. items
Trager • 1971 Ford 1 Ton Truck • 1977 GMC Pickup
shaping, dead-wooding
stereo, many extras
Truck•1964 Buick 4 Door Car
$4950. 753-0606.
or removing dead or
diseased trees. For
SPECIALTY ITEMS
43 Real Estate
satisfaction call the
2 Horse Covered 4 Wheel Wagon w Rubber Tires •
at
professionals
proven
APARTMENT for saleTeam Wagon w Bucket Seats• I Horse 4 Wheel Wagon
Bover's Tree Service
•Several Horse Drawn Tools•Lots Of Mule And Horse
3 bedrooms downstairs,
competi
The
753-0338.
Harness, Whips, Ropes. Halters. Leather
2 bedrooms upstairs,
tion knows us you
each has private entrHOUSEHOLD ITEMS
too.
should
currently
Auction
House
641
ance, both
specialist,
lob
ODD
Living
Room
5P.M.
Couch
• Den Couch • Odd Chairs • 2
rented. Call after
Hwy. 641 North Paris, TN
ceiling fans, electrical,
Matching Recliners•Rockers•Ouasar Console Televi753-0087.
You
fencing.
plumbing,
sion
•
RCA
Console
Stereo
w AM-Fm Radio A Turntable
25x46
FOR sale or rentEvery Friday Night 6 p.m.
name it, I do it. You
• Odd Tables •3 Pc Bedroom Sults•2 Pc Bedroom
store front, 5 rental apts.,
big
This week big load from out-of-state plus 2
Suite •',Beds• Antique Dressers And Chest• Odd
buy, I install. You
large lot, 1303 Chestnut
Chests • 2 Old Pie sates • 2 Singer Treadle Sewing
break, I fix. Call 436
loads of good used furniture Consignments taken
St., adjoining MSU. 615Machines•Kitchen Table w 6 Chairs•19 Cu. Ft. Sears
2868 evenings.
262-0000.
in weekly
Refrigerator wilco Maker • Hotpoint Washer • Kenn.PAINTING- interior,
more Dryer • Kerosun Heaters • Electric Heaters •
exterior. House and
Lamps•Pictures•Some Crockery•Kitchen Utensilsbarn painting. 25 years
Guy Pinson - Owner Firm #1682
liaise
• Lawn Chairs• Misc Hand Tools•Push Lawn
44 Lots for Sale
experience. Quality
Bryan Deli Carter, Auctioneerai gat
Mower•Radial Arm Saw•Lots Of Misr
work. Reasonable
rates. Also, paint for
16 Morc.Cruse in Board Out Board Boat And Trailer•
with septic tank and
sale. Free estimates.
Honda 750 Four K Motorcycle w Windammer ill Packcity water Landscaped,
436-2245.
close to East Elemen
age•
PROFESSIONAL win
tary, 0903 753-0521 or
TERMS ON PERSONAL ITEMS
years
cleaner.
25
dow
436-2165 ask for George.
COMPLETE SETTLEMENT DAY OF SALE'
Private
experience.
kENTUCXY Lake lot. 1
homes and commercial
For More information Concerning Auction Can
acre, 12x60 mobile
stores Call 1-901-782GERALD MYERS - 502-354-S627
home, septic and well,
3670
WYNEMA BROWN - 302-474-2333
$16,500 Home 554 8128
'Bucket Seats-Console
E MODELING and
or Office- 442-3632
•P S., P B, Cruise, Mags
small plumbing jobs
LOT for sale, 175x15,
'318 V-8 Truck Engine
done 753 9626.
111x22 wired garage
REMODELING inside
•727 Heavy Duty Auto. Trans
492-1372.
1.4. AUCTIONEER IL REAL ESTATE BROKER
and out, roofing, lawn
NICE lot on 121, 6-14 'New Parts - Coil, Battery - Shocks,
FANCY FARM KENTUCKY 42039
care. Also, painting
miles North on natural
Goodyear Eagle Tires
15021 6734466 OR 15.021 623-63N1
interior and exterior.
gas lines 110x300, 13600
ii L i NO SUCCESSFUL SALES IN SEVERAL STATES
Cell Willie for free
Days- 753-1S3 or nights
$2,850.00 - Call 753-0869
estimate 436-2326.
753-0870

Garage Sale

Estate Auction
Nice naugahide hideabed couch & chair • coffee
table & end tables - other odd chairs. recliner
- fancy lamp tables - vanity & table lamps - pole
lamp • pictures & frames - wall clock - radios fold up walker - portable sewing machine - kirby vacuum cleaner - fancy old bedroom suit other nice bedroom suit - odd iorn beds • fold up
bed old chiffrobe -4 drawer chest - odd vanity
- feather bed & pillow., cedar chest • old clean
quilts • quilt tops - fancy needle work - lots of
linen - blankets - quilt box - old library table - old
kitchen cabinet - straight chairs - old 12 ga single
barrel shotgun made by the Bridge Gun Co - picnic basket - old costume jewelry • glass door pie
safe - old kerosene lamp - amber carnival glass
good old glass & china • Hull pottery - occupied
Japan pieces - cast iron wear - stone jugs • old
dinner kettle - old kraut cutter - wood boxes • blue
fruit jars - milk can • small drop leaf table maple table k chairs • 10" Tappan electric range
• 2 refrigerators - small kitchen appliances - pots
k pans- flatwear - nice window air conditioner
- G E washer k dryer- chest type home freezer
metal kitchen cabinet - dress maker sewing
machine - oval braided rug • what-not items dehumidifier - gLisas front wash board - fruit Jars
- pressure canner- yard chairs - porch glider
hand ir garden tools • many other items not
listed
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Big
Yard Sale

JERRY'S YARD GUARD

Call Jerry
at 759-4808

Yard
Sale

ESTATE AUCTION

Yard
Sale

Your Ad
Could
Be Here
Call
Classifieds
753-1916

Auction

Ph. 901-644-9528

DOUBLE lot,

Yard
Sale
Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m. - ?
108 N. 7th St.
Men's& women's
new

clothes,
ladies

t-shrrts,

misc items

Club Cab Truck
'74 Dodge

Runs Good - Looks Good

JAMES R. CASH
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Federal agents are investigating Wedtech Corporation
in connection with Jessica Hahn and PTL's Jim Bakker
NEW YORK (AP) — Federal
agents are investigating whether
Jessica Hahn received Wedtech
Corp money to keep quiet about
her liaison with PTL evangelist
Jim Bakker, a newspaper
reported today
The company is at the center of
a bribery scandal that resulted in
the indictment Wednesday of U.S.
Rep Mario Biaggi, D-N.Y., and
six others on racketeering
charges
The Daily News, quoting unidentified law enforcement sources,
said FBI agents are looking into
whether part of the $265,000 fund

set up tor Ms. Hahn lig PTL came
indirectly from Wedtech
The sources told the News that
some of the money may have been
donated by Wedtech founder John
Mariotta, a born-again Christian,
to the Rev Aimee Cortese, a PTL
board member and sister of Rep
Robert Garcia, a target in the
Wedtech case
Ms. Cortese may have passed
the money to Ms. Hahn without
Marlotta's knowledge, the
newspaper said The investigators
reportedly said they have been
unable to account for $60,000 Ms
Cortese allegedly received from
Mariotta and Wedtech

U.S. Rep. Mario Biaggi indicted
Wednesday on racketeering charges
NEW YORK AP) — U.S. Rep.
Mario Biaggi, his son and five
other people were indicted
Wednesday on racketeering
charges stemming from their connection with the scandal-plagued
Wedtech Corp.
In addition to Biaggi, the
58-count superseding indictment
named as defendants his oldest
son. Richard, and Bernard
Ehrlich, partners in a law firm
which represented Wedtech:
Wedtech founder John Mariotta.
former Small Business Administration official Peter Nee's.
Ronald Betso, a close friend of
Neglia, and former Bronx
borough president Stanley Simon.
who was previously indicted in the
Wedtech case on April 1
Wednesday's indictment charged that Wedtech, a financially
troubled Bronx defense contractor, was a -racketeering enterprise'' used "as a vehicle for making illegal payments to public officials" to receive and maintain
government contracts
Each of the defendants was
charged with one count of
racketeering and one count of conspiracy to violate the Racketeer
Influenced and Corrupt Organization Act. Each count is punishable
upon conviction by a maximum
20-year prison sentence.
The indictment alleged the elder
Biaggi demanded and received
225,000 shares of Wedtech's
outstanding stock by threatening
to withdraw the law firm of Biaggi
& Ehrlich from representing
Wedtech before the Small
Business Administration.
The agency allowed the Bronx
firm to obtain government contacts without competitive bidding
because it was minority-owned,
the indictment said
It was also alleged that Biaggi
demanded a $50.000 bribe disguis-

Oldest denomination
to consider issues
HOLLAND. Mich. ( API — The
country's oldest. continuous
denomination, the Reformed
Church in America. will consider
a host of current issues at its annual governing synod here June
-10. including church provision of
''sanctuary" to Central American
refugees
Among other matters on the
agenda
Pornography, child abuse,
AIDS, the 'English-only" movement, theological education, the
farm crisis, abortion, nuclear
weapons. the 'U.S. adminLstration's Nicaragua policy, and sex
education in public schools.
About 275 representatives from
across the country make up the
general synod of the
350,000-member denomination
started by early Dutch colonists.

ed as legal fees to the firm for
assisting Wedtech in contacting
New York City officials.
According to the indictment.
Biaggi did not reveal his receipt
and sale of Wedtech stock on his
government financial disclosure
statements in 1983-85.
In addition to the racketeering
charges, Biaggi was also accused
of participating in a scheme to fool
the SBA into thinking Wedtech
was minority-controlled and thus
eligible for no-bid government
contracts
Biaggi also allegedly made a
false deposition to the grand jury
investigating the Wedtech case

Attorneys for Martotta and Ms
Cortese discounted the possibility
of a link between the Wedtech and
PL cases. "It sounds outlandish," said Michael Quiet, Cortese's lawyer.
Ms. Hahn declined to comment,
the News said
Federal agents recently tried to
question Ms. Hahn about the hush
money and the South Bronx
defense contractor. The former
church secretary from Long
Island was told she may be getting
a Wedtech grand jury subpoena,
the sources said.
The News reported Wednesday
that prosecutors had temporarily
shelved plans to seek charges
against Garcia, D-N.Y., and his
wife, Jane Lee Garcia, to pursue
additional evidence.

Prime minister
Norgeret Ui. Melchor
•PON Si
•IMriplaisa Granshern,
Undinshire, Encinct a grooses
downier
•idissolkes Bachelor's
snd masiers degree.
University
•Feadir Melded to Denis
Thatcher. 1951; son, Murk, and
daughter. Card (twins]
•Current poetises Pins
Aim's.. of Greet BMW since
May. 1979
•Ilsolieresuk Loader of
Ccriervelke Party since
February, 1975; escrelery of
stets for eduction and science,
1970-74; minter of
since 1950; ate:my specisizing
in tax and potent bur, 1953-59;
research chariest 194741
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SERVICE PARTS
••••66. me Vet toompowp.

GM

IMPATIENT LIKE I AM

Specials!
,a•441110404.1

TRIM TOUGH
JOBS DOWN TO SIZE

Sources inerresienel Moe Who.
Chicago Tribune nese reports

Good
Neighbor
Chevy
Stars

641 South
Murray

753.2617

Kamp The 1.:rrinst Gil Podgy. 1t

• top value-the right
combination of price &
performance
• semi-auto cutting line head
• lightweight but powerful
21.1 cc engine
• Pro-Fire" electronic ignition
for quick, easy starts

1954 Chevy
Sport Van
12 Passenger. Tilt,
Cruise. P.W.. PA... AMPM Stereo, P.L. P.A.,
Front & neer Air.

$10,500w

SAVE $20
ONLY $14999

4.
SIMILAR SAVINGS
ON OTHER
TRIMMERS
IN STOCK!

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, Ky.

.71aWatue

Phone
753-2571

.•YO11••••

We bet
Cambridge taste will
K.O.Doran
Tastefern yourself!
50(it offa pack

Christian coalition
calls for boycott
of leading sponsors
TUPELO. Miss 1AP — A
broad, national coalition. Christian Leaders for Responsible
Television, have called for a
boycott of two companies. Mazda
Motors and Noxell Corporation.
calling them leading sponsors of
sex, violence and profanity on
television
The coalition said repeated appeals to the two companies to
reduce the amount of such
material they sponsor have been
unavailing, and consequently a
boycott was urged of Mazda cars
and Noxell's cosmetic products
Among the 1.600 members of the
ccalitlon are heads of 70
denominations, 112 Roman
Catholic bishops, 20 Lutheran
bishops, presidents of 53 Christian
colleges, 17 Episcopal bishops. 24
United Methodist bishops and 24
Southern Baptist executives

ECHO. WHEN YOU'RE A LITTLE

Chicago Tribune GregAlluX

Dwain Taylor C evro et, Inc.
om cluAury

,
of
Father's Day

Good on any style of Cambridge.
Please rill out hetOre presenting

to name,

Name
Address
City
Zip

State

Age

Usual brand
perICSpalOng

a.
vs offe1 you(PIM Mal m00 MP a SMOPPOr at "PAM

2/ yews Of Mr,

MANUFACTUOIRIVII COUPON I EXPIRES: 11/30/87

Taste breakthrough,
generic price!
'1 mg 'sr 0 9 mg nicotine at pet cigarette by FTC method

1.4/, suggested rPtai porp

1

-

Instant Store Coupon

Consumer Limit-one coupon per purchase Not to be trans
terred sold or reproduced Any other use constitutes fraud
Limited to smokers 21 years of age or older Participation ir,
this promotion at discretion of the retailer Offer good only in
US A Consumer pays any sales ta.
Astaiber Philip Morns will reimburse you the lace value of
this coupon plus 8c handling and postage provided you and
the consumer have complied with Me terms herein Void
when submitted by unau horized agent Invoices showing
purchases of sufficient
stock to cover all cou
pons mus1 be shown
upon request Void
where prohibited
ta xed or restricted

Cash wow, ii204 Re.
deem by mailing to
Philip Morris US A
PO Bo. 7500 Kankakee u_ 60902

I1p!u DII

28200 61150

C

Sh •

SURGEON GENERAL'S WARNING: Smoking
Causes Lung Cancer, Heart Disease,
Emphysema, And May Complicate Pregnancy.

_

Gas GM with
ayorizerl" System, pu
on ignition. Uses disposble LP. cylinders, not incl. Fold-up legs. WO

For shopping convenience us*
your hue Vaiue'Charge Card,
VISA or MasterCard at all
participating stores.

154

CHARGE CARD

5-Gallon Wet/Dry Vac c eans
carpet dirt, wet basements. Includes flexible 6-ft. hose, gulper
nozzle & dolly. 0.611100.4
P MOM 1

BatL not incl.
Workhorse' 6-Volt Lantern w/
adjustable been,red safety flash1141112714 6
er & handle. WM-6

Grass Sheers with 4-in, blade is
rechargeable;safety switch. FREE
36-in. ext. handle.

1

...isnl.POWIP.

Cordless
charging base, fore*
storage, 130 RPM output speed. rom

:sow
\
*a In imme•

189.88

11'111E11'S
GIFT

31/2-HP, 21-In. Rear-Bagging Mower

4.*

features a fully-baffled deck and high-lift blade for powerful vacuum action, 5-position height adjusters, hi-impact
8-in wheels, folding handle for storage, large capacity rear
7 NO 1111'
bag for fewer emptying stops R,

UT! YEARS" Plieldlatt vollk 2
Kodak* Lithium Batteries. 10200
5111101
yr. shetf life

Thisilemud Moot Lasts 10 Days Only

IDEAS

SEE THESACK COVER FOR THE LOCATOR OF VOUR NEIUIEST XvisWja.HARDIVARESTORE

,
41.

-'-

WE HAVE IIIE POWER 611NVD TOOLSTO

2

iriCrmAtim

Hand and Power Tools

49.99

A) 3x18-in. Bait Sander has a 700
ft per min belt speed for fas$ re4-sq in sanding pad,
3
moval, 15/
I 571 7711
handy dust bag ...w.75

42.50

C.irculw Saw with powerB)
ful 2-HP high-torque motor to deI 571 NS
liver 4,600 rpm ...me

19-In. Hip-Roof Toolbox features
a handy tote tray for small tools and large CO
carry all of your bulky tools around. 19x8ifax7

44.99

C ) Veriabie-Speed Rotary Power
Tool delivers 5,000 to 30,000 rpm.
Handy thrust beanng ws •

reHANIC

37.99

D) %S-HP Variable-Speed Jigsaw.
0-3,200 spm. Trigger locks for conI 571 717 5
tinuous cutting. ...me

44.99

E) Finishing Sander with removable dust bag. 1.6 amp for 10,000
VIM
orbits per min,

31.99

F)$4-1n. Variebie-Speed Reversing
Drill 0-1,300 rpm forward or reverge speeds 3.0 amp 101111111314 sr, Ts2 s
MASTER MECHANIC' POWER
TOOL CUSTOMER SATISFACTION
POLICY Master Mechanic* power
t0046 are warranted tOr one year
against defects in iwirkmanship or
materiels This specifically excludes
normal wear or misuse

V-

1;*-- "•

),

•IOW ar MTN,

MIMSIL IIIMM

I Owlingless
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GIVE DAD ME MASTER MECHANIC TOUCH... 3
pftfeif4s
69.99

A)41/2-In. Professional Grinder Kit
comes with flange kit, spanner and
sec 83
spindle wrenches 94$0o2

•

34.99

•

B)3/e-I n. Cordless Drill/Screwdriver with charging stand, 3 bits, con0 555 359'
venient bit storage 2,

41.99

0)1.5-AMP Palm Grip Sander delivers 13,000 orbits per min., has
handy 8-ft cord -565
•secems1

A 9.99 Value!
FREE Electric Glue Gun!
e

When you buy the jigsaw, you'll get this
rugged, solid-state glue gun FREE!

41.99

With a FREE
Glue Gun!
D) Variable-Speed Auto-Scroll
Jigsaw has locking trigger, front
•4100199
assist knob. 4355,02

„
MECHANIC

129.99

Electric Glue Gun is solid-state
and it features a handy thumb••• •
feed control. 20•101

10-In. Bench Table Saw
has the power of a 2-HP ball-bearing
motor, a 17V4x26-in cast aluminum table,
mitre gauge that sets 0-600 left and right,
R 3.1430 I
plus a handy blade guard KIX ,43

22-In. lboi
two 2si6Hx8leD-in. d
that can be removed
for separate use, lave
area for bigger tools. hii411
drawboits with padlock hasp':
22L.A101-49V2I) in wimp•,,, wry
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FILL DAD'S TOOL BOX WITH THESE SAVINGS

4

2.99

5-in. Pressure-Sensitive Sanding
Kit includes flexible pad, 14-in.
arbor, asst'd discs. ',mi. ii.•72.•
CUSTOMER SATISFACTION POLICY
Nam Illsalas Illochstrac • loot tolls thee 1o a
defect on wariunsisiogs or aseSonsl. return
ft t vow true Valise Hardware Sion for
town/xis/ft ragioncement Tess medically
osclusdos normal vans Or suousse

4-Pc. Screw Digger Set to drill,
countersink and counter-bore in
a WWI S
one operation. aft1621,

4-Pc. Nut Driver Set has forged,
heat-treated sockets and hollow
N 205377
shafts. Size coded. ca..

4-Pc. Torx Screwdriver Set has
star-shaped heads for headlight
screws, etc. Coded. haver ri Miss s

11.99

Rib-Joint Pliers Set pairs 7 and
10-in, models,each of drop-lorged,
tempered tool steel. ..037o •S490,6

=MOM

229

etrzwac

7-Pc Sabre Saw Blade Set ia all

„-6

Steel

6g
Wittl ,

cr shanks to fit MOM

popular saws

• oi SOS

4-In. Circular Saw Blade is
1
7/
signed for ripping

Zinc plated

de-

cross-cutting
a 6141401 rIO

25-R. Pow Tape Rule is a 1 -in
wide yellow tape in a sturdy
a MOOS 6
chromed CAM. lovas

7-Pc. High-Spend Drill Bit Set
puts bits from v• to in in a plas1)16606
tic storage case

9-1n-1 Fold-Up Nex Key Wrench
Set provides 5/64 to -in sizes
• 106813 11
Nickel alloy steel. Vika

vo/2 e xosi••
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"eve 011iale Wielder ellachOe
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Sekoly Not is facie
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Sib-tA Sliegle-INt Axe Is a dropforged steel hebd On a 36-in
sionve
hickory handle maw

4114n. Akenktuni Lava his
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FROM JIáVa&e®

and
r9ed.
won,

12.99

All-Purpose Cutting Guide for
paneling, glass, wallpaper, etc.. up
MOOS
to 8 ft. 6 in. ICE=

Hand Drill stores its own 4 bits!
Sturdy metal gears are enclosed
in the plastic housing. 384501 541219 4

22-0z. Framing Hammer has a
straight claw, milled face, and a
R 100511
vinyl grip. 43-223u

Structural Foam Toolbox has a removable inner tray that nests
neatly inside the box. It's weatherproof, with rust-resistant plated
aeos.
lid latches. Ideal for any handyman! 20 in. long. am

-

L

Vegich
sizes.
104,423 t2

3.69 mot 6.99

4-In. Reversible Impact Driver
3
/
with 2 flat and 2 Phillips bits, bit
m MOW I
adapter and box.

Toots not ind.
Rexi-Gdp Organizer gives you a
32-in, rail, clips and hooks for
m SP )11111 12
tools, hardware. mon

2.99

48-In. RuLovel has 1 level and
2 plumb vials, with ys and V4-in.
•41171104
graduations. 348

11.

12.99

A N. *N.

2-In. Bross interlocking Reusable
404037 ,2
Stencil Set. map
mso,orns
Stencil Ink. MOS

14.88 'oRnio

Home improvement Encyclopedia
helps you through 120 projects.
Fully illUCtrqtPd

4N - 41

943104

7117t!1211
4

210

sow

107-In 'Pipe Clomp Inc any length
11021R •
;Soo esr,,
of

8.49 •CLL' *1
1' ;i •

Illeooptic Tick Nornmer has a
forged and polished head that
•Silitn•
you can rely Gni

18-In. Plan Wrench has A hill
floating hook jaw and a cast
• Il• Mtn I
Irnn hOtlSing slam

. Solid-Joint Pliers 5t w/
long-nom, diagonal and lineaman's

Modf.i6 IRV

• Mini

IkvivallIele VIM
sfrtx-,tod of need doll to
love idallqoolt , .
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6 MORE GREAT GIFT IDEAS FOR YOUR DAD!
alt,the

Get your repairs off
the ground!

16.99.

1987 Road Atlas with 325 largescale maps of the U.S., Canada
and Mexico swamp.
O4,64O4Fi

Glove Box Umbrella opens wide
and folds compactly enough for
G4'31.$
easy storage. 27863t00725

pressure-clean cars, trucks, boats, windows With a
taigiscoping nozzle, interchangeable tips 1000 CI S64I07 e

CarVisc"operates from most 12V
lighters and includes permanent
filter bag, 2 tools im,0
G32063 5

4-Sq. Ft. Leather Chamois sve
vety soft, absorbent and great for
cars, windows. vc
G 20693.3 6

98-Pc.First Aid KR Includes bandages, gauze, eye pads, tape,
cream, antiseptic wipes, an instant cold pack, inhalants and a
handy storage kit 441,
t, S24773 •

Iron Duke" Woe's will outlast
cotton gloves 3 to 1! Oak vescemsei,
Gripe Gloves. es. wine,rei 2.99

Pair
Leather Gloves are prime tan
Cowhide, adjustable wrist band
4
Medium or large 'or..

Car Ramps will support up to 6,500 lbs with their strong one-piece
steel construction Raise wheels 8,02 in Built-in tire stop

6363

G 602 as

limbo-Wash attaches right to your garden hose to

99.99

L
VI-HP Power Pal' Portable Horne Air Compressor with all

the tools to paint. inflate, spray, clean,caulk and glue' its °Mess hvinW104
cyfirxfer pump delivers 100 psi, and it weighs just 20 lbs

18.17 rvAginsit 399.99

Handl Roller" pumps 26 oz of
paint right to the roller so it stiminabs askew treys. NAM MHO t

5-Piece Power Painter with Vi-HP
aid's* motor and handy scats•sereee

16-0z. Protsctant guards and
beautifies vinyl, rubber, plastic
and leather. 63110
G19,31:12F•2

3

Foot Pump for tires, athletic balls
Includes 100-psi gauge, needle.
plastic thumb-lock ,77-,

Auto Compass features sharp
styling and push-button illumination Battery id..
tti 362428

Not Scraper" for big paint removal lobs With 2 heat settings
and handy blades maw.
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TRUirEST
SOLD
EXCLUSIVELY
BY
Tianiatae
HARDWARE STORES e

N
!
PA
VALUES VALUES VALUES (
l.
WqptherAl
. ... .

- Weatheed
Is and
Mastic

raiis*

2S1 317 712

Satin Acr,

puts a finish to rust Great for garden tools, patio
furniture, toys and most wood and metal
surfaces around the house

-tkteX Rouse

10.981f..

SIP-17

Woo
4,000"T
w
di'
Paris
•
-"..••• so ems•vo-

Flat Acrylic Latex House Paint resists mildew,
cracking and peeling. Leaves a high-hiding
F2
finish. In 24 colors, black and white.

11.98ton

Satin Finish gives your home a rich, low-sheen
coat that stands up to the elements for years'
f2
19 colors, black and white, si4.

UST

13.98ton

AMA ad

Gloss Finish is a fade-resistant formula that's
perfect finishing touch for the trim. Soap and
water cleanup 16 colors, black & white. GNP 2

MUM OR Mpalli

OA TRACTOR la
mum um,awe

a

/SELECT

•:,,

vinyl-acrylic

sharp
IIIUMi11162.88

sum

LateX

US!.

Labs Mainsileint is perfect for exterior wood,
brick and stucco surfaces. Mildew blister reNIS
sistant Reedy-mited colors and *tile. IC

House Paint

*Custom coitus slightly higher

4.98

Qt.
Your

Gloss Enemai protects wood and
metal Indoors 8 out. Tough
weather-resistant finish. In odors.
it to
rite.
o
_ PAW puts rust-M-

278

Oz.
Spray Enamel leaves a glossy
finish on wood and metal
tame.lbistough weather a
resistant finish is self-le
and quick-drying. In a

•
,
11111101116
1
11.111111r4rs
1
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II SAVINGS COUPON
'17 FATHER'S DAY

i SAVINGS COUPON
II '87 FATHER'S DAY

:1.99-46,

• Orvollh coupon
vollhout coupon 2 19

cciupcli

32910f
Ad Jab'I=r
• household lobs. Natural wood
• handle,steel blade. ms peewee
•
).1 Unit cm memo ii:,
.
i.41gWi
CN
' .
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• ter ousiorxer
1111111MISIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIMISIII

Illendor bonds 8 fills
I sleet aluminum. Rust & waterresistant 6.5 oz. MO ••1111 411 I7
.

1111-in.
!

• USW

ft▪
141°

IN HI

SAVINGS COUPON
'17 FATHER'S DAY

:1J6

WM coupon
cahoot coupon 299

▪ Plastic Weider bonds most
a pianos perwienently. Easy-to•
P APS
•use 1-02. dispenser

Untlt one coupon
Poi antomer
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Exterior Paint Remover.
Just brush on and rinse off
„.
with
old paint.
u,,,, tef
n!I
hig
outacraf

Restore

too. Professional-strength
P12633192
formula. .o'-,
Weathered Wood

Restore

tones easily! Ideal for dec
fences and siding. Al
removes se
303

c '3634196

•

Lat
F
Flat r
40.
:ORO
IMMO

998.0.

E-Z Kam- Latex Flat Finish gives
walls a rich, velvety finish in just
one coat, Spatter-resistant formula makes painting neater. Cleans
up with soap and water UP

All 3 E-Z Kam finishes
are available in 39 decorator
cobra and white

12.98Gak.

12.98"ion

E-Z Kam" Latex Rut Enamel for E-Z Kant' Latex Semi-Gloss is a
a low-sheen finish that's scrub- scrubbable finish ideal for kitchbablei Resists soil and stains for en, bathroom, woodwork_ One-coat
easy cleaning. Spatter-resistant coverage and spatter-resistance
K 97
mean easy painting!
11/0
for neater painting.

4.49%p'

42Z1M

Puts
Polveliscles" combines stain and polyurethane in one easy step!
protection
ng
long-lasti
Tough,
time.
the
half
in
finish
beautiful
on a
colors. ••
that highlights wood grain. Satin or gloss formulas. Asst'd
sas
Polyellades"..•
Onert
.5.75
.
Pi
fePlarliimil
PIM

.- k
.
'

:,,,_...4..„...;`..,,---4'''''I
' -‘.-,' • v....*.

cif*--1-.

.66 Ruts*" Paint 111 Varnish
2
Remover is fast-acting! Won't
damage surfaces Quart.•swisw•

'1111111. MeV*

7.98.

Latex net Wall Finish for good looking. test-drying coverage that
cleans up with soap and water
w viwwww
High hiding formula ws

1688 12.5 02. Nat VA.'

141-0"*prey Enamel puts a tough,
glossy finish on wood and metal
indoors and out Fast-drying for•n
mula Choice of oolOre. v

2.98.

Strips-Ern' Paint Varnish Rammer works fast on vinyl and latex
formallas.lAlon't harm wood Rinses
111011.11
Nap Ugh miter. vs-1

1
2.66

.88 1 Vs-In. Putty Knife is flexible, to smoothly fill cracks and
•rem s
holes. Easy to use. •••
3-4n. np-a-wav• Swap«
is designed for comfort.
9 v*4
I
Easy to control! ow»

Face Lift` incl. cleans9.99
ing liquid, buffing caws. *Wan
and three cods. wow

)

•sessiv•
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•
tr.
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'vw

'

A)SA.
Stepladder with shoes for
safety, and extra-thick
1 -in. steps. 2214r non
14
41.99
8 FL n041 now

B)8-R.Wood Stepladder
with side-spreader
and grooved steps
•‘s,1133 t
safety

f

84.99

b139.9

paint to
Power Roller' Plus automatically feeds
pressure.
roller with fingertip control, adjustable
F 50002F
18-ft. hose, extension, roller, more. 27,000

•

spray
Electronic Power Painter lets you adjust
. suction
pattern to fit the jobl Incl. spray tips, 5-ft
set, cleaner and carrying case. 2?20

51164111

•

15.88 %.

28-In. Aluminum Step Stool
P427054
with wide base. MO

14.44

4-FL Platform Ladder has hand-.
high safety rail, pail shelf with rag
rail and tool holders. Riveted conp0000,
struction for strength.

Puts
ction
Lee

Plash
fon't
nine

1.99

69.88

2
1
4-Pc. Brush Set includes ½, 1, 1 /
and 2-in. sizes with long-lasting
p21111212
polyester bristles.

Fllp-Up" Aluminum Ladder goes
from 6 to 10 ft. Hook locks hold
•r73 roe
tightly! Built tough! Flo

EZ PAINTR
EZ PAINTR 14.44
8
2.8
hold its own
to
loads
'
Roller
EZ
9-In. Paint Shield Roller protects

paint. With shield for faster, neater
you from spatter. Easy cleanup
P 400070 F3
painting. 4000-F.R90
p4320.
0
SOI.P.R-0
Cover not incl.

and wohl bleed throughë1hnt.
11-02 cartridge White MK 21001111Fit

Silicone N &Want.Choose formulas specialty designed kw windows
and doors or concrete and masonry Each 10 ft. oz. sisstosono

Press-In-Place- Caulk is preshaped, easy to apply Forms a
tight, lasting seal with no sticky
mess VIII in x22 ft

Penal and Drywall Adhesive. Easily
attaches molding, too Strong
bonds are easy to apply from 8106
fl oz cartridge 711,8,

2-Gram Super Glue Pen or 1-0z.
Thread Locking Compound for
fast bonds. Keep nuts and bolts
tight, make fast repairs rttrieviso P,2

• •11"

44,ttlift0000#

•

1
,
4-t

P4

ClUdSMAN®
10.98

Gallon
Your choice

Solid-Color Oil Stain and Wood Preservative resists mildew. For siding, shingles,
shakes. Available in ready-mixed colors. vismerx F2
preserves the
natural beauty of rough-cut wood without hiding
grain. Choose from asst'd colors. osi
K F2

Semi-lansparent Oil Stain

8.98.

7.98.

Tr u -SeaI Waterproofing Coating resists
water damage on many surfaced. Clear. 41st

Clear Wood Preservative & Sealer helps

K

Quart Waterproofing Costing.Caw cs.,.trram

WV*K4

protect exterior wood from moisture damage and
mildew, allows natural weathering and graying.
Penetrates bare, unfinished wood. c*-C K

9.98

Solid-Color Latex Stain

lets you see the
wood texture beneath a water-resistant finish
that dries in minutes. For smooth Or rough-cut
wood In ready-mixed 0010r1. Ls
Kn
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THE EASY
19-In. Electric Mower
Electric convenience and the power
of a 10-amp Briggs& Stratton motor
on a 1-pc. steel deck. Flip-over
handle eliminates turn-arounds
and folds for easy storage.
E19

Anik

The austempered high-lift blade
your lawn a smooth cut! Reliable
Tecumseh engine w/rustproof fuel
tank, 5 cutting heights, folding
handle with rust-resistant controls, 1-pc steel deck, easyZ Si4 257
rolling wheels. 51

Z 275305 I

149.88

Ce
Orles,

20-In. 3.5-HP
Lawn Mower gives

the

159.88

ln

Ips
Ind
ng

he
sh
:ut

charge it today
with

14 Ft

Quick Credit

21-In. 4-HP Deluxe
Rear-Bagging Mower
ience,
Lawn Chicr Monson are designed and built for conven
d, Illinois.
Harvar
in
factory
own
our
in
power
and
on
precisi
s—on to youl
This way,we can pass our confidence—and saving

engine with its large
The powerful Briggs & Stratton Max-style
smoothly, and the
cuts
blade
t
high-lif
the
easily,
fuel tank starts
g. With a folding baggin
better
es
fully-baffled underdeck provid
heights a2 7 554852
grip handle, hard plastic grass catcher,5 cutting

PerformancePlum

GREEN
THUMB

21-In. 4-HP Power Drive
Rear-Bagging Mower

Nit

I"

69"
_Loa
Mow
4,0
642,

It's convertible—change it from a
rear-bagger to a side-bagger to
a mulched Self-propelled for
bras strain, easy 7-height cut'
adjustment.

449.95
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CUT DAD'S YARD WORK NMI TO SIZE
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Secede Weedsr/Calesetor weeds and aerates
sail in ono easy step.
Powortul electric motor
with durable gear drive,
reciprocating spring steel
I. NNW I
blades. rre

titillip,,1
analgAINCI•00,•00L

mrsoiltapos

.

U.P.

THUMB

—

4064,110!***
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NM BEM LAWN & GARDEN VALUES!

9

Sprayer values for
any size garden!

EN
UMB

po.Rek

Otalflatiag Sprkik
and covers up to
L 11231117
ft. Durab4e.
3,

50-Ft Safety Fled Garden Hose
Is tire-cord reinforced Inc'
L .ss •
Thumnipp connector

Automatically
Retracts

„

The Hydro-Sweep"'
Simply attach your hose to this
durable water-powered broom
and its 5 high-velocity spray jets
will clean your driveway, garage.
basement or exterior walls W/
water-saver valve, 3 hose clips,
no-slip grip, more
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1 " GIVE DAD A GIFT THAT KEEPS ON GIVING...
-••
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MIR WIER
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TEM
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really

1
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20-1n. 340ined Ban Fan brings cooiktg
from•window or floor. Rugged steel cabinet isfili
baked-ensaid
Idea& Wales and blades- CUM
•
01141111ating Fan odorsconvenient
411Ebass
".."
a)
and 90° ciecillailon to elfteissey
circelsas air and imp an make room cool and camforiableiIrma
w

compactforstorage,roomy for
plenty of documents. Protects
against fire, theft. Int. dim.:
33A*113
/
4x7/
3
4 in ,-.30
4420904

•••

23.95

Aegean,
14sad w/5 settings. intall mount mow
r
e
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With bracksit

Disposelift Weier Misr for iceWOW dlOPenesr. VAM carbon awtricfga.1111Ings.
laian n2

Force-flNsion Fire Extinguninw
leaves no powder or residue. UL
maid 2-8:C. wir
_I

MAIM:lee

Fire ExVilalkber via Pillion formuia. IL
rabid 1-87C iwwww
Nom,.

6-Ft. H•avy-Duty Combination
Cabal Lock features resettabie
combination mo
- mists

_

44044#4014,,,ft:
_
- 4.4*42:1441.F.4877A4..4±1...wyftY:ai.
,
rier.ea4.4444.
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SAVINGS TO BRIGHTEN UP DAD'S DAL

11

Compact Heavy-Duty Rechargeable Reeltlight
somas
offers a powerful krypton bulb FL.5

Your choice 111
DURACELL
es provide long-lasting playing time in radios,
e Batteri

Alkalin
recorders, etc
flashlights, electronic toys, smoke detectors, tape
MN 1405,1300132,16018 S F
battery
9-volt
single
or
cells
D
Choose 2-pk. C or
2.39
4-Pk. AA Alkaline Batteries. FIREESOOEM ,05866 F12
Commander Fluorescent
Lantern is rugged enough
for use anywhere. Battery not
,AS823 A
included 52,7A

15.88 DUROCal- 15.88 caveat

10.88

, waterproof.
bright light

Halogen Rooting Lantern offers bright white light
11102480 6
and a heavy-duty 6V battery nwo

./B4
21141,

14,'w

Durabeam Floating Lantern
provides a dependable light in a
rugged case. Includes long-life
si073111
6V battery. col

Flip' Multi-Purpose Work Light
offers swivel head to direct light,
freestanding shape, more. InS et:53ES F
cludes 4 batteries. a.

MS Mil

., .
I.

s SAVINGS COUPON
a '87 FATHER'S DAY
with coupon
without coupon 5.99
i Mini Tuff Lite features krypton
ISSN 773 rt
bulb batts 00.041-V

.3.99
1

littiods
100-Ft. Cord Storage Reel to
handily store extension cords
rope, were, cable cow

Rug-In Ground Fault
Interrupter includes 25-ft cord
I ant,,s.
for UM anywhere ma

MR.Retractable RealUghtlea
RIM 18/3 cord and a grounded
F rie rill it
metal guard 7EVEEEIC

Magnetos Work Light offers
1800 bending arm and powerful
1 311E1 •
F ,
magnetic base uw.
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MURRAY

HOME & AUTO STORE
NORTHSIDE SHOPPING CENTER

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
PHONE: 753-2571

H084C6

FATHER'S DAY Es
Cook up Dad's
favorites!

139.99

24.99

Cart Gas GrIII has electronic
ignition, porcelain-coated
steel cooking grid, 400-sq in.
cooking surface wiwarming
rack LP tank Sa.la
C WNW

60-R. VioyI Hose

is retniorced
for extra strength Stays flexible
in all weather se in ID as.

Electric Grass11-immer cuts a 10in path Adjustable handle, automatic line advance, 28-amp
motor. Lightweight mix. L 306131 I

Emergency 12V Air Compremior
inflates tires, air shocks Has
flashlight A flasher as •

c 11W7 Is COTTEN & MOW =COO S OM

C-4..texa*

Nom 66 a.

Deetinister• Power Brush tea
tures a powerful two-motor sys
tern, rotating brush Great for pe
hair, cars Cordless. as lion=
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